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Foreword 

This fourth issue of the Cartography and Remote 
Sensing Bulletin for Africa follows the fonnat of the 
previo~s one, with two distinct sections. Section 
One comprises a series of technical articles 
focussing on the essential role of mapping. remote 
sensing and geographic infonnation systems as 
cornerstones for natural resources and energy 
developmenL It is, therefore, a continuation of the 
third issue, addressing constraints, expectations and 
achievements in the above fields in Africa. 

Additional relevant outstanding papers presented at 
the SI.h United Nations Regional Cartographic 
Conference, that were not included in our previous 
bulletin, are presented in this issue. These papers 
are' complemented by two prominent contributions in 
the area of resource infonnation that were submitted 
to an "ad,hoc experts group meeting on policies and 
strategies for the development and utilization of 
natural resources and energy in Africa", held in 
Addis Ababa in lune-luly 1994. This meeting, part 
ofECA'swork.programme for 1994, was convened 
to evaluate the present situation in Africa, to 
fonnulate recommendations and prOVide guidelines 
to governments, donors, international organizations 
and the private sector alike, aiming at enhancing the 
sustainable development of natural resources and 
energy at national, sub-regional and regional levels. 
An important item of the agenda addressed the 
development and management of resource 
information. Under this agenda item, the 
availability, acquisition and management of spatial 
mfonnation needed by both govemments and private 
entrepreneurs for the assessment and the 
development of natural resources and energy was 
considered. A summary of the observations of the 
experts and their recommendations closes section 
one of the Bulletin. 

Section Two: "lnfonnation Review", provi-des 
details on major activities, events and occurrences, 
on-going or planned, in the fields of mapping, 
remote sensing and GIS that are of interest to the 
African region. On this occasion, we have great 
satisfaction and pleasure to note a major break
through of great significance that has occurred in 
Africa, fulfilling a long-sought aspiration. It is the 
ability to acquire, for the first time in the eastern and 
central sub-regions, but not exclusive to these 
regions, high resolution earth resource satellite data. 

Recently, the Regional Centre for Services in 
Surveying. Mapping a9d Remote Sensing 
(RCSSMRS) located in Nairobi, Kenya, has 
finalized an agreement with Earth Observation 
Satellite (EOSAT) Lanham. U.SA, and Telc· 
spazzjo. Rome. Italy, to establish a Portable Ground 
Station (PGS) in order to receive high resolution 
data from known satellites as LANDSAT, SPOT, 
Indian Remote Sen-sing Satellite (IRS) and the 
European Remote Sensing Satellite One (ERS·l). 
With the installation of an expeditionary system, the 
facility is bemg tested and has been able to acquire 
high quality imagery during the month of October 
1994. The achievement effectively opened up the 
East African and Central Africa subregion which 
have never had no realtime receiving facilities. 

Finally, we once again take this opportunity to 
appeal to the Alhean and international community, 
from the public and private sector alike, to contribute 
articles, commentaries and any other infonnation 
that they deem worth being disseminated in the 
region and abroad. Comments and observations from 
our readers are equally welcome, as we continuously 
stfIVe to improve the quality of the publication. 
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I. BACKGROUND CONSIDERATIONS 

In its report on Lagos Plan of AClIon for 
Economic Development of Africa, the Organisation 
of African Unity (OAU) declared that 

"The major problems confronting Afnea In 

the field of natural resources development include: 
lack of Information on natural endo\\ment and'the 
actiYlties of transnational corporations dealing with 
natural resource assessment lack of adequate 
capat:ity (CapitaL skill and technology) for the 
development of these resources: a considerable 
dependence 011 foreign transnational corporations 
for the development of a narrow range of African 
natural resources .. " and disappointingly 10\\ general 
conlribution of natural resources to socio,economic 
development" (OAU. I n2) 

This situation has not changed. Yet. in the 
last two decades, fIlany improved tools hme becn 
de,eloped for dala collectIon. organisation. 
mtegratlon. ;lnnlysls ond manngcmcnt. These 
dc\ elopmcnts [lrc oUlgrO\\1h of alr- and spac~-bascd 
tcchnologv, strongh complemented b, 
ullprecedented de\c!opment of cheaper computer 
s~ stems and a \\ Ide range of tc'\:\ual" st<ltlstlcal and 
geoMinformalion processing software packages 

The abo'.c scenano suggests that the 
generalion" proccssillg. orgamsation and access to 
accuratc. relc\ anl mfo[mJtioll and lJ.bjlil~ and 

commitment to usc it to advantage arc crucial to thc 
resolution of resource dc,e1opment and management 
problems in Africa. ThIS being thc case, the current 
low le\·cI adoption and adaptation of the rapidly 
growing information generation and mnnagement 
technologies in Africa are not unlikely to be 
conditioned by: 

(il the inadequate appreciation of the value 
and role of information in development. 
and 

(Ii) the possible nllSconceptiol1 of the term 
"resource" . 

first. there IS the confUSIOn between "data" 
and "infommtiun". While data arc the raw clements 
of IllfOrmalioll. the basic material from which 
information IS produced. mformatlon. on the other 
hand. is data whIch havc been organised and 
processed in a way that1l can be used for decision
making the further processrng of infomlation leads 
to the generatIOn and/or expansion of knOWledge. 
Thus mlormation and knowledge arc the po\\' er base 
. PO\\Clto de,elop and manage resources. power to 
meet human requlfcrncnls and power lO be sclf
rcJmnL 

It is in this contc"t that Sabourin (1982) 
concluded Ihat ll1fonnation and knowledge arc thus 
as css(.;nllal as malerial resources because, without 
information and knowledge. nothing has 
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meaning as other resources depend on them for 
their evaluation and utilisation. This then means 
that information is not only a "master and 
marketable resource", it is also a principal link 
between other resources. 

Accordingly, the pnonty given to data 
collection and the generation of information in the 
industrialised countries and several developing 
countries, especially those in Asia and Latin 
American, is dictated by the relation that "People 
think and act on the basis of their views of the 
world, which is determined by their values as well as 
by their knowledge of acts and beliefs" (McAllister, 
1982) 

In addition to this realisation, the global call 
for a trans formative, integrated and sustainable 
development require information and knowledge 
that 

• reveal the available resources and identify 
their character, location and potential; 

• provide opportunities to tailor development 
activitics in a manner compatible with the 
resource base: 

• permit an indivIdual, a group and a nallon 
to emer into a mature, mutually beneficial 
reSOW'ce cxploitation relationships with 
others: 

• prm ide the government, donor agencIes 
and the citizens the opportunity to exercise 
good judgement in the selection of pohcies 
and progranmles. 

• pro, ide the citizens an opportunit" to 
debate, react and particIpate m 
de\clopment programmes and projects: 

• mcrease the capacity of the people to 
organise themsches lor a common purpose 
and prO\ Id~ a credible channel to persuade 
them to change those habits and 
perceptIOns that are inimIcal to progress: 
and 
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• reduce the opportunity for misunderstand
ing, frustration and disruptive conflicts. 

Set against the above considerations, it can 
be concluded that hwnan development is largely 
determined by the state of information about the 
environment, resources and hwnan activities, the 
commwlication of this information and on the 
knowledge acquired and brought to bear o~icy 
making, programme formulation, project 
implementation and monitoring. And as argued by 
Mogl\iunge (1980), 

" ... there can be no doubt that the 
development process reqUIres the 
coordination and control of highly diffused 
sets of information in order to be able to 
influence the behaviour of widely dispersed 
decision making elements In a 
predetermined direction. with the 
development context, information flow is 
not only a means to facilitate appropriate 
decision-making but also a requirement for 
achieving national integration. The 
dissemination .. plays a considerable role in 
making diverse people within the same 
political boarders. accept broadly the same 
set of goals and be prepared to work 
towards the same general objectives" 

Second, just as the value and impact of 
information on resource development and 
management. as briefly outlined above, have been 
less undertook, the tem1 "resource" is equally 
misconceived The perception is that Africa is 
endowed with abundant natural and human 
resources. yet ZUTIlllermann (1933) rightly argued 
that "neither the enVironment as such nor parts of 
the environment arc resources until they are, or arc 
considered to be capablc of satlsfying human 
needs" The cndemlc socio-economic and political 
problems facing Africa, 10 spite of the perceived 
abundant natural resources, support the above 
argument. thus before anything can be regarded as 
a resourec. Its existence. character and loeallon must 
be identified followed bv the consideratIOn of how 
to obtain it and how to transform it into useful 
eommodlt" 



Furthennore, resources are cultural 
appraisals. What constitute a resource varies among 
cultures such that what is regarded as a resource in 
one 'culture may be regarded as a "neutral stufl" in 
another culture (Mitchell, 1989). A single resource 
entity may also be perceived differently by different 
cultures. Thus an Wlderstanding of resource 
patterns requires the local knowledge of how 
resources arc perceived and classified by the local 
resource users and developers. 

Resources are also dynamic and they 
become available to human beings through a 
combination of increased knowledge and expanding 
technology as well as changing individual and 
societal objectives. Accordingly, Zimmennann 
(1951) concluded that "Resources are not, they 
become, they are not static but expand and contract 
in response to human wants and human actions'" 
thus the contraction of African resources and their 
low level contribution to the socio-economic 
development of Africa are caused by our actions or 
inactions. 

It is against the above considerations that 
Mitcchell (1989) remarked that "natural resources 
are defined by human perceptions and attitudes, 
wants, technological skills, legal, financial and 
institutional arrangements, as well as by political 
customs ll 

Given the nature of resources, the following 
analyses have been Identified for their. rational 
development and management· 

(i) 

(il) 

(iii) 

Studies of natural resources themselves: 
surveying, mapping and measurement of 
the supply and demand for resources as 
well as their characteristics and properties; 

Studies of alternative allocations (spatial, 
temporal, functional) of resources in tenns 
of users, facilities and activities; 

Studies of variables (biophysical, 
technological, economic, social, political, 
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institutIOnal, legal) which condItion resoilfce 
allocation or development; and 

(iv 1 Studies of the impact of specific resource 
allocations. (Mitchell, 1989). 

Accordingly, reSOurce development and 
management require a matrix of infonnation and 
knowledge about the various perspectives over 
space and time as well as an appreciation of their 
interactions as shown in Figure I. 
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Fig. 1 Dimensions of Resource Analysis (after 
Krueger and Mitchell, 1977) 

In view of the above considerations, the 
Issues in developing and managing resource 
il)formation are discussed Wlder the following two 
broad topics: 

(i) Resource informatIOn n~ds; and 

(ii) Generation and management of resource 
infomlation. 

This discussion is followed by lessons of 
experience and the way forward. 



2. RESOURCE INFORMATIOI'i NEEDS 

the detenninmion of resource information 
needs is a fundamenlill requirement lor beneficial 
incorporatIOn ofresoUfce infomlation in the decision 
making process. In other words. for information to 
play Its valued role. the needs to be satisfied must be 
known Nonnally. all institutions (public or 
pnvate). group and mdividuals need a bel of 
information in order to succeed in whatever the\' arc 
engage in: while some of these groups arc able to 
ddll1e their 111 lornl<l tlon needs properh. others arc 
1I0t 

Howc\\~r since resources arc condItioned by 
cuituraJ appraisals. th..:: resource mformation needs 
van from culture to culture. With", each ellllllfe. 
the iniormation needs ;)Iso \ ar: among tiers of 
goycmment (national. swtc and local eounerls). 
publie and private sectors. the eOllllllunitles and 
individuals. 

Just as natural reSources arc closely 
interdependent III their relationship. the resourCe 
information needs of the various groups also varY 
and overlap ill terms of spatial. temporal and 
resource components Jnd their attributes. 
Accordingly. it IS not possible withm the S(OPC of 
this paper to diSCUSS ill detail the resource 
mfonnation needs of each sector of the economy. 

For the purpose of this discussion, the 
resource infonnalion needs may be organised into 
the following emegones: 

(i) Governmental (sectoral) organisations 

This catego" ma, bc dividcd into the 
following three sub-categones 

(a) Those orgamsatlons vt'hose mandates are to 
generate. archive and distribute Infonllation 
(e.g sun'e), geological. meteorological 
departments). For sustamabiillY and for lhe 
products of these organ isations to 
contribute substantiaily to the economy, the 
changing needs of the users of their 
products must be constantly monitored and 
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(b) 

(c) 

(c) 

(ii) 

intcgwlcd Into their operations; 

de\,clopmentiPrOJcct Implementing 
AgenCies (e.g. An agency for rural road 
construction or rural water supply). their 
resource infonnntion needs cut across 
several olher sectoral organisations. lhe 
success or failure of lhis group depend on 
the e:>;tenl to which "resource Inlonnalion 
servers" (e.g group (a) above and group 
belo\\') ore ab Ie to supply needed infonn
ation by thiS group has olien forced them to 
engage ill dir(X;1 data collection and this has 
olien reduced their level of performance in 
their given mandntes In addition, it has led 
(0 duplication of efforts. increases in 
Investment and rCC\UTcnt costs and, in some 
cases. reduction In financial allocation to 
I he resource information server 
orgumsaliolls. 

Sectoral organisations that combine the 
attributes ol'(a) and (b) above (e.g Minist,,' 
of Agrlculturc - department of Land 
resources and Forest") This group 
produces and uses lIlformation in pursuance 
of their lllandates. 

Private Sectors. 

These care go" generates mformation which 
they usc in pursuance of their respective mandates 
(e.g. oil compalllcs) Allhough they collecl data and 
generate infonnation that arc useful to other seclors 
but aceess to their data and information has 
remained \0" di fricult 

(iii) Communities. and individuals 

While the resources information needs of 
this catego,,' \'a,,' vcry widely, they are the 
least capable of meeting several of their 
important infonnation needs. In tenns of 
numbers they arc more than groups (i) and 
(Ii) combined: thus thelf inability to meet 
their resource infonnation needs ollen 
result ill poor pcrfomlanee of their 
responsibilities with a resultant large-scale 



environmental and resource degradallon. 

Several faetors which are responsible for this 
include: 

• inability to define their resource 
information needs; 

• fail ..... c of the information server (e.g group 
I (a & c) to supply needed information; 

• lack of access to information available in 
other sectors; 

2.1. Categories of Resource Information 
Needs. 

(i) Common Information Needs 

An important common mformation needs 
for all sectors in pursuance of their planning, 
development and management of resources is 
accurate up-today base maps which provide 
topographic, hydrographIc and cui rural features as 
well as place names. A unique characteristic of a 
good base map is the prOVIsion of 10calJonai 
infonnation which serves as a basic requirement for 
spatIal analysis. Attributes of a particular resource 
provide greater information when those attributes 
are associated with location. 

This common information need is normally 
obtained from the national topographIc map series, 
Apart from their uniqueness in providing this 
common need, they also serve as bases for thematic 
resource information. Unfortunately, the coverage 
of topographic map series (especially large to 
medium scale) m Africa is largely at variance with 
their needs and use (Table I). Apart from the low 
percentage coverage, most of the topographic maps 
are not only several years out of date, they are also 
differentially standardised 

,Another important common information 
need is admmistrative boundaries These include 
nabonal, state/provincial and local government area 
boundaries, property boundaries, forest reserve 
boundaries, oil concentration boundaries, census 
enumeration boundaries, voting distinct boundaries, 
urban area boundaries etc. Although these 
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boundaries may be marked on the ground by fences, 
survey monuments or by mere description, their 
depIction on appropriate maps are required for 
proper resource management. 

These boundaries define various levels of 
"primary territories" - the basis for the organisation 
of human life. "Primary territories" according to 
Atman (1975) "are owned and used exclusively by 
individuals or groups, are clearly identified as theirs 
by others, are controlled on a relatively permanent 
basis and are central to the day-to-day lives of 
the occupants". Thus "territoriality functions to 
facilitate social processes such as planning, anti
cipating others behaviours,engaging in 
uninterrupted activities and having security" (Edney, 
1976). It can therefore be concluded that it would 
be difficult to function well, plan and execute 
projects to the benefits of the society without a 
territory whose boundaries are well demarcated. 

Table I: Topographic Map Coverage 

AREAS % % % °/. 
COVER. 00\0'£1(· 

COVEII.- COVER.. AGE AGE 
AGE AGE 

S;:ale Scale Scale S<aI, 

illS,OO 1/50,000 IfiOO,OOO 11250,000 

Afnea 2,50 14-S0 19_50 ".60 

Amarctma 0.00 000 000 0.00 

.1 
AsIa (wlthout USSR i i2.SO 69,20 62.10 8350 

" 

E:.trope (1lo'1tl:Out n.w 9620 711:.50 90.90 
USSR" 

North and CenuaJ 36,90 7170 )lID 9920 
America 

O.:eama and Australia 11no no 5440 '290 I 

SDuth Amem:a 610 2980 SlMl noo 

Former USSR 100.00 100.00 10000 lOOJ)O 

World 1980 LlOO 42,00 4200 110.00 

World 1987 1730 \{\40 SHIO 90.20 

:\n11\.131 Progres.s % per 061 '06 2.41 1.46 

'"'' 
Y eM5 Needed for 13500 2100 1700 700 
complete coverage 
(year:!;) 

Source: UN. World Cartography 1990 vo120. 



In Africa, the contrary is the case. Several 
national boundarIes have not been properly 
demarcated. The situation with states and local 
areas is worse Similarly, property bowldaries are 
non-existent in several countries and census 
enumeration areas arc yet to be properly established. 
The lack of this common informatIOn needs has 
been part of the bane for the poor integration and 
management of resource infonnation in management 
and development decisions III Africa. 

(ii) Baseline Thematic Information 

For project planning, managernent,develop
ment and evaluation, infonnation on the resource 
base is required. Such base line infonnation is often 
derived from the inventories of various resource 
components (e.g. soils, water, vegetation. geology, 
climate ete).from the inventories, infonnauon about 
the location, areal extent and the properties and 
characteristics of each component are generated. 
Apart from serving as an invaluable requirements 
for project design and planning, the infonnation also 
serve as a base for future monitoring and impact 
assessment 

The utility of the IIlventOrlCS carrie.d out by 
the various sectors depends on their accuracy, 
reliability, compatibility of classiucation schemes. 
relevance of the aspect inventoried and accessibility. 

Unfortunately, the status of baseline 
resource infonnation in Africa is worse than the 
status of topographic mapping. Apart from 
internationally collected baseline infonnation, which 
are usually at small scales, comprehensive medium 
to larl,'C-scale thematic inventorv data are a rarity in 
most African countries. What is available are highly 
fragmented and they arc incompatible in tenns of 
scale, spatial, temporal and contextual details. 

(iii) Resource Use 

Development does not start on a clean state 
or in a vacuum. Thus, there is also a need for 
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infonnation on the current resource use and the 
resource management systems. A proposal for 
changes in land usc, for instance, requires that the 
current usc is inventoried The combmationof the 
information 'lO the current resource use and the 
baseline resource inventory results is required to 
dctennine the suitability or otherwise of the current 
use or that of the proposed development activity as 
well as the detcnninatlon of resource of resource 
opportunities and constraints. 

As in the other cases above, resource use 
inventories have not been comprehensively 
undertaken in most African countries. What is 
generally avmlable are prOject specific resource use 
inventories carried out on contractual basis by the 
various resource sectors. In several cases, resourcc 
usc inventories have been conducted over the same 
geographic area by different agencies leading to 
duplication of efforts and misuse of the scarce 
financial resources. 

(iv) Monitoring Information 

Development IS about change; thus an 
important infonnation need is how to accommodate 
change and usc it for further development. Apart 
from human activities which lead to changcs in the 
resource base, the natural resources themselves are 
dynamic thus monitoring infonnation is meant to 
dctennine or identify on time, both positive and 
negative impacts to be generated by a proposed 
project. 

The baseline resource infonnation in (ii) 
above and resource use information in (iii) above are 
fundamentally required for monitoring activities. 
And depending on the nature of the resource base or 
the resource use actiVities, monitoring activities can 
be carried out frequently, seasonally or periodically. 
Given the general lack of baseline resource 
infonniltion and resouree use infonnation in ilfrica, 
monitoring information, as an important component 
of resource infonnation needs, has not been given 
any serious consideration. 



2.2 Approaches 10 Determining Information 
Needs 

McLaughlin and coleman ( 1990) has 
identified three general approaches for determining 
information needs, These are: 

(i) Need-driven approach requIrIng the 
assessment of the users information needs, 

(ii) Identification of thee type of information 
thaI should be available for an agency to 
fulfil its mandate, ThiS, of course, assume 

that the mandate is clear in terms of the 
needs to be satisfied, 

(iii) cosVbenefit analysis of the impacts which 
various typeS of information might have on 
resource development and management 

In practical terms, a composite of the three 
approaches is superior. However, resource 
development and management by public sectors in 
Africa often do not take into consideration any of 
the above approaches, An important aspect which 
is often ignored or not adequately understood by the 
public sectors whose critical suceess factor depends 
on the collection, production archiving and 
dissemination of resource information is the total 
neglect of the users of their product. While this 
problem may be due to the weakness in their 
mandates, the fact which they fail to recognise, as 
remarked by Churchman (1971) IS that 
"",knowledge resides in the user and not in the data 
collection, It's how the user reacts to the collection 
of information that matters", This remark has 
several implications for public resource sectors in 
Africa, first, the im'olvement of resource users ill 
the determinatIOn of information needs provides a 
basis for the information "servers" to reorganise 
their operations in line with the users need This is 
a basic requirement for their sustainability, Second. 
the involvement of the users minimises the 
possibility of overlooking some important local 
issues. third, It ensures early recognition of 
problems that might affect the success of both the 
information servers and the users' projects. Forth. it 
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reduces the chances of collecting redundant 
information which, in tlll1l. reduces the cost of 
project implementation, 

Notwithstanding the mandates of public 
resource sectors, especially with regards to resource 
information supply, the participation of resource 
users in determining information needs through 
individual and group interviews as well as expert 
opinions is fundamental to the incorporation and 
productive use of information resource management 
This is particularly important because indigenous 
knowledge and the idea of sustainability are 
intertwined, The views and perceptions of the local 
resource users allow the experts to define what 

local users know and do as well as what resource 
information is needed to enhance their operations 
(Mundy, 1993), Yet,asAtte(1989)observed "The 
African elite has little or no s~mpathy for 
indigCl'lifus knowledge; for so long running away 
from it has beco a mark of success.,. this is possibly 
the greatest obstacle","Certainly, inability to 
properly define information needs presents a very 
great obstacle to the development of indigenous 
culture in information technology and its use for 
resource development and management 

3. GENERATION OFDATA AND MANAGE
MENT OF RESOURCE INFORMATION 

After the determmation of resource 
information needs, the following three broad 
categories of activities are then pursued: 

(i) Collection and evaluation of existing data; 

(ii) Collection of new data to fill the data gaps 
identified in stem (I) above, and 

(iii) Data organisation, integration, 
manipulation and generation of 
information. 

Each of these steps is brielly discussed with 
a view to identifYing some of the major factors 
inhibiting the conduct of these activities and their 



implications for resource information development 
and management in Africa. 

3.1 Collection aud Evaluation of Existing 
Data 

The frrst step is the identification of sources 
of needed data. This is normally accomplished by 
searching bibliqgraphic indices, public and private 
institutions and agencies for those data that have 
been identified during the data need assessment. As 
already indicated, all resource development 
programmes or projects require accurate up-to·date 
base maps (spatial data base), administrative data 
and data on infrastructure. Others, depending on the 
type of programme/project, would include baseline 
resource data, resource use data, and socio. 
economic data. 

The evaluation of data so collected are 
usually carried out by a team consisting oftelevant 
experts. The multidisciplinary experts rank the 
coilected data as important, useful, marginal or not 
useful. The assessment criteria normally include, 
dilta format, scale, map projection, date of source 
material and date of publication, area coverage, 
completeness of data, relevance of data, no 
mandator and data compatibility (sec Hassan and 
hutchinson (1992) for details). 

After a thorough review of the eXisting data 
has been coolpleted. and compared with data needs, 
gaps in data arc idenlltied and arrangement for new 
data colleetion to till the gaps ar~ made. 

However, the current status of resource 
data, and the possibilities of their integration for the 
generation of useful infonnation vary considerably 
among African countries and among national 
resource institutions and private sectors the 
collection and use of existing resource data in Africa 
are inhibited by the following factors 

(i) lack of information on the existing data. 
The problem is further compounded by the 
lack of documentation and inconsistency in 
the available documentation. Thus 
searching for what IS available is not only 
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(ii) 

tnne consuming it is also very costly; 

Inventories of many important natural 
resources have not been conducted at 
national, regional or at local levels; 

(iii) Maps projections are not standardised 
across countries in Africa; 

(iv) Data layers (often collected by different 
departments) are not registered to common 
coordinate systems. 

(v) Even when data are available (e.g. 
topographic maps, aerial photographs, etc) 
access to them has remained very difficult 
in several Africim countries. This problem 
is an institutional, perceptual and legal 
type In several cases the ownership and 
cop}Tight of data are often not clear or 

misleading. the mandates of the resource 
institutions are often not clear with regards 
to collection, archiving, dissemination and 
sharing of data. 

(vi) Various classification schemes and 
nomendaturc are used for the same resource 
component anlong the resource institutiOll!l. 

(vii) Socio-economic data are often not geo
referenced, hence their integration to other 
spatial data remains a problem. 

Although considerable resource data 
already exist in Africa, most ofthem are defieient in 
~eral important attributes, thus limiting their use. 
Furthcnllorc. there are considerable gaps in the 
existing data and several new data sets are required 
in order to be able to properly address the issue of 
resource development and management in Africa. 
Fortunately, Olle of the outstanding achievements of 
this century has been the development and the 
application of space science and technology, 
especially remote sensing (RS) and its related 
technology of geographic information systems 
(GIS) While RS is a powerful too for generating 
spatial and temporal resouree data, GIS is a 



powerful too for the integration, analysis and 
generation of information for decision making. 
These two information generating technologies are 
briefly discussed only with a view to identit)'ing 
some of the key factors responsible for their slow 
adoption and adaptation for the generation and 
management of resource and environmental 
information in Africa. 

3.1.2 Key Issues Affecting the Application of 
Remote Sensing in Africa 

The potential of remote sensing for 
'providing resource data with sufficient spatial, 
temporal and contextual details has been adequately 
demonstrated. However, the benefits of this 
technology have largely accrued to those nations 
that have organised themselves to apply national 
perspective to the development of scientific and 
technological competence for the application of the 
technology to their national development goals, 
priorities and supporting policies. 

In those nations, remote sensing and its 
related technologies have been used to contribute 
tremendously to the state of knowledge and 
infonnation about their environment, resource and 
the underlying ecological processes. Broadly, these 
nations have employed these technologies in several 
areas including, land and water resources 
management, planning and management of 
infrastructural facilities, urban and rural land use 
planning, environmental monitoring and impact 
assessment as well as production of various types of 
maps for planning and decision making. 

Through this information and the 
knowledge generated thereof, these nations have 
been able to make their natural resources to 
contribute substantial to their socio-economic 
development. At the same time, the 
scientists/engineers in these nations together 
with their professional organisations have 
seriously engaged in those activities aimed at 
increasing the awareness of their governments and 
their people about the need to protect and manage 
the environment and their resources more carefully 
than before, while they further engage in the 
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acquisition of information and the generation of new 
knowledge for the sustainable development of their 
resources. 

By its nature, remote sensing application 
has given birth to more serious multidisciplinary 
research and application of knowledge as well as the 
establishment of several scientific and professional 
organisations. Thus the scientists, engineers and· 
their professional organisations have gradually 
recognised their mutual interdepeudence as well as 
the need to collectively sensitise and mobilise the 
user communities. The resulting scenario in those 
nations is that the scientists and engineers are better 
able to provide the resource infOl1l1ation needs of the 
user communities while the later are not only able to 
operate more efficiently, they are also able to pay 
for the services rendered to t1iem as well as 
contribute to the development of the technology. 

Accordingly, deli very of information 
through remote sensing technology has evolved to 
include two broad categories of users: - the scientific 
user and the operational user. According to 
Macdonald (1993) the scientific user "is one whose 
purpose is to generate knowledge and 
understanding about how remote sensing 
information can be acquired and used" while the 
operational user is "one who participates. in the 
economy directly, and whose output has direct 
economic value" (see Fig. 2). 

Fixure 2: Information Delivery Sy.tem (After 
~acdonald,1993) 



Thus, the successful transfer of the 
technology requires the existence of the two types of 
user communities. This condition is dictated by the 
mutual interdependence nature of technology 
COOIpQnents. According to Mey~-Stammer (1992), 
technOlOgy consists of four components' 
(i) Hardware: for instance, a specific 

configuration of machines and equipment 
to manufacture a product or provide a 
servIce; 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Know-how: that is, scientific and technical 
knowledge, requisite qualifications and 
empirical knowledge; 

Organisation: that is the arrangement which 
combines hardware, know-how and 
operational management methods; and 

The end product: that is the output 
products. 

Of the above technology components, only 
hardware (item i) and the end products (item IV) can 
be purcllased or easily transferred. The know
howand the organisation for the operation of any 
technology cannot be so purchased or transferred. 

Even with the hardware, its successful 
transfer depends on the availability of people who 
know how to operate and maintain it Similarly, the 
beneficial utilisation of the end prodllcts also 
depends on people who know how to use them or 
what to use them for. 

Following from the ahove discussion and 
given the experience of the industrialised countries 
and several countries in Asia and Latin America, the 
conditions for the successful adoplion and beneficial 
applicalion of remOle sensing technology inclnde: 

(il Developmentofa critical mass of technical, 
professional. and researchers who 
understand the technology and who are able 
to adapt, further develop and maintain the 
techoology as well as develop applications 
methodologies suitable to their local 
environment; 
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(ii) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

Creation of an enabling enVironment that 

allows easy access to remote sensing data 
and related infrastructure; 

Creation of an enabling environment that 

Establishment of horizontal diffusion of the 
technology between the academia, 
government and private sectors and a 
vertical diffusion within each sector; 

establishment of national remote sensing 
centres; 

Formation of one or more national 
professional organisations that engage in 
research and its dissemination as well as 
the promotion of a broade( public 
perception of the benefits and use of the 
technology; 

Formation of non-governmental regional 
professional organisations to work with 
national, regional, international, 
intergovernmental and non-governmental 
organisations; and 

(vii) Establishment of communication and 
information network. 

Most of these conditions are yet to be met 
in Africa. The advent of space tecllnology coincided 
with the period when most African countries were 
struggling to gain political independence. Prior to 
this period, the art and science of conventional 
surveymg and mapping (land surveymg, 
photogrammetry and cartography) • the precursors 
to satellite remote sensing - were introduced to 
Africa. however, all the surveying and mapping 
carried out during the colonial period were executed 
by the colonial technical officers. 

On gaining political independence, it 
became necessary to produce competent 
administrative officers to take over the positions 
vacated by the colonial officials. thus, education in 



the humanities took prionty over science education. 
Even when the need for science education was later 
recognised, little attention was paid to education in 
mapping sciences such as land surveying, geodesy, 
pheto8rammetry and cartography. The products of 
these fIelds of knowledge were not particularly 
recognised as fundamentally important to 
meaningful and beneficial resource planning and 
management. 

However, the occurrence of drought in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s, the rapid decline of 
agricultural production leading to unprecedented 
food shortage, the large-scale degradation of the 
environment as well as the lack of environmental 
and resource information to redress the situation, led 
to the development of programmes to transfer 
remote sensing technology to developing countries 
by the developed countries and the international 
organisations . 

In the process of transferring the technology 
to developing countries, the following trend c'an be 
identified: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(v) 

(vi) 

Experimental projects carried out by 
foreign experts (Teehriologically driven); 

Development projects essentially identified 
by donor/and organisations and carried out 
mostly by foreign experts where the 
nationals, (usually civil servants) merely 
deal with administrative matters, 

Establishment of regional centres which are 
largely funded of local scientists. 

Provision of education and traming 
facilities to selected nationals in overseas 
institutions 

Application research projects involving 
training 'lind provision of hardware and 
software to the trainees at the end of their 
training. 

While these transfer meehani~ms have led 
to the real developmellt and benefiCial applications 
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of space technology in several developing countries, 
especially those in Latin America and Asia, the 
result of these efforts has been very minimal in 
Africa. Although the reasons for this situation are 
many and complex, one of the most fundamental is 
the weak scientifIC and technological situation in 
Africa. The development and application of remote 
sensing require fundamental knowledge in various 
fIelds including engineering, pure and applied 
sciences, environmental, mapping and social 
sciences. Many African countries have fewer than 
10 scientists per 10,000 population compared with 
over 300 per 10,000 population in the industrialised 
countries. According to Campbell (1986), this is far 
below the minimum critical mass needed for a 
minimum contribution to development. several 
other developing countries, especially those of Latin 
America and Asia recognised this fundamental 
requirements early enough and they took steps to 
address the issue. 

With respect to China, for instance, Gao (1991) 
remarked: 

"We realised the nced .10 speed up the 
development in economic, scienee and 
technology to catch up with advanced 
countries. Modernization of industry, 
agriculture, science and technology became 
our goal. How to reach the goal was a big 
question. By spending.a lot of money to 
import equipment, assembly lines and 
factories we could be modernised in a short 
time. But high technology cannot be 
imported so fast. the people must have 
basic knowledge and skills to master the 
use of new machines. That is to say, we 
can buy modern equipment easily, but 
we cannot buy technological knowledge 
in the same way. We nced to educate 
persons to control nC\y technology .... 
Education in a vast seale is the way to 
bridge the gaps between china and the 
developed countries" (emphasis mine). 

Notwithstanding the inadequaey of 
scientists in Africa, the quality and relevance of 
their scientific education are also of major concern. 



Priority is often given to theoretical considerations 
without facilities for practical, experimental or 
action-orieoted research. thus, it is not uncommon to 
produce a geologist who can defme a fault but 
cannot identify it in the field. On this issue Omara
Ojungu (1992) remarked: 

"In many developing countries agricultural 
training and research remained conservative 
and elitist with premature emphasis on 
topics sueh as crop genetics and 
hybridization, agricultural mechanisation 
for large scale production systems, etc. It IS 
not that these topics are unimponant in 
themselves but that they appear premature 
where such fundamental questions of 
location, quality and availability of 
agricultural land, effect of land tenure and 
reforms on agricultural production and 
spatial and temporal changes in crop 
demands have not been adequately 
addressed" . 

It was against this type of available 
educational infrastructure that Nossin (1982) 
remarked that "It would be unwise to educate a 
student to become a geologist. and not train him at 
the same time - or afterwards -' in photo 
interpretation, which can be considered a principal 
tool for a geologISt. A "dedicated" training 
programme will incorporate interpretation of remote 
sensing data - both visual and digital image analysis 
as well". This is also true of all eanh sciences. 

The emerging situation is that the initial 
transfer of remote sensing technology to Africa did 
not pay attention to the fundamental requirements 
for the absorption of the technology. Reflecting on 
this issue, Abiodun et al (1988), remarked: 

"Technology transfer can be meaningful 
and subsequently lead to technology 
development...(is there is also)... a 
commitment to ensure that the country's 
scientists have a good understanding and 
knowledge of the technology". 
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In spite of the technology transfer effons, 
the current situation, based on the preliminary 
analysis of the survey of remote sensing activities 
and facilities in Afiica by the African Association of 
Remote Sensing of the Environment (AARSE) 
revealed that: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

Most African countries do not have 
professional organisation in the field of 
remole sensing and GIS; 

Most African countries do not appropriate 
national centre for remote sensing and 
several of the so called remote sensing 
centres in some countries are outgrowth of 
sectoral project without legal power to 
formulate national policy and develop 
national programmes; 

In several African Countries, their 
scientists and engineers are not aware of 
the existence of the so called remote 
sensing centres; 

Most African scientists and engineers and 
their professional organisations work in 
isolation and they are generally unaware of 
the developments in the fields of space 
science and technology and the potential 
benefits they can derive from its 
applications; 

Those who are aware are seriously inhibited 
by the lack of access to remote sensing 
data, enabling infrastructural facilities, 
institutional suppon and published 
materials; 

In most African countries, education and 
training opportunities in the field of remote 
sensing are lacking. Where they exist, they 
suffer fron. lack of infrastructure and staff. 

Most of the experts in the field of space 
science. and techpology received their 
education and training in overseas 



universities and greater percentage of them 
are either under-utilised or have no 
opportunity to properly utilise their 
acquired knowledge; 

(viii) Most of the respondents belong to no 
nauonal, regional orinternational pro
fessional organisations in the fields of 
space seience and technology and they 
therefore have no opportunity to attend the 
meetmgs of such organisations as a mcans 
of up-grading their knowledge as well as an 
opportunity to participate in regional and 
international programmes to the benefit of 
their countries and global programmes; and 

(ix) The role of remote sensing and GIS in 
providing timely, spatial and integrated 
information for resource planning, 
development and management is not well 
understood by the decision·makers, 

In effect, those who are to "market" their 
"products" are themselves not marketable In 
making this cornrnent, aile is not unaware of the lack 
of conducive environnlent and basic infrastructure 
for scientists to operatc properly but the existing 
non·cooperative attltudes of the relevant 
professional organisations (where they eXIst) and 
the lack of such bodies in several African countries 
do not give room for progress, 

For mstance. within the same country. 
indiViduals or organisatlOOs addressing the same or 
simllar issues usually do not know that the ISSUCS 
being addressed havc been (or are being) examined 
elsewhere in the country, This intellectual solitude 
among African scientists hllldcrs the creation of 
enabling and conducive research and devclopment 
environment Yet the self-confidence, stimulation 
and effectiveness of a scientist depend on contact 
and exchange with hIS or her peers (Campbell. 
1986). Unfortunately, thIS problem IS scnollsl; 
compounded by poor communication factiitles in 
Africa. 

Another Important constraint IS the lack of 
access to appropriate remote sensing data, Access 
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to remotely sensed data is critical to the 
development of indigenous capabilities in the 
application of remote sensing. Basically, remote 
sensing has two segments - the space segment and 
the ground segment 
The options available to anycountry for the 
development and application of remote sensing have 
bccn identified by Nossin (1982) to include: 

(i) Having its own segment and its own ground 
segment; 

(ii) Depending on another country's space 
segment but having its own ground 
segment; and 

(iii) Having neither space nor ground segment, 
but with 

(al direct access to another's segment, 
(b) indirect access 
(c) no access at all. 

The flTSt option is the most expensive but it 
has the benefits of direct aceess and the availability 
of data as and when needed, This option requires 
huge amount of money for the development of 
launchers, satellites, rockets etc are investment in 
manpower development The second option is 
cheaper and it provides access to data depending on 
the nature of the agreement with the satellite 
operators. Option 3 is the cheapest but lack of 
aecess to data may be very costly, 

Option I is being enjoyed by satellite 
operators such as USA, France, Japan, India, 
RUSSIa. European Space Agency (ESA). Option 2 is 
also being enjoyed by those countries which have 
ground receiving stations, Such countries include: 
USA, Canada, Argentina, Brazil, France, Sweden, 
ltaly, Canary Islands, India, Pakistan. Thailand, 
Japan, Saudi Arabia, [srael, Taiwan, Indonesia. 
Australia, New Zealand, China and South Africa, 
Option 3 applies to all other countries majority of 
which are \\lthin the sub·saharan Africa. 

Thus, access to appropnate remote sensing 
data is a major problem in Africa (excluding South 



Africa), The problem is further compounded by the 
high cost of data, the need for foreign exchange and 
the diffICult process involved in transferring money 
overseas, 

With all these and several other factors (see 
Adeniyi, 1985 & 1993) the African Scientists have 
not been able to play adequately their roles as their 
counterparts in other continent. Yet chapter 35 of 
agenda 21 of the UNCED (Science for sustainable 
development) prescribed that "one role of science 
should be to provide information to beller enable 
formulation and selection of environment and 
development policies in the decision-making 
process", 

3.3 Resource Information Management 

In section I, information was defined as 
data which have been organised and processed in a 
way that it can be used tor decision making, Thus 
the mere availability Qf data without a means to 
convert them into useful information does inhibit the 
incorporation of infonnation into resource 
development and management. A single resource 
development of leI! requires a variety of data. In 
most cases, the required data are located in various 
organisations, Even if the agent involved in the 
projects has the capability to acquire all its data 
requirements (which IS not always the case) the 
various data sets need to be properly organised, 
integrated and processed to produce needed 
information. Thus infomlation management 
,involves needs detemlination. daw collection and 
storage, data conversion. processing. analysis. 
retrieval and communication, If well established, 
information management permits the imegration of 
various data (textual, statistical and spatial data) 
that meets the needs of vanous user communities. 
The most powerful mfonnation management 
technology is called Geographic InformatIOn 
Systems (GIS). This system is briefly described here 
in tenns ,of user tvpcs, Its components and steps 
involved in Its Implementation. Also outlined are 
some of the problems concoming the establishment 
and operation of the system. 
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3.3.1 Definition and User Types 

Geographic Information Systems. as 
defined by the US Federal Interageney 
Coordinating Committee on Digital Cartography 
(1988) is "a system of computer hardware. software, 
and procedures designed to support the capture, 
management, manipulation, analysis,,, and display 
of spatially referenced data for solving complex 
planning and management problems", Although 
many varieties of GIS have been developed for 
specific purposes, all of hem are based on the same 
principle, Some of these include Computer-Assisted 
Mapping (CAM) for production and up-dating of 
maps; Automated MappingIFacility Management 
(AMlFM), Land Information Systems (LIS), 
Environmental Infomlation Systems (EIS), Land 
Information Management Systems (LIMS) ele. 

As defllled, individuals, groups and various 
organisations can use GIS, However. for the 
purpose of this paper, the uscrs are broadly)ivided 
into two groups· scientific and operational users, 

(i) Scientific users are those whose goal is to 
develop the methodology (including 
software packages) and technical 
procedures for the operation of the system 
In response to the other users' needs, 
Scientific users arc usually found in 
research institutes, universities and in the R 
& D division of public and private 
organisations. Their activities also involve 
research and training The critical success 
factor of this group has been the continuous 
proviSion of tools, environmentally and 
culturally suitable methodologies and 
procedures for the use of the operational 
user cotnmunities. The ability of this group 
to meet the demands of the operational 
users has been the movmg force for the 
rapid gro\\1h of knowledge and promotion 
of the culture of responsible infonnation 
usc, Like the case of remote sensing, the 
scientific user of GIS is yct to be fully 
devcloped in Africa And given the role of 



this group in promoting the demand for their 
"products", the operational users have not been fully 
developed too. 

(ii) The operational user contmWlities include 
virtually and resource users in one form or 
the other. This group participates directly 

in making short, medium or long-term decision on 
resource and environmental management and 
therefore need information technology 
infrastructures that facilitate the decision-making 
process. 

SiN StthSpfems 

The sllccess of developing a beneficial 
application of GIS, like the case with remote 
sensingdepends largely on the interaction that takes 
place betwccn the scientific COntmWlity and the 
operational users of the technology (see Groot, 
1993, Hassan and Hutchinson 1992) 

3.3.2. GIS Components 

GIS consists six major components as 
bnefly outlined In Table 2. These components are 
referred to as sub systems. 

Key ','unctions 

I Managcm;:n{ C on<.:>!nl\!d wllh th~)",,; fulKlion~ nCI.l!$sary for II~ sW,,"C.,ws of the ofX:rahons: 

· flum;m r .. ·.,oun: .. >;, l1.::vdopment 
• Ad'llllllstraliofl and spe .. -ificatton of rC$JXlnsibliitics 
,. Strategl':s [or instltutional link.ag~ 
.. btalJlisnment of dTeclivc organiZational strw.:tur<: 

· Fmancial !>OUfcmg for operation and system mamtenanc;;: 

· Estahlishmellt nfpvlincs on access to information and system, and fc.::,; 10 hI! charged to USo':ts. 

2 D ... * Dl!lcnninalion of in Jon nail on Jl<:etis 
Acquisition " ld'::nlifil,;alion of data sources 

.. Acqui~ilioLl, iiSsessm<:nt and prl!paralion data for input into the syst.:m. 

J Data Inrut and * ConV,-"fslOlIl.lf dala info dlglfal, l:omputer r¢adat:.le [ann 
Slorag<:: "' Storag.:: of daLa tor managC::ffic::nt 

· Maintenance of the resulting data b~.:: 

4 Data R.:trieval "' Stored dat;:L are retrieved for tl~ p.:rfhnnan<.:e of approprial¢ analyses and moddling. The syskm is flexible and thus 
and Analysis th¢ l<lored data .:an be analysed and manipulated t'ol carious purpO~S, 

S lnfonnatioll "' ProviSion Qfresuits which rna}' include anaIYl;¢d data. The outpUt may be In fonn of maps (ili.::matic map (e.g. land 
Output use map) or deri,,'ed map (e.g land capahility map or hmd use change map)~ Statistical tables or tex1ual dala. 

6 lntonnalton ~ This involve.s th¢ in~rfa.;:¢ betw¢<:n the user and the :"ysletn. In a project type and the scientific type GI~ the us<:r direct 
tJse aecess to an d control ov.!r many unh.:: functions as outlined from 2 downwards. With institutional GIS, that is, those whQ 

ad as infonnation li>!rves, ..md users may have little dJte,.1 t:onlact wilh the system. 

Table 2 
Brief Descriptions of GIS Components 

On its 0""', GIS has several advantages The 
system has now become more user friendly. Added 
to this is the possibility for multiple user 
connections to a single system thereby allowing 
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many users to have direct access to the source 
system. Also area networking also allows distant 
users to access the systems. For large institutional 
GIS, customer serviee eentres are of len established 



to respond to user's request In this way, needed 
resource information arc timely made available to 
resource information are timely made available to 
resource developers and managers< However, the 
successful operations of GIS, especially the 
institutional types is conditioned by issues such as 
data/information security, the mandates of the 
institutions and the law establishing the institutions< 

Given the magnitude of resource 
information needed to plan, develop and manage the 
A friean resources in a sustainable manner and the 
potential of GIS for providing a powerful tool for 
decision-making, Africa countries should borrow a 
leaf from the private sector, especially the oil 
companies< 

As described by Groot (1993), oil 
companies found that their most expensive human 
resources - geophysicists and geologists - spend 
about 60% of their time looking for data and only 
18% of their time dOing useful work with what they 
have found However, they found that this was far 
beyond the financial capacity of each individual 
company. Consequently, a separate corporation is 
now being created to design and implement a geo
informatics server and pool the oil companies' 
information to make it eaSIly acceSSIble to all - but 

TABLE 3 

at a price" The upfront investments are still large, 
but the downstream pay-offs are considered much 
larger. For this industry, which on a company-by
company basis is one of the most possessive and 
secretive of its proprietary oil well information, to 
entrust this to an information corporation is a 
SIgnificant cultural change. This form of sheared 
information technology infrastructure which GIS 

provides is urgently needed in Africa< 

3,3.3 Steps Involved in Establishing A GIS 

The establishment of resource information 
management technology such as GIS should be 
driven bY the users' need for such capability. In the 
case of Africa< there is a great need for GIS 
capabilities< However, care should bc taken to 
ensuring that al participants - governments and their 
sectoral institutions, the scientific communi tics, 
private sectors, regional organisations and donor 
agencies are all involved. 

The 17 steps involved in establishing GIS 
capabilities have been identified by Antenucci ct al 
(1991) These are grouped into five broad 
categories< 

Sl'MMARY or' STEPS INVOLVED I'" ESTAULlSIIlJ"C; GIS CAPAIULITIES 

BROAD CATEGORIES STEPS KEY ISSUES 

L 1, A,s~essmcn( of TIus is a critical success factor, It ittvo!ves 
Identification and R.etluiremcnlS c Idenlification (If agency a::1ivilies 
C,oO\..'Cptualisation • Examination offuooions. Data .;:hal'aClerish~s. available hard-and ;ooftware 

... Identification oftraiOlng ne.:ds at alllevds 

... detemlinatioo offitlan~ia! resources r.:quired 

2. FeMihiht)' Evaluation ... A.s.sessml.'t\l oftbe implications of changes in work prm .. 'Csscs, organisational 
rcsponsibiliti<:s and inter-agenc), relationships 

: ... COSUbeneftl analy!.is and pres.:nlali.;)n of varl(1U!; s.:enarim; 

i 

II 3 lmpiem.!'ntation Plan ... Prepar3iion of stfah:gy and management plan on matier", such as the roles. 
Planning an Design responSibilities and r~lationships of all ag.;mcle:. alld individuals illvolvt:d 

... Outline ofr'¢sources (fis-ca! and human) 

... Task .. to be achiewtl at a giv.:n time 

... II involves SU'ong ncgoliali.:ms. 
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4, oyst ... Design • Expansi.on of step 1 with greater ddtil on system oonfigurahort Functionality of 
the sya'tem u giVaI priority as well as the ~ibility of the hardware and 
1IOftwate, 
• Thisthoold_lh< ovcrall_ desiil" 
• Database design shou~ be.ftexibk to avoid rigid auacb.ment to particular 
hardware and/or sollwan: 

" De_Design • Should indude d=rip<ion oflh< _ >pecif_ioos and ~ 
rdaUonships and majOf sour-ce& of data 
• Data qualities should be: II.I6eS$Cd. 

Ul 6, Sydcm A.cquiBilion • Thit is baaed on the det!tiled aystern desip in step 4. Expetitnced expet1 opinion 
Pr_and is nomtaUy required. 
Development 

• This is often accomplished at the same time as step 6, 
• This involves data conversion. Assessment of original data and the converted 
data i. highly impo<tanl, 

• This is a key critical success factor in the establish:ment ofOIS (and as in the 
case of RS, it is often gi veri residual conslderation.) 
• Adequate skill personnel at &U leveb:. (management -4,tChnicai staff) is a _w.. f ... the _I openWQII of GIS, 
• The organisational arrangements should specify explicit, the management 
structure. protocol. responsibilities and aooourrtabil'ties. staffing and skill1eveU 
and inleT·agency~, 

.. Thii involves the allocation of reooul'CC6 to ~ aut.horilAtion ofuser' acces.5 to. 
'the _; day·to-day "I"'fl'ling practices; maintman<e .fhardware. sollwan: 
1Uld datA. user support aru1 data archiving opcratom &nd wen should be provided 
with tIW documentation, 

9, Operating Pt_ * This involves the provision of necessa:ry phytlical inB'astructurc. adeqtWe space 
PreparatiQII fur computer facilities, _ stOl'ail". SIAft' offices and conr....,.,. and/O!' 

demoostratioo rooms, 1«il"1'" supply of eleruicily and adequale cooking _ 
are requited, 

10. Sic.c Preparation 

IV 11. System Installalio This i$ usually done by the vendor with the Iillpport of the technical staff. 
Installation and Operat"'" 

12. Pilot Project • This i, often done to test the fUncttonaHty of the Sy&1em. It is usually done over 
a small geographk area 
• Pilot projea is abo llecessary in order to show quid. results to the manager and 
the ~isiotl maken 
• It also allows for the identification of cnunvisaged problems. 

• This is OM \'If the nl(JSl time consuming and costly aspect oeOlS especially at 
the tnitialNge. ThiJ win be tnOte W for AfrICA where already digitised dalabue 
are a rarity and the quality of .tvailab&e data are often doubtful 

1:3. Data Convm;ion 
There are several application soilware packages that can be adapted for use. 
However, it is important that dedicated or spe!.>-1altsed application programmes 00 
developed to address particular development issucs. 

14. Applicatlon One of the major reasons for implementing a GIS is lO'3chieve improved 
o.:vdopm'::n\ .::fficiency in opcralions that arc nonnally doll'! manually. rt is. ho"'"eVC1' necessary 

to move carefully from manual to completl! aUlomation. 

15, Conversion to 
Automaled Operalions 
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v 
Adivilieo of~ -.powrtimc. Similarty"'l"'id -.p """" in _ IlIdAloldit 16.S __ 
Iho _OIl -. doveI_ l1wa!here is _)'1& _1O..mw1ho 

Activi ... of otpnisatiOlWi chadgca O\lel' time. Similatly reP&id daangcs ooour in 
the hardware., JO.ftware developmenc. Thua there is always a need 10 review the 
adequaoy oflhoabove .... 

17.S_~ This is __ OIl Iho..mw in """ 161l1d tile demands made ""tile ~ 

The brief outline of the steps involved in 
establishing a GIS facility is not exhaustive. It is 
only meant to show that procedures for establishing 
such a power:fuI tool exist. However, most of the 
problems Ihat bedevil the transfer of remote sensing 
technology is likely to affect the development of 
GIS capabilities for resource management in Afiica. 

Rlimore sensing and GIS are empowering and 
enablitig tools which Africa need today in order to 
create a solid foundation for the alleviation of 
decade 'of resource mis-management and over
dependence on outsiders to do for them what they 
ought, and should do for themselves. 

4. LESSONS OF EXPERIENCE AND 
TIlE WAY FORWARD 

The status of resource development and 
management in Africa has heen conditioned by rigid 
institutional arrangement characterised by unhealthy 
rivalries which restrict coordination of efforts and 
data sharing; thus leading to wasteful duplication 
and misuse of scare fmancial resources. Thus, the 
sectoral approach to resource policy has remained 
inoompatible with sound scientific and local human 
resources utilisation and management. The result 
has been ( and continues to be) inadequate 
coordination among government agencies and 
between the agencies and the research/educational 
institutions established to provide the necessary 
seientific and technological support their activities. 
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In particular, the more influential economic 
planners have continuously shown little concern for 
spatial and thematic resource information. Most of 
our development policies have therefore been based 
on disjointed transferential strategy with limited 
inoorporation of local resource inforination and local 
knowledge. 

However, the down-tum of the economies 
of most African countries coupled with the large
scale degradation of the resource base and the 
environment has generated considerable awareness 
about the dangers of neglecting the fundamental 
importance of incorporating resource information in 
decision making process. Yet the support has not 
been generated to enable research, development 
institutions and local professionals to initiate and 
undertake practical research on the adaptive 
utilisation of the contemporary technologies of 
remote sensing and GIS for local, national and 
regional resource development and management. 

Unfortunately, the transfer of these 
information tecbnologies to Africa has been 
characterised by lack of vision 9n what is needed 
leading to priorities being given to uncoordinated 
supply of hardware and software, experimental 
projects fmanced by external grants and carried out 
mostly by outside experts. This transfer mechanism 
has long been based on several asswnptions. First, 
the problems of resource development and 
management in Africa was assumed 10 require only 
technical solution. Second, the existence of 
appropriate institutions and professionals to absorb, 



adapt and further develop the technologies for local 
use was asswned. Thll third asswnption relates te 
the traditional wisdom that "science knows no 
bOlUldl!ries" which Africa has unfortunately 
translated te mean that research for development is 
best done by outside experts. Yet, "the quality of 
thinking" according to Barabba (1990). "about an 
issue prior to the collection of data is the major 
determinant to the quality of thinking after the data 
have been collected" by outsiders, the above 
statement thus explains the difficulty of developing 
indigenous capability in the application of the 
information technologies and the limited use of 
resource information in resource development and 
management 

4.1 Lessons of Experience 

From the above discussion and the 
experience of other continents, the following lessons 
are very instructive: 

(i) That information technology infrastructure 
does not 'only comprise of hardware 
software and data, it also involves local 
knowledge, people, institutions. laws. 
agreements and communication; 

(ii) That changes brought about by the 
introduction of information technology 
must be desired at all levels (e.g. decision 
makers, professionals. scientific 
communities, private sectors, NGOs and 
the general user communities); 

(iii) That there is a need for the development of 
a critical mass of technical, professional 
and researchers who understand the 
technology and who are able te adapt, 
further develop and maintain the 
technology as well as develop applications 
methodologies suitable to their lOCal 
environment; 

(iv) That resource management has increasingly 
become multidisciplillllJ)', requiring the 
establishment of standards and 
specificatiol1$ as well as the dev~lopment of 
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common referenial and classification 
systems for the integration of multi-source 
data; 

(v) Establishment of horizontal diffusion of the 
technology among the academia, 
government, development agencies and 
private sectors and a vertical diffusion 
within each secter through communication 
and information network; 

(vi) That because the real success of remote 
sensing and GIS is measured by the extent 
of which it has become useful and lasting 
tool for addressing the society's resource 
needs, their transfer must incorporate those 
acllvities that foster the development of 
indigenous capacity. 

(vii) That the development and manage!q!:nt of 
resource information require leaders who: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

understand the contextual of the 
environment; 

understand the problems involved 
in implementing remote sensing 
and GIS programmes; 

appreciate the cultural background 
of the people; 

have persuasive ability te gain 
support from colleagues superiors 
and relevant organisations; 

can mntivate policy makers, and 

can create the optimal conditions 
in which the demanPs for 
information technology products 
and services can be satisfied 
timely and cost-effectively: 

(viii) Formation of one or ·more national 
professional organisations that engage in 
research and its dissemination as well as 
the promotion of a broader public 



(ix) 

perception of the benefits and use of the 
technology; 

Formation of non-governmental regional 
professional organisations to work with 
national, regional, international, 
intergovernmental and non-governmental 
organisations; and 

(x) Establislunent of National Information 
Technology Centre. 

4.2 The Way Forward 

Set against the above lessons, and given the 
fact that the acquisition, management and the 
incorporation of information in resource planning, 
development and management in Africa are caused, 
not by the "unavailability" of information 
technology but by human and institutional factors, 
the suggestions on the way forward deal essentially 
on the roles and responsibilities of African 
governments, resource sector organisations and 
agencies; the professionals and their organisations; 
private sectors, research community (universities 
and researcher institutions), the donor agencies and 
international organisations. 

1. AFRICAN GOVERNMENTS 

The critical role and responsibilities of 
African governments concerning the incorporation 
and use of resource information for social, economic 
and sustainable development are dictated by several 
important rcasons. First, cnvironmental and 
resource systems do not function according to 
political boundaries; hence the misuse and/or over 
use of any environmental and resource components 
(e.g. common property resourcc likc rivers) by any 
nation or group of nations may have negative 
consequences on the ecology and the socio
economic activities of the neighbouring nations. 
Second, by l!>Cation, most African countries have 
conunon ri:source use and environmental problems, 
which can be cost-effectivel¥ addressed through 
coordinated and integrated efforts. Third, the 
current global geo-political aciivities which IS 
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pulling away the usual support of the industrialiseO 
countries from Africa demands for total cooperation 
among African governments. 

With special reference to the development 
and management of resource information, it is 
important that African governments give urgent 
priority to: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(1) 

the development of information policies to 
address such issues as data access 
problems, the need for standards, budgets 
for data acquisition and management, 

,communication and network. Special 
attention should be given to the 
establishment of one or two satellite ground 
receiving stations to enhance access to 
timely satellite data on Africa; 

the establislunent of information 
technology centres (when they have npt 

. bcen established) 

improvement of data collection and use by 
giving adequate support to the resource 
sector organisations to carry out, in a 
comprehensive manner, inventories of basic 
resource and resource use based on national 
priorities; 

carrying out necessary institutional changes 
that would enhance timely provision of 
information to local communities and 
resource users; 

the introduction of educational and training 
programmes in the universities and 
research institutions with long-term 
financial support in order to provide the 
necessary manpower for the development 
and application of information 
technologies. 

creating a working relationship with the 
private . sectorS , ijIld non-governmental 
organisations especially with a view to 
gaining access to'their data as well as 
mobilising them to support the 



development of information technologies, 

(g) the strengthening of the existing regional 
centres by providing long-term financial 
and material support. to up-grade their 
current status to regional resource 
information servers. 

To accomplish the above, it may be 
necessary for ECA, the regional centres, the relevant 
inter-governmental organisations and relevant 
international organisations as well as the donor 
agencies to request for a special session with the 
Org;lflisation of Afncan Unity (OAU) with view to 
ensuring that these and other issues are given special 
consideration. This suggestion has become very 
necessary in view of the frustration expressed by the 
continental body over a decade ago. Since the 
situation has gone worse, the way forward is to 
present to them the way out of the problem. 

2. RESOllRCE SECTORS AND AGENCIES. 

Since most of the government policies on 
resources are largely implemented by the resource 
sectors and agencies. they have major rolc in 
shaping the government directions. As already 
noted, the major constraint in developing and 
managing resource information IS caused 

by the actions or inactions of thIs sector.' Given the 
requirements of the modem infomlation techno 109)" 
the following suggestions should be givcn prior 
attention: 

(a) 

(b) 

The institutions should recognise the need 
to increase their knowledge of the 
contemporary infonnation technologies of 
remote senslt\g and GIS in order for them 
to be able to perform their duties to the 
benefit of the society Any weakness in 
their mandates should be amended, 

The institutions should establish closer 
cooperation with resource users, 
professional organisations and the private 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(I) 

(g) 

(h) 

sector with a view to properly and 
constantly review their resource needs, 

It is essential to develop the culture of data 
documentation including such items as 
scale, projection, data collection and 
publication. data format, accuracy level, 
minimwn mapping unit used, method of 
data collection, classification system, 
institutions involved and data history 

Assessment of existing data against the 
established standards; identification of data 
gap and acquisition of new data to fill the 
identified gaps; 

It is necessary to adopt a multidisciplinary 
approach in the collection and organisation 
of data, 

It is equally important to establish 
networks and organisational models to 
enhance information sharing and exchange. 

Each resource sector or departments should 
establish a GIS capability as an integral 
strateg)' to support decision making, 

Rules and regulations that will enhance and 
influence access and distribution of data 
should be worked out 

The implementation of the above require the setting 
up of an inter-sectoral committee with selected 
experts from the universities, research institutes and 
the private sectors as resource persons 

3. PROFESSIONAL SAND 
PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATIONS 

The moving force behind the development 
and societal acceptance of any technoloh'Y has 
always being thc professionals and their 
organisations. They participate in the development 
of the technology, develop methodologies for its 
application, sensitize the user communities 
including private sectors through promotional 
activities, UICY influence government policies as well 



as engage in the wider dissemination of the 
technology. In the field of information technology, 
several African countries do not have any 
professional organisation. Where they exist, they 
operate in isolation, thus limiting their effectiveness. 
It is therefore important that national professional 
organisations in the field of information technology 
be formed where they have not been so formed. 
And where they exist, they should collaborate with 
the resource sectors and governments in propagating 
the development and application of information 
technology. It was in recognition of this that the 
African Association of Remote Sensing of the 
Environment (AARSE) was formed in 1992 with 
the following objectives: 

(i) To create an enabling environment for the 
continent of Africa to derive benefits from, 
and contribute to international space 
science, technology and application 
programmes; 

(ii) To assist its members as well as national, 
regional and international user community 
through timely dissemination of scientific, 
technical, policy and programme 
information in all aspects of space science 
and technology; 

(iii) To provide a forum to address issues of 
common interest through the conduct of 
conferences, seminars and workshops; 

(iv) To promote greater cooperation and 
coordination of efforts among African 
Countries, institutions and industries in the 
development of space technology and its 
applications to natural resources and 
environrnentallssue; and 

(v) To promote greater appreciation of the 
benefits of space technology, especially, 
remote sensing and geographic information 
systems (GIS) in pursuance of African 
priority programme for economic recovery 
and sustainable development 
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4. PRIVATE SECTOR AND NGO. 

Private sector and NGOs have been playing 
(and continue to play) major role in the development 
of hardware, software and conduct of aetion· 
oriented research projects based on information 
technology as well as the support for the 
development of the technology and the marketing of 
its products in the industrialised countries and in 
several countries in Asia and Latin America, It is 
therefore very essential that tbe pnvate sectors and 
NGOs in Africa be made to play similar roles, In 
fact it is to the advantage of the governments and 
the professional resource organisations to encourage 
them. 

In addition, the private sectors have 
accumulated considerable amount of resource 
information, which, owing to lack of appropriate 
policy, access to such information has not been 
possible. Thus it will be necessary to work closely 
with the private sectors not only to gain aceess to 
their data but also to benefit from their experience. 

However, it is important to note that the 
private sector in the field of surveying and mapping 
in most African countries is very weak. The 
weakness is c·aused largely by the fact that they are 
usually comprised of individuals with limited 
capability in the modern field of surveying and 
mapping. Thus, they have no capability and 
infrastructure to compete with international firms, 
This again explains why most surveying and 
mapping jobs are usually contracted to foreign 
firms. It is therefore necessary for the African 
survey firms to embrace the multidisciplinary 
concept by enlargmg their firms so that they can 
participate more effectively In the indigenous 
application of mformation technology. 

5. UNIVERSITIES AND RESEARCH 
INSTITUTIONS 

As already indicated, African countries are 
still very deficient in terms of persons with 
sufficient scientific background to accommodate the 
application of mformation technology. Although 



opporturuty for overseas training has been on the 
rapid decline, experience has sho\\11 that local 
educational and training facilities produce 
environmentally suitable expeeLS. Unfortunately 
programmes In the remote sensing and GIS are 
rarely mounted in most African universities. The 
real problem is that of vision and perceptions of 
both the decision makers and the university 
administrators. 

Notwithstanding the 'proposal to establish 
one or two regional space science centres in Africa, 
it is absolutel: necessary to introduce educational 
and training programmes, at least, in one or two 
universities in each country. The professional 
organisations and the resources institutions as well 
as the international organisations should impress 
upon the governments the long-term benefits of 
supporting the establishment of such programmes in 
the universilles and/or research institutions 

In addltion_ research community (such as 
universities) in other continents, has continued to 
play a plOnecrlllg role in the field of resource 
information by developlIlg and testing procedures 
and instruments for data collection, perfecting data 
proccssmg methods and Improvmg the 
understanding of the processes. In this way, they 
have been able to provide tools and knowledge to 
the operation-Oriented users (Hassan and 
Hutchinson, 1992). Most African research 
community has very limited opportunity to do this. 
Thus, it is essential that they are specially supported 
to carry out this highh valued function. 

6, INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS 
AND DOl'>'OR AGENCIES 

The rolc of 1ll1ernationnl organisations and 
donor agencies js essential and required. However, 
their past experiences and the level of achievement 
should guide their future ass;slanee. First. the local 
knowledge and its potential for the sustainability of 
their supported programmes should be duly 
recognised. Second. there is a need for the 
coordination of their efforts in ordcr to avoid 
unnecessary duplication of cfforts and resources~ 
Third, assistance for infonnation' management 
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should be given priority. Fourth, infonnation 
technology-based programmes/projects should be 
conceived in a long-term framework because of the 
time it takes for 'sueh programmes to become self
sus taming. Lastly, donors should consider it a 
responsibility to request that an official policy be 
established that the data and information with a 
project supported by them can be exchanged with 
other national institutions. 

5. CONCLU DING REMARKS 

There is clear evidence that the conditions 
for the effeclIve transfer of information teehnology 
in Africa are largely absent. Apart from the 
technical problems, this state of affairs is really 
caused by human and institutional factors. The 
transfer of remole sensing, for instance, started on a 
very weak foundation - at a time when the field of 
traditional mapping and the relevance of its products 
to development \\Cre little recognised. Yet. "Human 
valucs";according to McAllister (1982) "serve as 
guides for personal decision making, attaching 
significance and importance to Objects and 
events. directing choices towards things 
considered desirable or good' and away from 
things considered undesirable or bad". Thus the 
low value attached to the field of mapping sciences 
was responsible for the ineffectiveness of the 
technology transfer efforts. This again, in addition 
to polillcal, economic and, social problems 
beclouded the nccd to make adequate preparation 
for the absorption and adaptation of remote sensing 
technology . 

The othcr important factor concerns 
institutional arrangement. According to O'Riordan 
(! 971). "there is a growing evidence to suggest 
that the form, structure and operational 
guidelines by which resource management 
institutions are formed and evolve clearly affect 
the implementation of resource policy, both as to 
the range 'of choice adopted and the decision 
attitudes of the personnel involved". Sincc 
institutional arrangements are. a composite of 
administrative structure, lows, politics, financial 
provisions, customs and behaviour organised to deal 



with problems of life in society, most of the 
problems facing the development and application of 
information technology are essentially caused by 
institutional constraints, Without prior institutional 
reform and effective mobilisation for knowledge 
acquisition through education and training and 
selfless application of that knowledge, the current 
underdevelopment in Africa cannot be easily 
alleviated. 

Yet, development is, by definition, about 
change and change involves innovation, which is the 
process of delivering to people the knowledge 
generated by research in a form that has useful and 
enduring benefits in practical economic and social 
terms, Thus those who identify the problems, assess 
the risks, set the priorities and make the decisions 
should be the people of the society where the 
"development is to take place (Campbell, 1986), 
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Thus the sustained and self-sustaining pro
gress being made in the industrialised countries and 
several other countries in Asia and Latin America 
has generally followed the application of science and 
technology controlled by, and responsive to the 
needs and endoy,ments of their countries. In the 
spirit of self-reliance and recalling the statement 
once made by the late President Lincoln of the 
United States of America that" .. you cannot help me 
pennanently by doing for them what they could and 
should be doing for themselves" should be given 
priority consideration by Africans and the African 
governments, This is the spirit and purpose of this 
paper" because in the final count, it is the human 
agents, socially linked to one another and working 
on the basis of accumulated wisdom, knowledge and 
infonnation, who make development possible 
(Rahim, 1993) 
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EST.I\BLISHING GIS IN AFRICA: PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES' 
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INTRODUCTION 

A Geography lnfonnation System (GIS) 
comprises of an integrated collection of computer 
hardware and software which are specially designed 
to inpul process, manipulate, integrate, model, 
retrieve, store and manage geographically referenced 
data II is a tool that has a capability 10 integrate 
complex data sets (Physical, economIc and social) in 
order 10 facilitate the rational exploitation of such 
data in decision making, development planning, 
environmental monitonng and resource 
nmnagement Users of GIS mclude diverse interest 
groups such as educational institutions, government 
depart-ments, non-governmental organizations, the 
busi-ness community and many development 
agencIes. The numbers of these users are 
increasing. 

Despite the numerous advantages that accrue 
from the use of GIS, the acceptance and imple
mentation of this technology especially in Africa 
still faces a lot of impediments. In this paper, the 
problems that hinder the use of GIS technology in 
Afriea are briefly discussed. This is followed by 
suggestions on how these problems can be resolved. 
Lastly, the role of regional centres in the promotion 
of the use of the technology is highlighted with a 
particular reference to the Regional Centre for 
Services in Surveying, Mappmg and Remote 
SenSing (RCSSMRS), which is based in Nairobi, 
Kenya. 

PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES 

The main problems that hinder the use and 
establishment of GIS technology in Africa include 
among others lack of awareness on the part of 

decision makers, lack of financial resources, 
inadequate human resources and infrastrUcture, 
lack of appropriate training facilities, lack of data 
and infonnation, Jack of infonnation and 
experience exchange programmes etc. 

LACK OF AWARENESS 

While GIS technology has bcen relatively 
successful in capturing the attention of technical and 
middle management personnel, it has not been 
successful in' capturing the attention of decision 
makers. As such majority of decision makers and 
planners including politicians and senior gove
rnment officials in Africa are still unaware of the 
potential uses of the GIS technology in decision 
making and development planning. Lack of 
awareness in the use and importance of GIS 
technology by decision makers has greatly hampered 
its esta-blishment on the continent. Decision 
makers are key players in the adoption of any 
technology or policy in any country. These are the 
people who make decisions about future direction 
and without their involvement, no decision can be 
taken or .m-plemented regarding any technology or 
policy. 

1 Paper presented to the 81h Umled Natioll.~ Regional Carlographic Conference for Aftica,Addis Ababo,Ethiopiajrof1l 
J110 27 February 1993 (ECAINRD'18~t 
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Apart from lack of awareness on the part of 
decision makers, o\Lerall there is general lack of 
awllfl.,"!1eSS on the importance and availability of the 
techn310gy among the general public and c"cn in 
majority of academic institutions in Africa. 

LACK OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES 

Lack of financial resources significantly 
contribute to the slow establishment of GIS 
technology in Afnca, To establish a GIS facility that 
has a capacity to meet national planning needs 
requires substantial investment Most of the 
investment is in foreign currency especially for the 
purchase of hardware. software and computer 
stationery, Since most countries in Africa suffer 
from a multitude of economic problems, most of 
them are unable on their O\\-TI to establish and 
maintain a GIS operation even if they \\-cre \\-illmg 
to do so. 

L"ADEQUATE HUMAN RESOURCES.AND 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

Overall there are extremely few professionally 
trained personnel in the usc of the GIS technology 
on the African continent. Most pcople have only 
had short courses in GIS technology or have only 
attended semmars or workshops on GIS 
applications. The few who have had formal training 
in GIS have in many caseS been trained in overseas 
institutions, However, on return to their respective 
countries, most of them have been unable to practice 
and use GIS teclmology due to lack of GIS facilities 
or have been assigned different duties. 

LACK OF API'ROPRITE TRAINING 
FACILITIES 

There are very limited training facilities on GIS 
technology in Africa Thus most of the training has 
to be undertaken from abroad. Most of the 
universities and- academic institutions on the 
continent do not have GIS in their curricula, It is 
only recent that some universities i.e. University of 
Nairobi have started developing GIS curriculum for 
later implementation in both gt;aduate and 
postgraduate courses' 
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Most of the GIS training on the continent has bee .. 
undertaken mainly by regional institutions and 
GEMSIUNITAR on ad hoc basis, Among the 
regional institutions which are involved in GIS 
trairung is the RCSSMRS, Other UN Organizations 
and donor agencies have also been involved in the 
organization of short courses or workshops on GIS. 
Most of the training has been undertaken based on 
individual country or regional needs As such no 
standard training programmes for different cadre of 
tramees have been developed which could be 
adopted by other institutions. 

LACK OF DATA AND INFORMATION 

Majority of the countries in Africa lack basic data 
required for the establishment of GIS, There is a 
serious lack of data on most of Africa's natural 
resources, Where data exists, it is quite often out of 
date or fragmented Due to lack of financial 
resources most African countries arc unable to 
collect the required data on a regular basis. 
Establishment of GIS requires availability of 
comprehensive data on physical, economic and 
social parameters. With-out adequate data, the 
capabilities of GIS as a planning tool cannot be fully 
exploited. Therefore, any consideration for 
information, lack of infor-mation and experience 
exchange progranunes etc, -establ ishment of GIS 
facility must include the ava-ilability and continued 
generation of required data inpuis, 

LACK OF INFOR.l\IATION AND EXPERIENCE 
EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES 

There is a serious lack of exchange of infonnation 
and experience concerning GIS applications in 
Africa. A number of countries e.g Kenya are 
already advanced in the use and application of GIS 
tech-nology in decision making and development 
planning. \Vbilc it could be more advantageous fOf 

countries wjshing to establish GIS technology to 
scek and share experience with those which already 
have acquired and are using GIS, in practice this 
does not happen often, In many cases, countries 
v.ishing to establish GIS do so without seeking any 
advice or information from the already established 
GIS installations As such many mistakes and 



wrong dedsions that could have been avoided in the 
first instance had advice been sort are repeated. This 
has a net effect of slowing down the overall 
establishment of GIS and results in GIS operational 
problems and minimum utility of the system. Due 
to lack of both infannation exchange and clearly 
defmed objectives, qwte often inappropriate GIS are 
installed which cannot perform effectively the int
ended tasks. 

GIS TECHNOLOGY "Push" 

GIS teclmology is developing \·ery fast. As such we 
clUTently have different types of GIS software on the 
market and more are still under development and are 
expected to be available on the market an>1ime. 
Due to availability of a number of GIS softwares on 
the market, there is an increasing tendency by the 
vendors to vigorously market them in Africa. Sincc 
GIS teclmology in Africa is still at its infancy, many 
prospective users are being influenced by GIS 
vendors to establish different types of GIS without 
being given a chance to evaluate their capabilities 
and compare them with other GIS on the market 
This GIS tcchnology "push" is further being 
catalysed by a number of donor agencies who 
recommend what type of GIS to be used in the 
projects they are funding in Africa. This is resulting 
in the introduction of different GIS in Africa some 
of whose capability and viability is unknO\m Thus 
the uncoordinated and increasing introduction of di
fferent types of GIS in Africa is hampering the state 
and rational establishment of the technology. 

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR 
ESTABLISHMENT OF GIS IN AFRICA 

Due to the above problems, the establislunent 
of GIS technology in Africa has generally been 
slow. To enhance the prospects of establishing the 
technology, a number of strategies need to be 
adopted. The first step should be to sensitize the 
importance of the technology to decision makers 
who include senior development planners, business 
community and non-goveflUJ1ental organizations 
Tbe sensitization programmes should be initiated by 
middle level professionals in respective countries 
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who already understand the technical aspects of the 
technology; The awareness drive should be 
conducted in form of luncheon, meetings, briefs, 
short but practical demonstration on how GIS can 
be used as a planning tool. The United Nations 
agencies and other donor agencies should also 
participate in the sensitization process in different 
national and international forums. Apart from 
creating aware-ness among institutions of higher 
learning and the general public. 

The second step should be for individual 
countries to accept the technology and commit 
themselves to its establishment and development. 
The acceptance of the technology should culminate 
in the choice and designation of a particular 
government department or institution the 
responsibilities of establishing GIS facilities. To 
establish these facilities, the countries will need both 
technical and financial support which should bc 
solicited from donor agencies. There will be need 
also to seek technical 
advice from other African countries where the tech 
nology is already estabhshed The type of GIS 
facilities to be established will depend on both 
short-term and long-term objectives of the intended 
utilities of the systelll. 

The third step in the promotion GIS technology 
on the continent is for each country to formulate 
training programmes for its nationals. There arc 
different levels of training that need to be 
considered. First and foremost is the training of 
professionals and technicians. The training of 
professionals should both be local (on job training) 
and international The technicians should mostly be 
trained on thc job, although short courses in 
overseas or regional institutions will also be 
necess«ry. It is envistlged that regional institutions 
should playa great role in training of the nationals 
from the continent The regional institutions will 
need to de-velop GIS training packages for different 
cadre of trainees to fulfil this task To make the 
regional institutions develop or have GIS training 
capacity, there is a need to. strengthen the centres 
fmaneially. ThiS strengthening should be borne by 
member states and donors agencies and in the long 
run the centres should be able to generate their own 



les-ourceS through consu\tancies and money earned 
from training fees. 

'There arc a number of advantages for having the 
regional institutions as the main GIS training centres 
in comparison to the training offered outside Africa. 
first, it costs relativelv less to train an individual in 
a regional institution in comparison to an overseas 
institution. Second, ~tudents will be more exposed 
to local and relevant situations unlike in overseas 
institutions. Third, the regional centres can cost 
effectively supervise students undertaking individual 
or country projects. The centres should also be in 
position to offer regular internships to professional 
GIS experts from the continent Apart from the 
regional centres, different universities should 
develop curriculum in GIS and start traming 
students both at undergraduate and post graduate 
levels, Post-graduate students should be encouraged 
to make use of facilities at the regional centres, The 
teaching of the technology should in the long run'i>e 
considered for introduction in other institutions 'of 
higher teaming and in high schools. 

To' enhance the promotion of the technology on 
the continent, there is a need for exchange of in
formation and experiences. This can be promoted 
on regular basis through workshops, seminars, data 
exchange, internships, professional visits, etc, There 
is also a need to form a forum or societv which can 
coordinate the promotion of the tcch~ology. The 
recently formed African Society of Remote Sensing 
of the environment could be expanded to incor-' 
porate GIS. 

Lastly, if the establishment of GIS in Alfica 
has to succeed, there is a great need for availabilitv 
of reliable and up-to-date data, Currently, mo;t 
countries arc seriously defiCIent in basic data 
required for development planning, To enhance 
data collection, respective countries must support 
their institutions which are involved in collecting 
diflIerent data sets; particularly data on natural 
resources. To promote rapId and continuous 
collection of data On natural resources, the countries 
will need to incorporate remote sensmg technology 
in their data collectmg mechanisms Thus the 
development of GIS should not be considered in 
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isolation from the promotion and use of remote 
sensing techn010gy m resource inventorv 
environment assessment and monitoring, .' 

. THE ROLE OF RCSSMRS IN THE 
PROMOTION OF GIS TECHNOLOGY IN 

AFRICA 

'The Regional Centre for Services in Surveying, 
Mapping and Remote Sensing which is an inter
governmental organization covering 22 countries of 
Eastern and Southern Africa subregion, has a deve
loped modest GIS capability to handle and prooess 
all types of resource data, The Centre also provides 
consultancy and training services in the field of GIS 
within its region of operation and elsewhere. 

In the field of tr~ining the Centre has conducted 
a number of courses, majority being short-term (up 
to three months duration), Among the courses 
conducted are: 

1. GIS for Food Security 

2. 

3. 

This course was conducted in 1987. The 
total number of trainees was 20, The 
trainees carne from Kenya (6), Ethiopia (I), 
Tanzania (2), Uganda (4), Zambia (3), 
Burundi (l), Congo (I), Mozambique (l), 
and somalia (2) 

GIS Application to Agriculture 
and Land Use 

This course was conducted in 1989. 
The number of participants was 22. The 
participants came from Kenya (5), Lesotho 
(I), Somalia (I), Sudan (2), Swaziland (I), 
Tanzania (5), Uganda (5) and Zambia (2). 

Environment Information 
System (Networks for Africa) 

ThiS was a three months course which 
was conducted between 1989 and 1990 and 

was jointly sponsored by UNITAR, UNEP 
and the Centre. In total 9 people parti-



4, 

cipated in the course. They came from 
Lesotho (3), Uganda (3), Ghana (3). 

Eariy Warning for Food Security 

This course was conducted between 
1990 and 199 L The total number of 
participants was 881 and they came from 
Kenya (18), Ethiopia (/7), Djibouti (4), 
Somalia (8), Sudan (/6), and Uganda (18) 

The main objectives of conducting the above 
courses and others not listed were as follows: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Immediate Objectives 

To introduce the capabilities of GIS in data 
analysis, integration, management and 
storage. 
To initiate multi-disciplinary approach to 
data analysis for decision making. 

Medium to Long Term Objectives 

To encourage and promote the creation of 
national environmental data bases. 

Topromote the use of GIS III 

resourceassessment food security and early 
warning and environmental monitoring. 

To encourage gradual evolution of the 
National GIS units whose main objectives 
should be to collate, analyze, store and ma
nage resource data. 

Apart from training, the Centre is also involved 
III the implementation of projects where GIS is 
applied. These projects include forest change 
monitoring, land use changes, Identification of tsetse 
fly habits, environmental monitoring, natural 
resources assessment etc. An example of a project 
where GIS toehoalogy was used is the asscssment of 
forest area change is Mabira and Me Elgon of 
Central Forest Reserve in Uganda. The GIS tech
nology was used to transform topographic, soil and 
time series forest cover maps into digital formats. 
Using the data in the GIS environment, it was 
possible to analyze forest area change OVer a period 
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of 30 years. A similar study was conducted on Mt 
EIgon but with emphasis on the agricultural en
croachment The results revealed that a total loss of 
28% (8,021 hal of Mabira forest land had been lost 
to agriculture and 16% (4472 hal had been trans
formed into degraded forest 

Although the Centre has developed a GIS 
capability, there is a need to strengthen Its capa
bilities particularly in terms of hardware, software 
and infrastructure. The strengthening will enable 
the Centre to carry out its training activities more 
efficiently. It will also make it possible for pro
fessionals working on particular projects to use the 
facilities without interfering with the training act
ivitics. 

In summary, the Centre's emphasis on the current 
and future GIS activnies is basically geared to be
nefit the member countries of the sub-region by 
making available information base and manpower 
through training nationals, project implementation 
and consultancy services. It is hoped that the 
availability of such information in a readily acc
essible form to the planners and decision makers can 
make a tremendous positive impact on the envi
ronmental protection policies and economic deve
lopment planning activities in the sub-region. Other 
beneficiary groups are specialized users such as ed
ucation institutions, parastatals and nongove
rnmental organizations, intergovernmental organi
zations and international agencies operating in the 
sub-region. 
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I. Introduction 

Increasing population numbers and demand for 
improved standards of living have put a lot of pressure 
on almost all natural resources in sub-Saharan African 
countries (see for example Arntzen, 1989). Rapid 
land degradation, deforestation, and water aquifer 
depletion in semi·arid areas have been particularly 
severe. Faced, in addition, with dwindling funds from 
both internal and external sources. Countries in the 
region have had to revise their strategies in planning 
for development. In particular a new concept of 
sustainable development in the face of disappearing 
resources has been adopted by many of the countries 
in the region, and it has become clear that successful 
operntion WIder this concept will have to depend more 
and more on renewable natural resourees within the 
region. Planning for resources use under this concept 
has to consider a much wider range of information 
than has previously been the case. The many 
elaborate programs which have been developed to 
ensure conservation of renewable resources and to 
plan for tbeir sustainable use under the concept have 
faced many problems among which are those related 
to the acquisition and organization of relevant 
information for making sound and informed decisions. 
It has been clear that traditional methods of acquiring 
and handling information are not sufficient for the 
tasks at hand. Alternative information systems to 
support decision making in this regard are still in their 

infancy and a more rapid approach of developing 
skills in building and maintaining these systems is 
required. This paper presents some ideas on how 
capacity may be rapidly built in sub-Saharan Africa in 
using spatial databases to support the management of 
renewable natural resources using geographical 
information systems (GIS). It is illustrated with an 
example from Botswana. 

II. The Current Situation in Sub-Saharan 
Africa. 

For long the characteristic administrative 
organization for natural resouree management 
throughout sub-Saharan Africa was the usual sectoral 
compartmentalization by ministries. The approach 
had many problems. but its real weaknesses were 
revealed most effectively when in the management of 
natural resources countries attempted 10 carry out 
programs that required exchanges of information 
among sectors. Outlines for the conservation of 
renewable resources for sustainable development 
planning in particular required that information should 
he exchanged among sectors and showed that this was 
difficult because of the uncoordinated formats in 
which data had been collected and stored. Many 
countries have turned to GIS as an alternative in re
organizing information across sectors especially in 

1 Paper presented 01 Ihe ad-hoc Er:perls Group meeting on "policies and slrolegies /01' Ihe development and 
utilization of Natural resources and'energy in Africa. AddIS Ababa. J7 June - I July J 994 
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those fields that are concerned with the management 
{)f environmental resources such as water, forestry, 
land and the range. Guidelines have been provided 
under which coordinated efforts to manage the 
information may be made especially at the national 
level. The GIS development path is intend to 
eventually produce operational GIS's for daily use 
throughout the countries which have taken this 
alternative. 

The many reports made on the development of GIS 
in various countries have been encouraging they show 
that some level of success has been made. Typically 
GIS programs have greatly depended on donor or 
international organizations funding. The World Bank 
for example has a whole Division responsible for 
promoting environmental information systems in sub
Saharan Africa. USAID, GTZ, F AO and UNEP have 
also provided fitlancial and technical assistance to 
various countries and to regional programs to 
encourage the development of technologies related to 
the acquisition and organization of information for 
environmental resource management Regional 
centers for training in Nairobi (Kenya), Ougadougou 
(Burkina Faso), and IIc-Ife (NIgeria) have contributed 
to developing skills especially in the fields relevant to 
spatial information gathering. 

Recommendations have been made on the 
development of GIS in sub-Saharan Africa at various 
fora organized by donor agencies or international 
organizations. The World Bank Program on 
Environment Infonnalion Systems seems to be the 
most elaborate in its recommendations under which 
guidelines have been formulated in a National 
Environment Action Plans (NEAP's) project Among 
the many recommendations under the project are those 
related to: 

I national and regional coordination of 
environmental information systems; 

11 education and training for building and 
maintaining geographic databases 

iij research to be undertaken to ensure the proper 
development of geographic databases and apply 
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them to problems of environmental resource 
management. 

The general set up in the many countries 
participating more directly in this project (e.g. 
Uganda, Madagascar, Zimbabwe, Burkina Foso, 
Kenya and Cote d'lvoire) is that a Government 
Department or unit is identified or formed to 
coordinate all activities related to applying GIS 
technology to environmental problems. In practice 
this has generally meant application of GIS to natural 
resources management For example Uganda started 
her program with a project entitled "Improved Land 
and Natural Resource Management Through the 
Development of a GIS", and Madagascar started hers 
with a project directed at soil conservation. 
agroforesty, and afforestation. The Departments or 
units responsible for the program are expected to 
organize national seminars, identifY user needs at the 
national level and in general coordinate all the 
initiatives and funds donated for the development of 
GIS. 

HI. Towards operational GIS's in sub-Saharan 
Africa 

In many of the countries participating in the World 
Bank program stated above, success has been reported 
on the development of GIS. However, much of the 
success has been at the national level with a limited 
number of pilot projects at both the district and local 
level. There are many reasons why developing 
operatIOnal spatial databases should be speeded up 
below the national level. 

a. Identification of user needs at the national level is 
not a sufficient basis to build operational GIS's to 
support natural resources management Although 
notional coordination is absolutely essential for 
successful GIS development, only the most general 
of prioritization for GIS development may be 
carried out at thiS level. Variations in socio
economic and environmental conditions throughout 
any country, makes it necessary to assess user 
noeds for operational GIS's at the local level. The 
most important implication of this is that a lot 
more skilled people must acquire the skills to 
develop and maintain GIS's than have so far 



acquired these skiUs to move from the current level 
of development in thIS technology to operational 
GIS's. 

b. In line. with all other recent developments in sub
Saharan Africa, donor funds for programs related 
information systems for the management of 
renewable resources are likely to dry up within a 
period very difficult to estimate at this time. The 
special status (in view of donor and international 
organization financing) enjoyed by national 
committees and departments coordinating 
environmental information is like to cease in a not 
too far distant future. It is therefore imperative 
that sub-Saharan Afnca moves as fast as possible 
to make GIS's normal elements within the daily 
operations of Government departments. This 
again requires extensive capacity building for using 
operational GIS's in the shortest time possible. 

c. Probably more than is the case with many other 
technologies, GIS may be misused by those who 
have limited knowledge of the total environment 
(social, economic and physical) in which it is 
applied. Contra!) to popular belief in sub-Saharan 
Africa, it IS more effective to eqUip experts in 
natural resources management (e.g. foresters, 
ecologists, land lIse and range resources analysts) 
who have extensive knowledge and experience in 
the environment they are working in with GIS 
knowledge, than to train e:\perts in GIS in the 
management of natural resources. Sub-Saharan 
Africa is likely to have shortages of the latter 
category for a long time. However, it has a good 
supply of skilled individuals with long experiences 
in environmental resource management. If the 
latter ceuld be cenvinced to take up training in, and 
regularly use GIS, the rate of development of this 
technology towards the operational stage will 
increase dramatically. 

It is clear that the capacities building has to be 
speeded up to reach the operational use of GIS. The 
rest of this paper discusses attempts Botswana is 
making to build a program that should continuously 
increase the output of personnel competent in using 
GIS at the district and localleve! 
IV. Capacity building for using GIS in Botswana. 
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Botswana is not one of the countries whose GIS 
program have developed under the World Bank's 
NEAP's program but the country has had interest in 
the program's recommendations for establishing 
"action plans" The overall strategy In introducing 
GIS in Botswana has been shaped by local limitations 
on one hand and knowledge of experience of similar 
efforts in other countries, Locally an extreme shortage 
of personnel with any competence in the technolo!,'Y at 
all levels made it essentIal to start with broad-based 
programs on awareness, traming and education in GIS. 
For overall systems development, descnptions of 
experiences from other countries has been useful (see 
for example Hyde, 1991; Yeh. 1991; Vasile et al.. 
1989: AI-Anka!)', 1991) GIS development in general 
especiallv In countries with SOClo-eeonomlC 
circumstanees similar to those of Botswana, lacks 
overall plannmg, IS project oriented, and is not 
integmted in the overall planning of the countries 
described. Botswana has tried to avoid similar 
problems by having an overall conceptual framework 
for the development of G IS technology in the country 
similar to frameworks drawn up under NEAP's. 

a, The origins of GIS in Botswana - The GIS 
Users' Group. 

The origins of GIS in Botswana differed from 
those in many other countries in sub-Saharan Africa in 
that the major drive came from an informal group of 
enthusiasts which has no official stalus in the 
Government of Botswana. The official GOB 
committee responsible for the development of GIS in 
the country is the National Committee for Cartography 
and Remote Sensing (NCCRS) Although this 
committce had been interested in GIS for a long time, 
its agenda did not allow it to commit the time 
necessary to develop operational GIS's within a 
reasonable amount of time. More importantly, it was 
not clear that enthusiasm for GIS development was 
high in the committee while people with greater 
enthusiasm and knowledge of the potentials of GIS 
were not members and could not express their view or 
support for GIS development in the committee. A new 
amorphous and very infornla1 group the GIS Users 
Group, was formed in mid-I989 basically to discuss 
enthusiasm in GIS. 



The GIS Users Group was an excellent fonun for 
discussing ideas on the development of GIS in 
Botswana. It had members from GOB (including 
most IJf the members of the NCCRS and officers 
working in the field at various tiers of Government), 
the private sector (especially consulting companies), 
local and international NGO's (the IUCN, the Kalahari 
Conservation Society, the Forestry Association of 
Botswana), the academic community, and donor 
agencies. In the beginning the majority of members in 
the group, though very competent in their various 
fields, had oruy enthusiasm, not skills or experience, 
in GIS. Over time, however, this group has changed 
from that of "the blind leading the blind", to include 
many people who have developed competence in GIS. 

The GIS Users Group has made two important 
contributions to the development of GIS in Botswana. 
Firstly, it helped to build up a good pool of people in 
a wide range of fields who were very enthusia;;tic 
about the introduction of GIS before the official 
introduction of the technology. Each of the 
enthusiasts ad a specific problem to solve m hislher 
place of-work Consequently later developments of 
the technology have bcen driven by demand for 
solv ing problems rather than developing the 
technology for lIs Own sake. Secondly, the GIS Users' 
Group encouraged the NCCRS to think of a national 
conceptual framework in the development of GIS. 
Most Significantly, there were concerns int he Group 
that different units, departments. and ministries in 
Botswana, were planning to de,e1op uncoordinated 
GIS programs WIthout any overall guidelines. 
AltllOugh there was a WIde range of environmental and 
socio-economic data and there was freedom to 
cxchange same throughout GOB departments, each 
deportment had collected. sometimes duplieatmg. data 
using its own formal and slandards Freedom to 
exchange datu eollcclcd and stored under such 
circumstances "as SCen to be unsatIsfactory in the 
development of GIS It \\as feared that unless policies 
and standards for this' development were outlined, it 
might cventuall~' be diftieult to exchange mformalloll, 
and that httle empIres of mformation \\ould result. 
defeating one of the most advantilgcous elements of 
GIS's. In April. 1993 a contract \\as awarded to 
Associates in Rural Development a consulting 
comp"nv in Burlmgton. Vcrmon!. to asslsllll "n effort 
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to further standardize GIS development. The report 
from the consultancy was presented 10 GOB in May, 
1994 and.provides a unique opportunity for Botswana 
to start off with national standards and guidelines 
under which individual GOB departments, other GOB 
related organizations and institutions, and private 
companies are developing their more detailed 
requirements. 

b. Rapid Capacity building through the 
training and research program. 

The major bottlenecks in the development of GIS 
for natural resources management in Botswana, as in 
many othcr countries in the sub-S"haran region, have 
been shortage of trained personnel and lack of relevant 
applied research. Recently, a program was started 
which will rapidly increase personnel trained in GIS 
and link various GIS projects to on-going research at 
ES Us. Both training and research have received 
assistance and adVIce from educational institutions 
from outside the country. While this advice and 
assistance is highly appreciated and has made 
significant contributions in the transfer of GIS 
technolog) to Botswana, the development of the 
overall program has been directed and controlled from 
ES Us. Donors who have contributed to the 
development of the program have strongly encouraged 
and appreciated this approach. 

i. The Training Program 

The training program has gone through a number 
of slages since its inception. the main trend in the 
development of the program has been directed at 
makmg it more "ppropriate to addreSSing 
environmcntal "nd resource management issues in 
lhe Southern A frican region Two key princip"ls 
are particul"rly followed III this development 
Firstly, thc program has focused on solving 
problems which trainees identify in their daily 
\\ork rather than on the various GIS software 
",·ail"ble. Each traince is cncouraged to identify 
hIS or her problem related to his daily work and, 
with assistance. to carry oul a projeet using GIS to 
sohe that problem. Secondly, the training program 
docs not "llcmptto produce specialists in GIS but 
IS aimed at building competence of the trainees in 



his or her problem related to his daily work and, 
with assistance, to carry out a project using GIS to 
solve that problem. Secondly, the training program 
does not attempt to produce specialists in GIS but 
is aimed at building competence of the tramees in 
usmg GIS to increase productivity. In achieving 
this aim it has deliberately taken an incremental 
approach, starting with the Simplest GIS software 
Trainees are encouraged to move from what they 
already are familiar with (e.g. the map), with new 
ideas in GIS being introduced in incremental doses, 
making sure that trainees are comfortable with any 

. new ideas or teehniques being introduced. 
Although this may sound pedestrian, it is one of 
the main reasons for the success of the training 
program. 

Current GIS training may be diVided into two: that 
taken as pat of an M.Sc. program, and that given as 
part of an in-service program for GOB officers 
serving in the field. 

The M.Sc. program is offered as a two year degree 
in environmental planning at ES UB, but includes 
a substantial part on remote sensing and GIS. The 
program has attracted students from a number of 
countries in the Southern African Development 
Community (SADC) region, the 199112 and the 
1992/3 had respectively 50% and 40% of students 
enrolled m the program from the region outside 
Botswana. Applications for admission for the 
1994/95 academic year include those from Kenya, 
Uganda, Tanzania, and Sudan. The numbers of 
students trained under this program are, however, 
'still small. The effect of the program on the 
mtroduction of GIS in the country has therefore 
been minimal up to now. 

In-service GIS training has been the more effecti\'e 
program in providing a broad base for introducing 
GIS in Botswana. There have been a number of ad 
hoc in-service training sessions for various 
departments or units of GOB, but the ES UB has 
the only continuous program. However, the 
multiplicity of tmining programs has been useful in 
exposing a much larger number of people to GIS 
than ES UB would have been able to do. 
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The Gis in service program started in 1990 and 
was originally tacked on to a more general in 
service program started in 1987. The GIS 
component in this program was in four states 
referred to as GIS Levels I to V cared out over a 
two year period . Each year a new group started 
GIS Level I while those started in previous years 
moved on to higher levels in which increasingly 
sophisticated GIS trainmg was given. For each of 
GIS Level I to GIS Level 4, about 12 to 15 
trainees came to the GIS Laboratory at ES UB for 
a two week intensive training period after which 
they were expected to go back to their places of 
work trainees to practice what they had been 
trained on. 

The program was run in this format until the end of 
1993 by which time it had run into several 
problems the most important of which was 
associated with the mobility of the trainee officers 
within the Botswana civil service. Also, the 
trainers at ES UB could not keep up with four 
different levels of traming in one year. A revised 
program launched in early 1994 universities. The 
aim in training for the SADC region would not be 
to make ES UB.a pennonent training center for the 
region. but to assist other SADC countries to 
consider (modify if necessary) the Botswana 
"model" for the rapId capacity building in the 
development of GIS. 

II. The revised training programme and rapid 
capacity building for GIS development 

By the time the GIS in-service program was 
revised, the demand for training was so high thaI 
ES UB could not train all those that wanted to be 
trained. The mnin objective of the revised progrnm 
is 10 keep up with the momentum of increased 
demand for personnel skilled in using GIS and to 
increase, as fast as pOSSible, the competence of 
people directly concerned with the application of 
GIS to specifiC prOblems in the field. The 
objective of the revised program is to make sure 
that the training program will become sclf
sustaining. Various strategies are included in the 
program to achieve this obJcclI ve. 



Building a nationwide network of trainers to 
promote a self-sustaining tmining ES UB bas 
recently been expanded to bave 27 program -
Allbough tbc GIS Inboratory at personal 

,computers, the training' program within the 
department cannot keep up with tbe momentum 
that it, and olher GIS programs, have generated 
throughout the country. A much higher output of 
graduates is required tban ES UB can output at this 
time. Also, general and elementary trmning is no 
longer sullielent for tbe increasingly sophisticated 
GIS programs in various GOB departments, 
NGO's, and the private sector; in the relevant 
disciplines. Currently there are a few expatriate 
GIS specialists in tbe relevant disciplines. 

Currently thereare a few expatriate GIS specialists 
in a luniled number of GOB Departments all working 
independenth The amount of daily work reIated to 
systems maintenance and G IS programs dC\'c1opment 
has made it dillicult to give mllch atlemion io GIS 
personnel developmelll. Fortunately, ho\\'e\cr: many 
of tbe graduates of the current GIS traIning program 
at the Uni,ersit\' of Botswana arc vCrY competent in 
their vanous liclds of speCIalization and arc capable or 
advancing lratning prognuns U1 their departments with 
assistance from the University Under the revised 
program these graduates ha\T been used to start a 
nationwide nel\\ork of trainers \\"ilhin their vanous 
departments as pnn of the Lnl\crsity's traimng 
program and hcneeforth. from each graduatll1g class. 
n fe" people "ill be sC\'Cfal advantages M!lst 
importantly, It mil build up a group of confident 
trainers who will be the baSIS for a sustainable 
development of GIS 111 the \ arious GOB departmcnts 
participatIng III thc program Prospectl\c tfamers \I III 
be earefulh selected from various departmcnts m cach 
mmistlY to cnsurc widcspread mtra-mlnistn GIS 
training. 

Budding Leachmg mntcnats and linking the training 
program at ES UB mtll GIS projects III the field 
The main method of budding the network outlmed 
abo\'c "til be throllgh a combll1ation of pro\idmg 
tcaching matenal, 10 the prospecti,e Iramcrs. alld 
linkmg \'ariOlls on-going pr~iccts lhroughout the 
count" \11th applied research uSing GIS nt the 
Crll\ crSll\ Resu:ts li'om I,'cal prolects c;urled out 

under both t~e M.Se. and the in-service program 
over the laslthree years have been used to compile 
teaching materials for lbe prospective trainers to 
use in training other officers at tbeir duty post. 
Eacb trainer, during the Course of his own training, 
would have carried out a project which he will be 
encouraged, \\·ith assistance [rom ES UB, to usc as 
the starting point for building up his own exercises 
more relevant to his daily work and the daily work 
of those he will be trailllng. This will ha\'e the 
major advantage of giving a more locused training 
program [or GOB olT,cers in different ministries. 
Althougb some of tbe training will still be carried 
out at ES UB under the revised program, by 
spreading some of the effort to Ihe ministries and 
districts. it will be possible to have a higher 
number of graduates tban has been thc case under 
Ihe currem training program 

In blllldll1g up the network of trainers, the 
Ulli\'crslt~, ill this time. has decided to concentrate 
its e!lorts on thos~ most directly working in natural 
resources management and in ymious arcas related 
to the cnyironmen\. The major adyantage of this 
locus is that ,t \\,11 be possible to link projects 
under the revised training program \\ jth on~going 
research in ESS UB once the level of a self
sustaining training program discussed above IS 

under way (expectcd to be by' the end of 1994) 
Mam of the projects so far undertaken in the in
servIce program (and mGn~ which have been 
designed under the rcy;sed program at this stage) 
fit into Ynriolls rcscnrch progrmlls cspccii.lll) on 
resourCes m:magcmcnt and environmental 
mOl1Jtonng, 

B(IIldmg coni'ldcJ1cc 1Il using GIS with local 
conrcr.-::nccs. There is need 10 strengthen 
confidence III the potential of GIS to 
increase pr(xiuell\'ll\ Also. mall\' of the graduates 
of the lrntlling program Ileed encouragement and 
rc-as~urancc th31 the:- arc 1l1aking subslantial 
contributions, III Ihe development of GIS in the 
count" BOlh these nrc being achlevcd through 
local conferences at \\hich graduates and trainees 
of the rc\ iscd program meet. exchange ideas and 
shnrc experiences The lirst of these local 
conrcrl2:llc~$ \\,!~ conducted in cnrly June. 1994, 



Conllntmicating the training program [0 the rest of 
SADC.- During 1993. UNIT ARfNairobi started 
informal discussions both with GOB and ES UB 
on how Botswana's GIS training program could be 
expanded to accommodate trainees form the 
Southern Afncan Development Community 
(SADC) region by October. 1994 Traming for the 
SADC regIOn would make it possible to e"porttile 
Botswana GIS development "model" to 
neighbouring countries As a starting pOint it has 
been proposed that the training materials to be 
compiled under the revised program should be 
made available to selected institutions of higher 
learning withm the region. The training program 
would be the starting point and with it will be 
exported the ideas of d"eioping local e"erClses. 
and the concept of a self-sustaining GIS twilling 
program. Also through the training program. 
Botswana will be able to shiITe its e"periences with 
other SADC countnes on the usefulness of a GIS 
Users' Group, and the problems experienced in 
establishing natlom' Ide standards Assistance Will 
eventually be gl\cn to national univerSIties In the 
region to link proJCcts in the field of people who 
,,111 hme gmduatcd Irom the program and research 
proJccts at (he ulli\ ersities. The aim in training for 
the SADC region "ould not be to make ES UB a 
permnnent lminmg centre for the region. but to 
assist other SADC countnes (0 eonslder (l11odij~· in 
necessary) the Bots\\ana "model" for the rapid 
capaelt\ buildmg 111 the devdopmcnt of GIS. 

iii. Research. 

ES UB is the focus of all rescarch on GIS in 
Botswana There ha\'e been n wide range of 
research ",,"csligations mcluding biomass 
cstimaliOlL undcrgrowld \\ ;lter modcllmg, nnal~ scs 
of urban imd suburban land usc changes. 
ll1Vesligallons of rural trans(ormatlOn, and 
modelling Innd lise changes. competition and 
d~l1mnlcs Some of these Ilwcstrgations arc being 
earned out or nfC planned In collaboriltion with 
bIOmass study originall: earned out for the 
academic researchers outside Bots\\ ,ma The 
Forestry Association or Bots\\ann (\an Heist. 
1991). e\ohed II1to research for modelling fuel 
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wood availability around sub-urban villages. 
Underground water modelling On small streams is 
being earned out in collaboration with academic 
staff from the University of Stockholm. as is the, 
research on land use competing and dynamics, 
Currently. the two biggest planned rescareh 
projects in the Department are: the Kalahari 
Ecosystem Functioning (KEG), a combined effort 
of about 10 scientists form various academic 
disciplines: and the Resource Utilization and 
Regional Planning Information Systems 
(RURPlS), to be carried out in collaboration with 
various GOB Ministries and Departments 
(Nkambwe, 1991), The former, in its planning 
stages, is aimed at monitoring changes in the 
Kalahari ecosystem over a seven year peflod, 

RURPlS on the other hand has slowly gone 
through preliminary stages over the last two years 
and has as its major interest he relationship 
between the gro\\1h and spatial expansion of 
population and Irvestock, and the cntical resources 
orland, wMer. and wildlife. 

V. Conclusion. 

There arc manv pornts worth noting in Botswana's 
efforts to speed up capacity building for using GIS 
technology for natural resources management at the 
national. district and local levels or administration. 

a. The established commillees or Departments of 
Government should not be e"pected to have a 
monopoly of ideas on beller approaches to 
improving tcchnologies ror the organization of 
in Cormation for the better management of natural 
resources A much morc informal group like 
Botswana's GIS Users' Group may be a more 
frUItful slarting point as a pressure group to 
encourage commillees decislOllS eSJleciallv on GIS. 
Where a formal Go\crnment Department already 
c."sts. it could be supplemented \\Jlh thc 
cqUl\ alent of Bots\\ona's GIS Users' Group 



b, We should not Dlw"ys wmt for Dn expert or a 
group of experts to start offbcuer tcchnologies 
of mfonnation organizmion for natural resources 
management. In the eDse of GIS development it 
may by more profitable to have a large number 
of specialists III di fferent fields whose 
enthusiasm in GIS development is driven by 
problems which can be solved using GIS 
technology. This has two major advantages: for 
one, the disappearance of the expert (common in 
the Afncan Region) docs not kill the 
development of GIS: for another, this starts off 
GIS development with a typically applied 
approack concentrating on the problems to be 
solved rather than the tcchnology. The best 
arrangement) of course, \\ol.dd be a combination 
of both people competent in the use of GIS and 
a wide range of enthuslasls. 

C, It IS usually difficult to Judge at what level to 
start GIS development and there may be several 
arguments for starting at dIfferent levels of 
sophistication. especIOlly in terms of GIS 
software and hardware. Whatever level started 
at the district ilnd Ihe local levels should be buil 
up slowly from vcrv simple ilnd vcry easily 
understood GIS syslems. Given Ihe technical 
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(especwllr compuler) ability of most people 
involved in GIS development throughout the Africa, 
this approach seems more appropnate, and builds 
sure confidence Ihough slowly. 

d, Donor support IS critical in the development the 
capilcity to usc of GIS in natural resources 
management and utilization. In the beginning, 
uncertain promises of future increased 
productiv ity using GIS may not be sufficient to 
encourngc deCision makers to vote for the 
development of a technology which may reduce 
their power of control on information flow. 
However, using donor support to develop a 
GIS program should not be equaled with 
buying software or hardware. Very sophislicated 
computer hardware and GIS so ftware al the 
beginning may be counler-productive by creating 
a feeling of frustration and incompetence. 

Probably the most important thing to watch in 
Botswana's effort to build hcr capacity for an 
operational GIS network at the nationill, district and 
locallcvels is the country's effort Iry and build more 
competence using the minimill competence so far 
built with the intention of establishing a self
sustaining GIS development program. 
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As cartographers have accepted the USe of 
computer technology in their field, so have they 
been forced to reexamine many of the processes that 
they have traditionally performed on spatial 
information. It is becoming increasingly apparent 
that this reexamination is pronounced with respect 
to data used to make cartographic products, The 
structuring of digital data bases, which IS required 
by computerized cartography, IS a new and vital 
process, A necessary part of the digital data base is 
metadata, information required for the efficient 
access and use of the data, Metadata is information 
about the digital spatial data in the data base. This 
paper outlines the need and suggests potential 
categories for the content of a comprehensive 
statement of data quahty that must be Imbedded in 
the metadata that accompanies a digital spatial data 
file. Ideally, an international metadata standard and 
an international data quality standard could be 
agreed upon by cartographers for digit"1 spati"1 
data. 

Using analog technology, the map
producing organization makes an overall decIsion 
that the quality of the .villiable data to be portrayed 
is sufficient to produce the multi-purpose map 
product. Often the producing agency includes in the 
map marginalia a statement about the quality of the 
map, In the case of the United States Geological 
Survey's topographic map senes, the statement is 
"This map complies with N ationa! Map Accuracy 
mapping project, meets a stated set of parameters 
defining the accuracy of the location of a set of 
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Standards"', This statement. drafted over fifty years 
ago, announces that a given map, as part of a single 
position (x,y coordinates) on the earth (see 
Appendix 2), If elevations, in the form of spot 
heights. are also portrayed, the statement of quality 
also refers to the accuracy of the elevations (z 
coordinate). 

Quality infol1nation avaIlable to the user of 
an analog produced map includes, at best, a quality 
statement furnished by the producing organization 
such as the one referenced in the preceding 
paragraph, the reputatIon of that producer 
organization, and any experiences resulting from 
using the product, which arc gained by performing 
tasks based on user's need for additional quality is 
discovered only after a potentially costly mistake, 
Alternativelv, the prodllct may have a higher quality 
level than the user needs, and the expense of that 
excessive quality IS therefore 
wasted. loday's digital cartographiC environment is 
differcnt. Using digiwi technology the cartographer-

1 Paper presClucd J(J Ill.: 81lt emlcd ,'lations 
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producei' or producing agency collects the data. 
These data are then structured into a digital 
database. The cartographer-user accesses that data 
base and selects the data sets that the cartographer
user detemlines are necessary to solve the problem 
for the production of a desired cartographic product 
(Note that both the cartographer-producer and the 
cartographer-user perform cartographic operations 
with the digital data) The cartographer-producer 
makes the basic decisions concerning data qual ity 
and provides metadata to the cartographer-user. 
Both then decide whether or not the data are useful 
for their specific cartographic purpose. 

In the digital cartographic world the situation has 
changed so that cartographer -producers are 
collecting data and structuring the spatial into data 
bases that may .contain topology and enhanced 
attribute tnforrnation. The fact that these digital data 
bases may also be distributed allows other 
cartographer-producers to add attributes to features 
already in the data base or to even add new featUres. 
In some data bases. relationships among features arc 
also specified. Therefore, any given data filc may be 
the pr?duct of a number of cartographer-producers. 

The prescnce of these digital data bases 
allows today's of analog maps to become the 
cartographer-user of digital products. Given a 
dIgital spatial data base, the potential cartographer
user first selects the data liles that arc to be 
portrayed. On what basis IS this selection madc') In 
analog cartography, the potential user of a map has 
never bcen forced to assume this selection 
responsibility beforc. Are 1II0st cartographer-users 
adequatelv traIned to accept that responsibility') 
How does or should a cartographer-user leam of the 
quality of the digital data) it is certainly not 
acceptable to finish the enlire process of creating a 
map and then allemp t to use that product in the real 

j ThrougiIout the f<:xl fI,<.' Icrms cartographer and 

IIser wilen n:/erf!JJc.:d (liotIl' u-rll .:ml/lol<: til(: use ofmwlog 
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((Ish from data (olh:(/Ion 10 digit(ll product cr,.,',aioll TIU' 
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world ih order to be able to run a quality check. 
Quality concerps must be dealt with earlier in the 
digital cartographic process. 

Today it is truly a "let the buyer beware" 
market place in digital spatial data. It is perhaps 
truer than ever before that to produce a map 
visualization in the digital world it is not necessary 
for the cartographer-user to have any experience in 
cartography or data assessment, or any knowledge 
of data quality. A hardware platform with a user
friendly mapping package can enable any person to 
create a map, i.e bccome a cartographer-user. In the 
analog cartography environment, by comparison, 
through repeated experiences, cartographers develop 
a sense of appropriateness for da~vhen they 
have the responsibility for.the data collection and 
the selection of data to mclude on a map. Relying on 
that sense the cartographer could give his "stamp of 
approval" of the quality of the created map, after 
testing to assess the quality of a given data set, 
kno\.\ing those crrors that wcre carried forward from 
the collection phase through the analytical phase, 
and knowing the errors introduced by a change of 
map projection and/or a change of seale. 
Cartographer-users are not always so wcll trained. 
They may lack even an introductory knowledge of 
map projections, cartographic generalization, or the 
errors propagated through a series of manipulations 
of thc spatial data. 

A closer examination of the consequences 
of this change in technologies indicated a sccondary 
change as well. Cartographers have rarel\' dealt with 
the data quality issue as it relates to non positional 
data. By the lime posItIonal accuracy has been 
obtained to the satisfaction of the cartographer, the 
other attributes of the features which are to be 
mapped have been collected WIth accuracies that 
also satisfY the cartographer. In other words the 
cartographer feels comfortable with the overall 
quality of all the data on the map if It is possible to 
attain sufficient accuracy in the poSItioning of that 
data in the map COlllex!. 

In secondary mapping, that is the creation 
of new maps from existmg maps, the cartol,'fapher 
sources. This means that the cartographer preparing 



is at the mercy of the quality of primary map 
a secondary map usually elects to compile the data 
from the assumed best primary map source 
available, As a consequence, data quality has been 
almost synonymous with positional accuracy of the 
collected data, In fact, striving for better positional 
accuracy has been the primary concern (almost to 
the exclusion of other considerations) dunng the 
period of analog cartography, 

Thus, the statement on the U S, Geological 
Surveys topographic maps, "This map complies 
with National Map Accuracy Standards," was 
sufficlcnt to refer to only the fact that a given map 
falls within the allowed error tolerance for the 
positional accuracy (x,y) and elevational accuracy 
(z) (see Appendix I), The absolute guidelines 
speedY a goal to be reached in the level of precision 
in the mapping production processes and either a 
complered map meets the goal or it does not A map 
that greatly surpasses the goal can not be 
differentiated from one that just barely passes the 
goal. Likewise a map with errors ten times larger 
than the stated goal could be published with the 
same notation, or lack thereof, as a map that just 
exceeds the error tolerances, 

Still any quality statement is ultimately 
tested by the user in the real world. However, due to 
the presence of the newly empowered cartographer
user in the digital world, the statement of quality in 
digital cartography should be of a different nature. 
Cartographer-users must be made knowledgeable 
enough about the cartographic proccsses to be able 
to assess the true quality of the available data and 

.their created product: How then, in the digital 
environment should quail!, be described? The 
answcr is by includmg infornlation about the data 
quality in the reqUIred metadata of a digital spatial 
data file; Such metadata must be morc inclusive 
than mere statements that a data set e:lOcoeds a givcn 
statistical value (most often related to positional 
accuracy). The metadata must contain descriptive 
statistics of all the features on the map, and 
cartographcr-users must learn how to usc or assess 
these metadata statements, 
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Towards a Spatial Data Quality Standard 

In developing a standard for the exchange 
of digital spatial data, a committee of professional 
cartographers in the United States during the 1980's 
working solely on the issue of digital spatial data 
quality, identified five facets of data quality that 
should be included with the metadata for a digital 
data file to enable the most effective use of the 
digital data file 4, In the digital environment it IS 

recognized that in addition to positional accuracy, 
feature-attribute accuracy was important Thus, a 
rather broadened consideration of data quality is 
proposed for use in digital cartography, The 
categories identified by this commIttee, and now 
formally part of the U.S Federal Information 
Processing Standard 173, (FIPS 173), were 
positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, 
completencss, logical consistency, and lineage', 

Condensed definitions of the five categories 
of quality are listed below, It is expected that each 
category shall contain reference to temporal 
information 

LINEAGE, is a descnptlon of the source material 
from which the data were derived and the methods 
of derivation;includmg all transformations involved 
in producing the final digital files, The description 
shall include the dates of the source material and the 
dates of ancillary information used for update. The 
lineage portion shall also include reference to the 
specific control information used, and describe the 
mathematical transformations of coordinates used in 
each stage from the source material to the final 
product 

N<llionol COlllmirtee for Digital CartographiC 

Data Sumdards. 1985. .411 inlenm proposed sfdndard for 
digital cartographiC dalo qualifY, p_ j 7~22 plus Supportmg 
Donmremalioflp:l}3·132hIReport6.ColllwblisOH. 
NCDCDS, 

~ U.s DeparJmmrl a/Commerce, (J992), Spatial 

Dtlia Transfer Siandtlrd (SDTS), FJPS PUB J 73, 
Tee/lll%gy Admil/l',~/ratlon, ,va/JOllal mslilltfe ojSlalldards 

and Tec!m%KJ.'. CS. GOVI!I'UlIIt:11I PrilllllJg OJjlce, 
WashillgtOIl. D (' pp 21-1-1 



POSITIONAL ACCURACY, includes the degree of 
compliance with the spatial registration standard 
(latitude and longitude being the preferred 
standard). Descriptions of positiona I accuracy shall 
consider the quahty of the final product after all 
transformations mentioned in the lineage portion. 
Reports on any tests of positional accuracy along 
with the date of such a test are to be included. 

ATTRIBUTE ACCURACY, accuracy assessment 
for measures on a continuous scale shall be 
performed using procedures similar (0 those used 
for positional accuracy (i.e. providing <I numerical 
estimate of expected discrepancies). Reports on any 
tests of attribute accuracy shall include the data of 
the tesl and the dates oftbe materials uses. 

COMPLETENESS, mcludes information about 
selection criteria, definitions used for the features, 
and other relevant mapping rules employed (e.g. 
thresholds such as nunimum area or minimum 
width). The report descnbes the relationship 
between the obJects represented and the abstract 
universe of all suoh objects. In particular, the report 
shall describe the exhaustiveness of a sel of 
features, and use standard definitions and 
interpretatiOns if possible. 

LOGICAL CONSISTENCY, describes the fidelity 
of relationships cncoded in the data structure of the 
digital spatial data. The report details the tests 
performed and the dates and results of the tests. 
Tests of valid attribute values, graphic data 
representation, and topology may be lOclllded 

In the digilal cartographic environment it is 
important to lOclude the values of the tests that were 
conducted of the individual digitized map features. 
This "truth in labellIng" approach allows the 
cartographer-uscr to make the necessary 
determination that a given data set is of sufficient 
quality to use in creating a cartographic product or 
decision document The quality of dala needed does 
vary with use. By expanding the stalement of quality 
to include all features on the cartographic product, 
it is possible to have a better senSe of the overall 
reliability and the variance of reliability within the 
product 
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In the analog environment the cartographer 
would assess the product and determine 
qualitatively (and for some data quantitatively) if 
the product met a given level of quality. Today such 
an assessment is impossible because the 
cartographer-user may be obtaining spatial data files 
from a variety of different cartographer-producers 
and may have more than one digital source for a 
given feature. We are approaching an era where 
multiple sets of spatial and attribute data for the 
same feature will be available from different 
sources. It will be necessary to select the one data 
sct that is of a quality most consistent with the other 
data to be portrayed on the map. We will neither 
want to use higher quality data (which may obscure 
the message of the map or slow down the production 
time, which translates int" addItional costs) nor 
lower qualily data (which may make the map less 
useful and the decisions drawn from the map 
suspect). The most appropriate data set for the 
problem addressed should be selected, and the 
quality of that selection will depend on the quality of 
the metadata available to the knowledgeable 
cartographer-user. 

Other statements on Spatial Data Quality 

It is not only in the United States of 
America that this need for an expanded statement of 
spatIal data quality to accompany digital spatial data 
is recognized. One intemationql group and several 
nations have recognized this need and have 
produced spatial data quality templates as described 
below. In addition, recently the Centre European des 
Normalisation has established Technical Committee 
287 to study and propose European standards for 
spatial data. 

UNITED NA nONS ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROGRAMME, UNEP 

The United Nations Environmental 
Programme has developed a classification for a 
statement of spatial data quality". Only the first two 

LCroin. J, (1990) "Classification System/or leA 
Digital Dafa Quality As.w?ssment" unpublislwd working 
manuscript of the leA CommIssion on Spatial Dale Qua/ily, 



levels of the classification will be illustrated in this 
discussion. The first level division is between data 
sets verified by relevant international sectoral 
thematic scientific bodies. This level only covers the 
issues of attribute quality and lineage. The second 
level breakdown is into the rather subjective 
categories of "limited quality,"medium quality, "and 
"highly accurate". Appendix 2 gives examples of 
Dataset Qualifier Categories using the first two 
levels of the UNEP data quality classification 
system taken directly from the footnoted souree. 

FRANCE 

French seientists have produced a document 
that ..... clearly and accurately defines the ... data, 
dermes the parameters of data quality measurement 
or assessment in an accurate, complete and 
cons istent manner, and presents the results of the 
data quality measurement or assessment. The 
statement may be extremely detailed and complete 
or reduced to the simplest possible form. ,,' In this 
statement it is recognized that in addition to the 

cartographer-producer, it is essential that the 
cartographer-user be able to assess the quality of a 
data set. Nine categories are defined for the 
reporting of spatial data quality genealogic 
(lineage); actualite (up-to-dateness); position 
planimelrique (plane positional accuracy); precision 
altemelrique (elevation accuracy); coherence logique 
-logical consistency); and qualite spccifique 
(specific quality). It is evident that the five 
categories in FIPS 173 correspond closely with 
categories in the EDIGEO system. 

The up-to-dateness criteria is a date stamp. 
This information is included in each of the five data 
quality categories of FIPS 173. Additional 
information is required by EDlGEO, however whieh 
course, important, but without a clear statement of 
the quality of the data, the data are not completely 
useful. Today, the importance attended to the data 
quality statement accompanymg digital spatial data, 
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is a good measure of a person's knowledge about the 
use of digital spatial data. It can be predicted that a 
cartographer-user who pays close attention to the 
data quality statement accompanying the spatial 
data which are used to create a cartographic product 
will produce a superior product This will only 
increase in the future. 

Summary 

One might speculate that eventually all 
digital data collected will be of suffiCient quality to 
satisty the needs for more than 90% of its eventual 
uses. However, the lineage and currency components 
will still be necessaty and specific to each and every 
cartographic feature that may appear in a 
visualization. Already there appears to be general 
agreement on some of the categories of information 
that a spatial data quality standard should require; 
indeed, from the brief statements outlined above, 
several categories appear repeatedly. 

Recognition of these facts led to the 
establishment of the Commission on Spatial Data 
Quality of the International Cartographic 
Association in 1990. This Commission is in the 
process of developing a recognition of these facts 
led to the establishment of the Commission on 
Spatial Data Quality of the International 
Cartographic Association III 1990. This 
Commission is in the process of developing a draft 
of a standardized statement of the data quality for 
spatml data files as called for in the Terms of 
Reference of this Commission. 

..... t Centre Europeen des Normaiisfllions, (1992) 

"Electronic Data Illlerc/umge m the .field of Geographic 
b!formation w EDlGEO", pre-publicallon of CENffC 287, 
AFNOR 199] 



APPENDIX I 

UNITED STATES NATIO:-;AL MAP ACCCRACT STAN[)AR[)S 

Vlilh iJ new to the utmosl economy and expedition in producing maps which rullil n01 on)~ lhe broad needs for 
standard or principal map~. but also the rcnsol1nblc p<l.1iicular needs of indi\'idual agencies. standards of nccuracy 
for published maps Me ddilled as 10110\\ s. 

I. Horil.ol1l,,1 "ccuran·. For maps on publication scales larger Ihnn I :20.000. not more than I() percent of 
the points tested shall be 111 error b\ more Ihan 1130 meh. measured on the publication sealc. for maps on 
publicalion scale of I :20J)()O or smaller. 115() inch These lil11115 or Heeuran shall appk in all cases to posilions 
of well-defined points on I} Well-deli ned POliltS nrc those that ale ca$l h \ Isiblc or recO\erable on the ground. 
such;:Js the [olIoning' tllOI1lIlHcnts. or markers. such iJS bench marks. propcrl~ boundnry monumenls: intersections 
of roads, railroads. ck. COrJl(:rs or larg(: bUildings or structures (or c~nlre points of small buildings): etc_ In 
general \dmt IS Hell dclill~d nill also be d.:kn11lm:d b~ ,dmlls plultable on the scale of the map within 1/100 
lOch. Thus \\hile til.:: IlltcrscctJon of t\\O road or prop(,I1~ lil1~s mcctmg al nght angles \\otdd come \\ ilhin a 
sensible tnh.::rprcl.HioJ). Idcllld:catlon of the inll~rscction or sllch Jines meeting at 3ll acute angle would ob\-iously 
not be Identifiable upon the ground \\lthLll close limits arc nol to be considcr...::d DS test pomls ,,-ithin the limits 
quoted. e\en though thClf posIllons Ill:.l) be scnlcd closd.\ upon the Illap In Ihts class \\Quld come limber lines, 
soil boulldancs. (.;tc 

2. Ve!1Jcal "'ecurac\. as applied to cOlltonr maps on all publrcJtion sellics. shall be such that not more Ihan 
10 percent of the '..'-IcQUlons tested shall be in ..:nor more than one-hall' the contour intcfT<l1. In checking clc\'iltions 
takcn from the map. the app<lrcllt \ Crlll.:nl error n1<1: be dCl;fcascd b~ assuming.1 horil.onlal displaccrncnt within 
the pmlllssibic horil.Ontal error lor a '11<1p of that scale 

3. The accllrac~ of any Illrlp may be lesled b~ comp<lrtng the positions of poinls whose loc<llions Or 
clc\"ations [Ire shown upon It \\ Ilh correspondmg poSiltOnS as determined b~ .sl1n"c~ S of a higher accuracy. Tests 
shall be made by the produciug agency. \\hich sholl also dClcnnmc which 01' its maps arc t@ be tested. and the 
extent of such testing 

4. Published maps mceting these accurac~ requircments shollnole this fact on therr legCflds. as follows: 
"This map complies with '1allonal Map Aeeura" Standards ., 

), Published m;lps \\ hose errors exceed lhose aforeslaled shall omIt from lhelr legends all menlion of 
stnndard acc-urac~ 

6, When a publIshed mop IS a considerable enlargement of a map dra\\ II1g (m;Hmscripl) or of;, published 
map, thm nlct sholl be stated III the legend, For example. "This map IS an enlargemenl of a I :20,OOO-scalc map 
drawing, "or" TIllS map is an enlargement ofa I.N.OUO·scalc published lIIap" 

7 To facililatc ready interchange and use of basic mlollllalion lor map construction among all Federal 
mapmakmg agencies. manuscript maps and published maps. where\cr economically feasible· and consistent 
with the uses 10 \\h,eh the map IS lO be pul, shall conform to latitude and longItude boundaries. being 15 
minutes oflnoludc and longitude. or 7.5 mH1utcs. or 3-314 mmutcs ill SIJ:C 

Last revised June 17. 1947 bv U,S. Bureau ofthc Budget 



Class A-I 

Class B-2 

Class A-2 

Class B-1 

Class 1-3 

APPENDIX 2 

EXAMPLE OF DATASET QUALIFIER CATEGORIES 

USING TWO LEVELS OF U;,\/EP CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

Data sets (or outpuls den\ cd from Stich dalJ. sets) \'alidntcd <lnd \ crifled by rc!cYiml 
sClcnlttic groups COllsldcrcd to be highly ;]ccuratc. precise nnd (if relc\ ~lIlU lirncl~'. 

Preliminary daHl sets: 111£1~ or ma~ not h,n c accurate geo-referencing. un\"i~~rif!cd Or under 
question b) the role\ alll sClenlllle group, 111 nJaJonl) of cases should nol be lISed for 
anal~ lIeal purposes 

Data sels (or Olllp"ls defiled from slich daw scls) \'alidated vnd \crlfied bl relevant 
sClcnlllic groups considered to be or medium quaJity. restricted. fix example. by Ijmitations 
or or geographiC range. heterogeneity in quality_ or bCll1g out of dilla 

Data sets (or outputs dcri\'cd from such dllln sets). um cnlled or under qucslion by the 
rele\ant s(lentilic group, belie\ed b\ UNEP or consultants to bc acceptable ",:h 
qualilicalion. i.e "1h(: bCSl \\c ha\'c for the time being" 

Data sels (or outpulS defiled Irom such dala sels) "hleh hmc been ,,,"milled by re]c\'anl 
sClenullc groups: considered 10 be of limiled qualitj bulllnporlani enough 10 be used as 'best 
vlailable', IVlIh quahlicallons and lhe underslanding lhal effort must be made to 'mprO\'e 
them 
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NEW MAPS FROM OLD-GRIDING 

THE SEYCHELLES OUTER ISLANDS PHOTOMAPS' 

by 

R.D. FOX. OS INTERNATIONAL. Great Britain 

SUMMARY 

This paper describes a task that might 
appear unremarkable but which, in facl, was quite 
unusual and may have applications in other island 
states, The Seychelles Government required that the 
uncontrolled photomaps of its south western islands 
be placed on WGS 72 Datum and gridded. in 
connection with lhe definition of the Seychelles 
Exclusive Economic Zone, The construction of the 
origmal photomaps, the Doppler survey and the 
appfication ofUfM grid to the Edition 2 photomaps 
are described, 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is not unknown for maps to be 
republished on a new datum and grid, e.g. from 
astro datums and' local grid to North American 
datum 1927 and Universal Transverse Mercator 
(UTM) Grid in the Caribbean, but it is out of the 
ordinary for aWlluth and scale changes to be applied 
to uncontrolled maps during the griding process. 
The Seychelles Government requested in 1992 that 
the photomaps of its south western outer islands be 
placed on World Geodetic System 1972 (WGS72) 
Datum, UTM grid, for the purpose of defining the 
boundary of Seychelles' Exclusive Economic Zone 
(EEZ). 

The islands in question were Aldabra, 
Assomption, Astove, Cosmoledo Group,Farquhar 
Group and Providence group. All the photomaps 
were uncontrolled except for Aldabra which had 

been surveyed by the Seychelles Survey Division 
(SSD) and the Royal Navy (RN). 

2. mE PHOTOMAPS 

The Seychelles Government requested 
assistance in the production of a series of 1:25 000 
to I :5000 photomaps of all its outer islands (except 
Aldabra, which had been mapped already) in 1975. 
The maps were required for land registration, 
valuation and rating, and planning in tourism, 
fishing and comrnUllications. The islands, and 
island groups, concerned were (from east to west) 
Coetivy, Platte, Bird and Denis, the Amirante 
Islands, Alphonse, Farquhar, Providence, Astove, 
Cosmoledo, Assomption and Aldabra (See location 
maps).' Control surveys by conventional and 
Doppler methods had been carried oul in the more 
easterly islands - Coelivy 10 Alphonse • by the 
DirectoraleofOverseas Surveys (DOS, predecessor 
of OS International) and the Royal Engineers. The 
maps of those islands could, therefore, be 
constructed on UTM grid, WGS72 Datum. 

The more westerly islands • Farquhar to 
Aldabra • would have to he uncontrolled and based 
on local astronomical datums. 

The photography available in 1975 had been 
flown for DOS by Spartan Air ervices in 1960, 
and by the Royal air Force and Royal Navy in 
1971. In the islands where ground surveys were 
absent, geographical position, azimuth and scale 
were taken from Admiralty Charts and scale 
checked against air photos, 

1 Paper presemed to the 8t}, UniJed Nations Regional Cartographic Conference/or Africa, AddisAbaba, Ethiopia,from 

22 to 17 February 1993 (ElECAlNRDICARTI226). 
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The islands of Assomption, Cosmoledo and 
Astove were theoretically on Aldabra astro datum, 
having been tied together by a Royal Navy taut·wire 
traverse in 1962. The Providence and Farquhar 
Groups were fixed by RN astronomical observations 
in the late nineteenth century. 

The Chart orientation of Assomption was 
known to be some degrees in error. The true 
orientation of the island was checked by using the 
solar refleetion on an air photograph: knowing the 
time and data of exposure, the sun's altitude and 
azimuth were computed, and True North plaited on 
the photo. True and chart North were then compared 
and Chart North found to be 3 degrees 50 minutes 
west of True. 

Photo mosaics were made for each sheet, 
and bromide COpies and half tone film positives 
(from which pa~r dyeline copies could be made) 
were supplied to SSD for office editing, i.e. addition 
of nanles and other cultural information, That 
information was provided on overlays to the 
mosaics. which were returned to DOS for graphics 
and printing. The maps, designated Series 
DOS304P (1:25 000), DOS204P (1:l0 000) and 
DOSI04P (1:5000), were published in 1978-79. 

3. DOPPLER SURVEY 

In 1981 the Overseas Development 
Administration of the British Government agreed to 
assist the . Seychelles Government with the 
determination of its EEl. That required the fixation 
of the eight islands in the south west of the Republic 
that had not previously been surveyed by DOS or 
the Royal Engineers Aldabra was included in the 
scheme to bring it onto WGSn Datum. The 
fieldwork was carried out using the JMR·! satellite 
doppler receivers of DOS. operated by a DOS 
surveyor and assisted by SSD staff. 

3.2 The field team was camed around the 
islands on a yacht chartered by the SSD. The team 
went ashore for three days on each island, in whIch 
time the following work had to be completed: 
reconnaissance, station marking and documentation, 
doppler operation and data checking and azimuth 
observation, Site selection, to meet the criteria for 
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Doppler operation ( i.e, clear horizon above 15 
degrees, absence of refleetive surfaces and electrical 

sources) was often difficult. In addition there had to 
be points of identifiable detail reasonably close to 
the Doppler station • not easy to find on 2 I year old 
photography. and a clear line of sight of at least 
250 m in which to site an azimuth mark 25-30 
satellite passes were required for an ade<juate 
position fix. 

The task was completed in si.x weeks during 
June and July 1981. Logistical difficulties dictated 
a short observation period, and weaker fix, on Cerf 
Island, The absence of a safe place of access to 5t 
Pierre Island preventes the landing of all the party's 
equipment and material: Doppler were made but the 
photo points were oriented on magnetic north and an 
azimuth mark was not sited. 

Computation was carried out using DOS in· 
house software and the Broadcast Ephemeris. The 
minimum number of computable satellite passes 
remaining after the various data filtering stages was 
17, at Station DP6 (Cert). The maximum number 
was 30, at Stations DP I, DP3 and DP5 (Aldabra, 
Astove and Farquhar). The spreads in X, Y and Z at 
any station over the last eight passes were less than 
3.5 m; at seven of the eight stations the spreads 
were less than 2.0 m. 

4. GR1DlNG 

In February 1992 the SSD requested that 
eight of the photomaps be recast on WGS 72 Datum, 
UTM grid, using the Doppler photo control that had 
been observed in 1981. The map sheets concerned 
were Aldabra East, Aldabra West, Assomption, 
Astovc, Cosmoledo Group, Providence Group 
(North) and St Pierre. Providence Group (South) 
and Farq~har Group. The job was to be on 
repayment terms, Assomption and Astove, 
Cosmoledo Group, Providence Group (North) and 
St Pierre, Providence Group (South) and Farquhar 
Group. The job was to be on repayment terms. 
Assomption and Astove were 1: 10 000 and the 
others 1 :25 000, The I: 1 0 000 sheets of the 
Cosmoledo and Farquhar Groups were not recast. 



The Doppler SIJtlOIl photo pOints "ere 
Idenlified on the pholomaps and i:l compnrison mnde 
between the Doppb and map geogrJphical co
ordinates The dIfferences \\cre considerable: 

Island Approx shift Photomap 
(i.e Astro Datum) to WGn Datum 

Assomption ~1()mSE 

Astove 2020 nl SE 
Cosmoledo 1430 m SSE 
Providence 920mNW 
Cerf 9GOM WNW 
Farquhar 1140015W 
Aldabra 550 m SE 
St Pierre 2010 m SE 

The Doppler photopoint co-ordmates were 
plotted on 1:25000 and I: I 0000 grids, which were 
laid over the photomaps and fitted to the previously 
identified map positions of the photopoll1ts. In each 
case, apart from Providence Group, the grid and 
map positions of the two or three photopoints 
coincided, confirming the scale deduced from air 
photographs and Hydrographic Charts ,n 1977. 
However, the' closeness of the photopoints -
typically 100 m - to each other aud to the smgle 
Doppler station on each island meant that the maps 
could not be descnbed as fully controlled. The scale 
statements" 1:25 000 (Approximate)" and "\: 10 
000 (Approximate)" were, therefore, retained. 

UTM grid co-ordinates were computed for 
the I' intersections near each map comer, so that 
WGS72 gratieule ticks could be plotted on the 
neatline. the graticule values of the actual sheet 
comers remain indeterminate. Also computed was 
the grid convergence value for the centre of each 
sheet, to be used in the Magnetic Data diagram in 
the footnotes. Orientational errors in the Edition I 
photomaps were immediately apparent when the 
new graticule ticks had been plotted on the neatline. 
It was accepted that the azimuths taken frolll small 
scale hydrographic charts in 1977 would be 
approximate;the large error, 12' 30' west of True, 
in the St Pierre inset of Providence Group (North) 
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sheet con be explained b,· the Ie!) rounded shape of 
the island - the onmuth on Ed,tion I "as dcnved 
r,om the map b, B.H. Baker m Geolog) and 
M lIleral Resources of the SCI chclks Archipelago 
( 1%3) and \\ us not checked against air 
pholOgrapl,,· An extract of the Providence Group 
(Nonl!) sheet 15 mwehcd to this paper. 

On the two Prm idenee Grollp sheels there 
"·J5 poor lit betwecn the gnd and map positIons of 
the photopoints. The Identifications and co
ordinates were checked and found to be correct and 
a "best fit" of grid to map "as tried. When the 
sheels. North and SOUlh, were joined there was an 
obvious diseontinuity in the grid. The grids on each 
sheet were. however, parallcl, indIcating an error in 
scale (but not aL.imulh) III the photomaps. The 
distance between a photopoint On ?rovidence Island 
(North sheet) and on Cerf Island (South sheet) was 
mcasured and compared ,,'th the computed distance 
at map scalc. Therc was a differcnce of 9.6 mOl in 
1314 mm, indicating a photomap sealc of 125 184. 
The map components were enlarged 
photographically by a factor of 100.731% to 
achie,ce the correct map scale of 1:25 000. When 
fittcd to thc re-scaled maps, the grid ran perfectly 
across the Joint between the two sheets. 

The maps were printed at Ordnance Survey 
in February 1993 and are a\·ailable from the Surveys 
and Lands Branch. Ministrv of Community 
Development, POBox 199, VIctoria, Republic of 
Seychelles and from as Intemational. Ramsey 
Road, Southampton S09 4Dll, l),K 

5, CONCLUSION 

This project is an illustration of the value of 
retaining original survey data, photography and map 
reproduction material beyond a data when it might 
appear obsolete. Data that had been collected up to 
thirty years ago was used in producing, by a 
judicious mixture of technical skill and ingenuity, an 
end product that will be invaluable to the Seychelles 
Government for EEZ definition purposes. Had OS 
International not retained the data, a costly re-survey 
would have been necessary, 



T HE EGYPTIAN SURVEY AUTHORITY' 

Preparing for the 21st Century 

by. 

E.lIgllleer Nader HashlllQI ShehalQ , Genel'al Direcloro! ESA 's Topographic Mapping 
and 

Eugllleer A/a/wmed AlejAbdell'vionem, Director of ESA's Phologrammetry Department 

I. The Egyptian Survey Authority 

The Egyptian Survey Authority (ESA) was 
founded in 1898 as a survey department within the 
Ministry of Public Works and Water Resources 
(WPWWR). Later additions united all aspects of 
surveying and mapping under a single authority. 
Today, ESA is the largest general authority within 
MPWWR. Its staff of almost 16,000 is located in 
every one of Egypt's governorate. Moreover, ESA's 
Chainnan reports directly to the Minister of 
MPWWR. 

Presently, ESA is responsible for establishing 
and maintaining the national geodetic network; the 
production and maintenance of cadastral maps; and 
collection and dissemination of agricultural 
statistics. ESA is also responsible for data 
collection of the Dafter el Mesaha which is the base 
for land title register and Dafter EL.Mizani),yah 
which is the base for real estate taxes. Finally, ESA 
is responsible for production of surveys and maps to 
meet the constant need of land related infonnation 
by governmental agencies, private firms and 
individuals. 

II. Preparing (or the 21st Century 

During 1985 ESA began ambitious plans for 
the modernization of its mapping capabilities. ESA 
recognized that its equipment and staff had begun to 

lose pace with the advancement of new surveying 
technologies and procedures (i.e. GPS surveys, total 

stations) and photograrnmetric systems (analytical 
potters, digital photogrammetry, digital orthophoto 
mapping systems). It also decided that it needed to 
develop an automated mapping capability and a 
Land Infonnation System (LIS) to support the 
production of maps and surveys for the Government 
of Egypt (GOE). To achieve its goals, ESA has 
established thrce intennediate objectives. 

• The modernization of ESA's production 
facilities and acquisition and installation of 
new digital surveying and mapping 
equipment to include vehicles for field 
operations; 

• The training of ESA personnel in the 
technical skills needed to use that new 
equipment and the management skills 
needed to employ it productively; and 

• The production of surveys and maps as 
evidence of the effectiveness of the 
modernization and training programs. 

In line with these objectives, ESA began 
several technical assistance projects during the 
period from 1987-1990. Funding and expert labour 
for these projects was provided by the governments 
of Finland, Germany and the United States. 

1 Paper presented to the 8th United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference/or AfticQ, Addis Ahaba, Ethiopia.from 
2210 27 February J 993 (NRDiECA!NRDlCARTI135). 
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The Finnish Govenunent provided the bulk 
oC its assistance in the Conn of production of much 
needed 1:50 000 topographic maps of the Eastern 
Desert and Nile Valley, These maps were produced 
primarily using analog techniques, However, 
il\cluded in that teehnical assistance project was a 
pilot area of fourteen maps that were produced 
digitally, This project financed by Finnish 
Government will also produce topographic maps a 
at scale of 1:250 000 using the new 1:50 000 
topographic maps, 

The government of Gennany provided 
technical assistance for the production of a pilot LIS 
in the area of Aswan in Upper Egypt This project 
used digital mapping systems to produce cadastral 
surveys and a sample LIS, 

The US, Government provided technical 
assistance for the development of many map 
products, These products include cadastral surveyS' 
and topographic base maps (scale 1:2,000) i" four 
governnrate, a comprehensive crop and' soils 
inventory of the Nile Delta area and adjacent desert 
fringe lands, orthophotomaps for areas including the 
Nile Delta anp the Nile River Valley, and new 
topographic maps at a seale of 1:50 000 for the 
areas of the Nile Delta and F ayoum Depression, 

III. Modernization and Map Products 

ESA has detennined that the production of 
surveys and maps is the best measure for the 
effectiveness of its modernization programs, The 
following sections discllss the on~going activities 
and the expected outputs from ESA's 
modernization. Most of these acti\ltlCS arc 
concurrently underway. thus making this 
modernlzallon one of the most ambillous mapping 
programs eycr undertaken at m]\ilme and any place 
in the world, 

IV. Old Egyptinn Geodetic Control 
Networks 

A) The Old Egyptian Geodetic Control 
Networks 
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The Geodetic Control Networks of Egypt can 
be viewed as ~ing composed of three main parts, 

• The first part coverins the Nile Valley 

• The second part extending [rom Alexandria 
westward to Saloum 

• The third part extending from Cairo 
eastwards to Arish, 

Se\'eral second order triangulation networks 
are linked to the first order networks covering the 
Nile Delta, EI Fayoum area and the Nile Valley, 
Other nctworks arc extended from the Nile valley 
SectlOns to CDvcr portions of the Eastern Desert 
rcaching the Red Sca Coast and EI-Wadi EL Gadid 
Governorate 

B) First Order Levelling Networks 

First order levelling is the main source of 
vertical control in Egypt. The vertlcal datum to 
which ulis vertical control is referred to is Mean Sea 
Level (MSL) at Alexandria as detennincd oyer the 
period of 1900-1905, 

C) Gravity Networks 

There are a few gravity surveys and networks 
that have been constructed over the years to serve 
wlthin the Egyptian National Geodetic Networks 
The E!l}ptian graY'ity networks for geodel ie control 
use exit in the Delta, along the Suez Canal and along 
sevcrnl eaSI-west networks between the Nile Valley 
and Ihe \Vesl side of the Red Sea, 

DJ Doppler Control and Networks 

Doppler sateliite positioning surveys were 
used in Egypt since the late 70's, The existing 18 
Doppler control stations whose absolute positions 
arc known within the WGS 72 reference system 
were the result of two projeet.~, The first project 
was performed between the period of November 
1977 and February 1978, This Project was carried 
out by the US Defence Mapping Ageney 



Topographic Center in conjunction with a 
British Surveying team under DMA TC SI2-STRE. 

The serond project was conducted between 
the period of April to May 1984. Doppler surveys 
were performed by DMA TC m support of the 
African Doppler Survey (ADOS) project in which 
Egypt participated. The results of the second project 
",ere 6 new Doppler control points. 

Since the period of 1986 to 1990 several 
Doppler Control networks were established by ESA 
using Doppler trans-location techniques resulting in 
second and third order control. 

V. Enhancement of the Geodetic Control 
Networks 

A) Finish Project 

During the implementation of this project, 
Egypt's Eastern Desert was covered b) 3 I first and 
384 second order control points. This control 
network and its required distribution of points was 
established to provide photo control for the 
I :80,000 aerial photographs that were used for the 
production of 150,000 topographic maps. 

B) American Project 

The Irrigation Management Systems Project 
Swveying arid Mapping Component (IMS-S & M) 
is also known as the American Project This on
going project started in December 1989.The main 
objective of this project is to enable ESA to adapt to 
Egypt's civil requirements for surveys and maps in 
the 21st century. The project is funded by the 
United States Agency for International Develop
ment. 

The American project provided a widespread 
GPS primary control network With densities and 
distributioothat served best the areas to be covered 
by analytical aero triangulation for the production of 
1:40,000 and 1:10,000 aerial photographs. This 
GPS primary control network now covers the whole 
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Nile Delta, Fayoum Governorate and the Nile Valley 
between the governorate of Asyut and Sohag. 
Several benchmark within the first order levelling 
network were occupied and observed by GPS in 
order to provide the means of providing vertical 
control referenced to MSL as adopted by ESA The 
current GPS primary control network is composed 
of 52 control points, (See Figure V-2). 

C) The German Project 

The objective of this project was to provide 
a local GPS network to support cadastral surveys 
and mapping activities in Upper Egypt. The 
objective was to explore producing a pilot Land 
Information System (LIS) in the area. The project 
was funded by the German Aid Funding Agency 
(GTZ). The lIS pilot area was covered by 62 GPS 
points. 

D} The Creation of the New Egyptian 
Datum 

Since ESA is modernizing facilities and work 
techniques for the purpose of establishing a GIS in 
Egypt, it was decided to study the existing geodetic 
networks to find their deficiencies and prepare 
solutions. A committee of experts from ESA, the 
ESA Survey Research Institute and several 
Universities was formed to conduct that ·geodetic 
network study, 

The committee came to the conclusion that a 
re-defmition of the Egyptian Datum is necessary. 
It chose the WGS 84, to replace the present
ly used Helmert 1906 ellipsoid. The committee 
recommendation calls for a Transverse Mercator 
(TM), with 4 degree zone widths, to be modified to 
3 degree zones. The solution will have a better 
distribution of the primary network ESA flOds 
it necessary to get more accurate transform 
ation parameters between the existing Helmert 
1906 and WGS 84 to fully achieve the goals 
established in the committee recommendations. 
These recommendations will be implement-cd 
during the second phase of the American proJect. 



VI. Topographic Mapping 

The uitlll1rilC goal of Eg\Vl's topographic 
mapping modernization program is to co\'cr all of 
Egypt with medium and small scale topographic 
maps. ESA Iws completed 370 ne" UO.OOO 
topographic maps In the Eastern Desert and Nile 
Valley areas. Fourteen of those new maps wcrc 
produced using digital techniques. while all others 
were produced usmg analog systcms. The fourteen 
digital maps werc producca using the ARC/INFO 
GIS. The purpose of the digital production was to 
demonstmte ESA's capabilities with thosc 
techniques and to show the uSers ofESA's products 
the benefits of the GIS It is hoped that USers of 
ESA's data will c\'cn!ualh' install their o\\n GIS 
capabilities. 

Additionally. ESA IS currenth prodUCing 74 
I :50.000 topographiC maps in the areas of the Nile 
Delta and F "\OUIll DepreSSion uSing analog 
lcchniqucs. By uSing map gcncraliLalion and photo 
reproductiontcchniqucs. all these analog anil digital 
maps of 1.50.000 will be used to produce a new 
series of I: I 00.000 tOpograplliC maps. 

[n addition to the small scale topographic 
maps, lhe topographic mapping Illoocrnll.allon 
program calls for tile production of large scale 
topographic base maps and to\\II/\illagc maps. The 
maps will be produced at scales of I :2.S00 and 
1.l,000 respectivcl}< and serve as a base to produce 
and publish cadastral maps. These large scale maps 
will be produced using digital techniques, 

VII. Cadastral Maps and Land Information 
Systems 

One of the missions of ESA is the 
preparation and maintenance of cadastral depicting 
irrigation networks and land subdl\ision. These 
maps arc used to compute the area of individual 
parcels and as graphical indices to the land registers 
which record information about the legal ownership 
of each parcel as well as it's legal description. 

Dllring 1990 ESA began an ambilious plan to 
prepare and mainlain the c"dastrai maps (scale 
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I :25(0) for the Illore th"n 32J}{){) sq.km of Egypt's 
agricultural lands InItially. ESA has started 
cadaSlrJlmap production in the four governorate of 
Behe;ra. Shmqui\a Sohag and As)'ut which 
comprise an area of appro"imateiy 12,000 sq.km. 

Within this area< about 1.500 sq. kin in the 
Beheira Govemorate hils been selccted as a primary 
focus for LIS Implemelltnlion 

A LIS pilot project IS being conducted for the 
de\elopment of techniques for automating the 
collcction, compilation and presentation of c"dastrnl 
II1fofmat;on A <et of standard tools for data 
anal: SIS is also belllg included. ES!\'s LIS consists 
of four discrete bUI related Map Productioll. 
Cadastral O\<erlu). Land Records and LIS 
Applrcation modules 

A) Map Production Module 

This module automates the production of 
I :2500 topographic base maps from I: 10,000 
aerial photography (12<000 sq. Kill) and 11000 
town maps from I :5.000 aerial photography (200 
sq. KIll)< The daw items mmntalned within this 
cartographic database are those depicting the 
topographic and cuitural features appropriate to the 
scale of the maps bemg produced. These features 
arc collected using pholOgrammetrie techniques and 
supplemented by a field edl!. Appro"imately 130 
fealure codes arc currently used to describe the 
pl"nimctrlc and cartographic fealures of interest to 
ESA Flllal output is III ARC/INFO fOfllla!. Th.s 
module consists oflwo networked systcms. 

Data Collection System - This system 
controls the collection of topographic and 
planimetric features from aenal photography< the 
primary dala collection instruments are nine Zeiss 
P3 analytical stereoplollers. Additionally, six Kern 
PG2 and on~ wild AX stcreopJotters. equipped with 
encoders, arc also used for data capture. All these 
photogrammetric workstations arc 011 a Novell 
network connccted to a tile server by unshielded 
twisted pntr eablc.(See Figure I) 

The soft"are employed for data capture 
tS the Kork Digital Mapping System (KDMS). 
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After stercocoillpilation and cditmg. the compIled 
map data IS lranslaled Irom ils KDMS file fonnal 10 

a DXF formnt for tik II ansfcr to the cmtogrilpillc 
and map publishll1g S\ slem, 

Map Publishing System -

This s\stem controls Ihe lranslallon of 
graphic dala from DXF format to ARCIINFO 
Jem1a! for final map cartographIc prCScnlJtiOlt Thc 
system supports the editing and cal10graphic 
[mishing of datn collccted \\'ithin thc data collection 
syslcm. as \\ell as data collected during thc ficld 
verification or plotted compilation manuscripls 
Incorporation of cadastral surVe\ data for the 
porposc of preparing cadastral maps for publication 
is also a functloll of II1Is s\stem, (Sec Figure Vll) 

The map publishIng system control the 
preparatIon of check plots as \\cll as the producllon 
of emnera rcad~ 111m posllivc of cach Illap sheel Its 
primat~ prOdU(;lion Instruments arc lh~ DEC 
50001i20 Un I, \\orkslatrons ulili/.lng lhe 
ARC/INFO sor,"arc Arab,e cnlligmph~ "added to 

maps and managed b\ the Jogrnph Arbl/ation 
module \\!lh,n ARClI],;FO 

O,hcr tools mcludc output de\,ecs inciudltlg 
electrostatIc ,1nd pcn plc)tters. All cartographiC 
\\orkstation5 arc: (Ul1lh::d.:d to a scncr b: an 
Ethcrllclnct\\ur~ Ulllu,ng TCPilP 

This module produces: 

• Camcra read\ Ii 1m pOSlti,c> of I 2j()(l 

topogrJplnc and plaJllIllc-~ric nwps 

• 

• 

Call1~r;, rc,ld: film POSltl\ cs or I 2,,'::'00 
c'ldaslral maps 

Ci.1!ll.:ra J.:ad~ 111m POSItI\CS or i.()OO 
10\\11 maps 

Th.: dlg!tai Ji!.::s (OmnllHng lhc; lopograph1c. 
cuhuml and cadaslral fealures arc mainlain..:d li1 a 
cartogrnph,e database and tim database LS SUItable 

for dlstnbution to other GOE "geneles that arc 111 

need of such information 

B) Cadastral Overlay Production Module 

This module automates the production of 
informmlon nceded to makc the cadastral layer for 
ESA's 1.2,000 cndastral map series, The dMa ilems 
m"intalned within this module arc those needed to 
depict parcel, administrative and political 
boundaries on Ihe I :2.500 map series. These data 
arc collected III the field using total stations 
equipped with electronic data coliectors to pem1it 
aulomated down-loading of survey data for 
subscqucnt procCSSll1g, The AutoCad software wus 
chosen for usc III producing the eadnstral maps 
pnmJniv because of liS !le~ibillty and c~tendibility. 
Like Ihe dala collection system JJ1formation 
mentIoned abo\ c. the cadaslral dala needed for lhe 
produclion of the cadastral maps will bc translaled 
to a DXF file (emwt and thcn Iransferred to the map 
puhhcallon s) stem for permanent storagc in the 
cartographic databasc in ARC/INFO formal. 

For purpose of caditstr,,1 map publication. 
IlllS module produces digital riles eOl1tall1l11g the 
parcGi adl11JJ1is!rall\c and politIcal boundary data, 
"I"oh \\ hen 0\ erlaid all selected plan; metric 
!Calnrcs. cnable the publicatIon of 1.2,500 cadastral 
maps. The supplemental plJnimetflc data required 
for the production of I. 1.1100 cadastral plots of built 
up arcas 3rc also included 

l) Land Records Production Module 

ThiS moouk automates the production of the 
man\ (orms used by ESA 10 produce the TItle 
Register- These dillJ Items nrc collecled by culling 
eXisting records and, \,"hcn necessary, by 
mlen Ie\\ ing land owners. The) arc mainlamed in a 
rciallo",,1 database managemenl system (RDMS) for 
easy c'\pansion und modification" 

This module produces: 

• All rcports currclllly produced bv ESA for 
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the Ministry of Justice and the tax ortice. 

All fonns currentlv in use bv ESA (or the 
collection, compilation and dissemination 
of cadastral infonnation. 

D) The LIS Applications Module (LIS-AM) 

The purposcs of this module arc data 
conllation. exception processing. cartographic 
presentation, and spatial analysis. Data conllation is 
the cross indexing of the graphic information 
contained in the cartographic database "'ith data 
items contained in the Land Record Management 
System (LRMS) database. Exception processing is 
the processing or data which failed to conllate 
during nomml processing due to inconstancies in the 
dIsparate data sources. Spatial analysis and 
cartographic presentation can be obtained through 
the interaetivc quef\ of the datnbase. The database 
has reporting capabilIties (rolll the LRMS data 
usmg the on-line graphiC interface pro"ided b,· the 
module's GIS sofl'\ar~ 

This module produces: 

• Special purpose maps at \ Jfious scales arc 
generated b, LIS-AM on d~mnnd to 
demonstra1c land 0\\ Ilcrship demographics 
nnd l<i.\.ntlon attnbltl~s 

• SpeCial qllcncs (\: tabular reports of the 
cross-indc\.cd diJlabnsc arc produced. 
taklllg Ilill adl antag~ of the topological 
auribut~s lllaHltalilcd b, ARClI>JFO. For 
example. reports C~lI1 be gcnerated listing 
all parcels within n spec'fied search radius 
of a particular pomt or Interest. or lists ma~· 
be produced or land o,mers \\ho hold 
propcrI\ at cfc\atiolls belo\\ a spccllicd 
c k:y.:l lion 

VII. Orthophoto \1apfling System 

Orthophotos (aertal photographs that Iw,c 
been malhcmalleall~ correctcd and rectificd to 
renlOve distortions) !la, e been used ror map 

planllll1g and engineering ror many years. In digital 
fomL they can now be displayed on computer 
screens as a base map or background for 
compilation or quality control of new and existing 
products. 

Present scanning technology, computer 
software and hardware now make it possible for 
orthophotos to be created with a minimal amount of 
manualmlCrnellon The scanning processes consists 
of Ihc construction of raster dala sets al resolution 
of up to 125 micron (2000 lines per inch) 
Moreover. the sophisticated image correction 
software modules such as automatic digital terrain 
extraction, mtcractive digital terrain data editing and 
mosaicking allow digital orthophoto generation 
using tools that were previously unavailahle in the 
conv'entional orthophoto processes. 

As a componcnt of Its modemi,ation efforts, 
ESA rcecnth installed a digital orthophoto 
produet,on,~ st~m. Th~ system consists (sec Figure 
2 ) of the Hcla, a 100 image dlglti/.cr. Hela,'u 650 
mono DIgital Photogrammetnc Workslittion (DPW). 
Heb'a 7:;0 DPW with image processor. and a Joyce 
Locbl 3302A Film Wnter for thc plouing of thc 
completed orthophoto on lilm. 

ESA \\ill produce some !.ROO orthophoto 
maps m the scale of I U)()O of the Nile Della for the 
perlormance or a eomprehensi, e crop and 5011 

imcntor;.. These maps \\ lil cmcr the Della. the 
F a.'oum. and all of Upper Eg'pl. Each of these 
monochrome maps \\ ill cm cr on nrea of 
approximate" 2X5 square kilometres and Iw,c 
been o\"cr\aid \\Hh margil1[Jlla~ place and feature 
namcs_ and where [l\·ailablc one meter contours. The 
absolute .:lCClIWCY of coordmnlC measuremenls made 
on these m<1p5 \\ ill be :: 'i mcters. 

The comprchcnsi\·.,: crop and soil H1\"clltory 
\\ ill be completed uttitllng an ,mel-prctatlon of 
crop and salmc and \\ater logged soil poh'gons 
from I 20.000 scale CI R photographl These data 
\\ill be transferred to the 1'10.000 orthopbotos ,vith 
the help or zoonltranslcr scopes and stereo "ie\\ ing 
dc\ Ices. 
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The I: 10.000 orthopholOS arc Idea II) sUIted for the 
produclion of the crops and soli 1l1\-c11lor;, ()\'crlays 
for se\ eral reasons 

• Map data transfer at .his scale allows for 
adherence to a timely completion schedule 
and is '·technician-friendly'·. 

• The format of orthophotos, coupted with 
crop and soit data, creates a product ideally 
suited fo~_.ttr6 GIS studies and cropping 
trend analysis. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

At tills scale. reasonable area studies can be 
conducted for water utilization studies and 
drainagc network analySIS 

Preliminary cngmeermg plans and 
proposed canal/dItch/pipe routes can be 
overlaId to the orthophoto for general 
planmng purposes 

R ight·of-way studIes and farmer 
encroachments on GOE lands arc easily 
Idcnuliable "hen the orthophoto IS overlaid 
with cadastr,,1 map data sets 

Engineers will find these maps useful for 
regional plannll1g. and environmental and 
archaeological studies. 

Future ESA mapping proJects, whether sitc 
specific or trend-analysis oriented will benefit from 
the applicability of these map projects. With its 
orthophoto producl1on system ESA has the 
capability to create and distribute maps m response 
to other GOE <lnd private sector needs Finally, 
because the orthophotos were created using digItal 
techniques. the data sets will be archived and 
retrieved lor future mapping requirements "nd 
comparison studlcs. 111e orthophoto Image database 
wrll consist of the digital orthophoto images and 
digital terrain 1)1odcls used to producc the 
orthophoto maps. The absolute accuracy of the 
coordinates 111 this database will be .~ 2 meters. 
These dIgital ,mages will be suitable for usc m 
Image processing systems. 
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IX. Agricultural Statistics Collection 

All aspects or thIS activlll at ESA arc be
Ing modcrlllzed New 120.000 Colour Infrared 

(CIR) photography has been acquire for two 
candeellti,e gromng seasons in the Nile Delta. 
The 1991 winter crop photography cOvers approx
imatly 18,000 square kilometers, \lhtlc the 1991 
summer crop photography covers more than 23.000 
square kilometres. Trained photo mtcrpretcrs arc 
able to discern features less than one O1eter in size in 
this photography 

These transparencies are being mterpreted by 
a staff of 140 newly trained photo interpreters. in 
addition to croppmg and soil condition studies, 
minrstry engineers will flOd this C IR photography 
useful for planning, drainage and irrigation network 
analysis as well as eoast.l, water resource and 
environmental studies. 

The interpreted d.ta -- \0 crop types, soil 
salinity, water logging, irrigation and drainage 
facilities, etc. are being overlaid on orthophotos. 
These overlays are then scan digitized into a GIS 
from which statistical and graphical reports 
describing the cropping patterns and saline soil 
conditions are prepared. All equipment needed for 
this activity is in place and ESA persOimel arc busy 
mastering its use. 

X. Specifications, Computerization and Training 

A) Specifications and Procedures 

The introductIon of so much modem technology, 
so quickly, requires more than the simple 
installation of equipment and the training of 
peisolmel. It requires the development of 
specifications for new and existing products and the 
documentation of operating procedures for their 
production. This seemingly endles~ task continues 
unabated as each new piece of equipment is put 
into productIOn. Provided below is an example 
of the specllkations developed during ESA's 
modernizatIOn and now 111 use today: 



Specifications & Procedures 

Aerial Photography Acquisition and Quality control 

Survey Monument Construction and Inslallation 

GPS Observations and Data Reduction Procedures 

Lcvelling Observations and Data Reduction Procedures 

Network Adjustments 
! 

I 
Aerotriangulation Procedures ! 
150.000 & 1.100.000 Scale Map SpCClfications 

i 

I 1.10.000 Orthophoto SpecificatlOns and Procedurcs 

1.2.500 Digaal Map Specifications and Procedurcs 

I Cadastral Surveying SpeeiftCilllOns and Procedures 

I 
I Cndnslral Sun-eying Data Reduction Procedures I 

Cadaslral Overlay Specifications and Procedures 

I 
DigItal Cadastral Map Spccrlkallons and Procedures 

I 
Land Record !vlanagcmcnt Sv slem Specificalious and Procedures 

, 

LRMS Dala Entr, and l:ulrln\lon Procedures I I 
E",sting Cadastnll Map Conversion ProcedufCs ! , 

I LIS Pilot Sy slem SpccllicrrilOn and Procedurcs 

Crop & Soil 1m entory Spceiilcation and Procedures 

! 
C I R Inlerpretatroll Proeedures 

I 
Crop & Soil GIS Svstcm Specifications and procedurcs 
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B) Computerization 

ESA's modernization program can be summed up in 
a single word computerization, The ESA has added 
more than 75 IBM-compatible PCs, 20 Macintosh 
computers and 20 UNIX workstations to its 
equipment inventory, In-house computer training 
programs have been estabhshed and a systems 
support and development staff is being trained to 
maintain and trouble shoots this modem equipment 

C) Training 

The key to successful technology transfer for 
a production organization such as ESA is structured, 
production-orientated, hands-on training conducted 
over a long time to allo\\ trainees to master the 
skills, develop work habits and understand the 
technology and its applicatiOll1O the task at hand, 

The training program Implemented at ESA 
contains three distlilet elements: 

Semor Management Scm inars devoted to 
the management or modem mapping 
technology whIch arc conducted by 
recognized authonties in each discipline, 
T opies include Electronic sune"ing, digItal 
photogrammctry, aUiomated cartogrnph", 
GIS and s"stems management. 

Middle Manilgel1lent Production Manage
ment Training to pn .. 1(arc mld~lc\cl mana
gcrs for the nc" tcchll\llog', Its pace and 
producers, and to prod,3c the hands-on 
c"pcncnce '\lth the tedwolog, lor "hieh 
lhe~ arc responSible SO~le examples of 
twilling at thIS !eye! arc a:i rollows 

, 
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Middle Management Training Programs 

, 

Production Management 
I 

Survey Operations 

i Digital Stercocompilation 

Digital Cartography 

i 
Photo interpretation 

, Orthophoto production 
, 

Land Rccords Conversion i 

Systems Management 
t= -

Engineer and Opcrator Technical Training to 
provide production orientated programs geared to 
the introduction of the specific new technology to 
which the individual tramee will be exposed in 
hislher Job performance. these traimng programs 
are too numerous to mention here, however some 
e"amples arc gi,en below: 

Technical Training Programs 

GPS Observations and Processing 
i 
i 

• Control le'clling I r--c.~dastral SurYe) lIlg 
I " II Aerial Film Qualit, Control 

I ,--' 
i Acrotriangulation 

i Analog Stcreocompilallon 
I .1-.-

Ii Cartographic Drafting 
! 

II Basic Photo interpretation 



AD-HOC EXPERT GROUP MEETING ON POLICIES AND STRATEGIES 

FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENERGY IN 
AFRICA 

27 June- 1 July 1994 

Agenda item : Policies and Strategies for the deYelopment and management of resource information 

Summa ry of the papers 

1. In the agenda item policics and strategies 
for the development and management of resource 
information three papers were presented and 
discussed. The paper on "issues in, and strategies 
for developing resource information in Africa" 
addressed some background considerations in the 
development and management of natural resources, 
resource information needs and the generation of 
data and management of such information, lessons 
of experiences learned. 

2. During the presentation it was stated that 
despite world-wide progress made in the last two 
decades in the development of tools for data 
collection, organisation, integration, analysis and 
management of natural resources, the major 
problems facing Africa in this area has not 
improved much. The major constraints identified 
were (a) lack of information on the natural resources 
endowment; (b) lack of capacities with respect to 
capital, skills and technologies; and (c) considerable 
dependence on foreign expertise. 

l. The issue of determining resource 
information needs is a fundamental requirement for 
beneficial incorporation of resource information in 
the decision making process. For information to 
play its vital role, the needs to be satisfied must be 
knmm. Nonnally, all institutions (public or private), 
groups or communities and individuals need a level 
of information in ord~r to succeed in ~hatever they 
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arc engaged in. Some of these arc common, others 
are specifie for the respective institutions, groups or 
individuals. Inability to properly define information 
needs presents a major obstacle to the development 
of indigenous culture in information technology and 
its use for resource development and management. 

4, By the generation of data and management 
of resource information the following broad 
categories of activities should be taken into 
consideration: (a) collection arid evaluation of 
existing data; (b) collection of new data to fill the 
data gaps identified in above; and (e) data 
organization, integration, manipulation and 
generation of information. 

5, The main issues affecting the application of 
resource information technologies such as remote 
sensing are the profound commitment and 
understanding at national level on the effective 
development of scientific and technological 
capacities for the utilization ofthese technology to 
their national development goals, priorities and 
supporting pOlicies. Most of the industrialized 
countries and several countries in Asia and Latin 
America belong to this category in which remote 
sensing and related fields have been used to 
contribute tremendously to the state of knowledge 
and information about their environment, resources 
and the underlying ecological processes. 

6. With regard to the lessons of experience 
and the future prospects several points which could 



be v,ery useful for Africa were suggested, Some of 
tbese are the importance of indigenous knowledge, 
the institutional framework, and the legal aspects; 
the role of agreements and communication; and a 
proper management, 

7. In the concluding remarks it was stated that 
in view of the absence of favourable conditions for 
the effective transfer of information technology in 
Africa in human resources development and 
institutional capacity building, and the relatively low 
value accorded to the field of mapping sciences, the 
current underdevelopment ill resource information in 
Africa Canllot easily be alleviated, 

8. The second paper on policies and strategies 
for tbe development and management of resource 
information discussed several issues relating to 
resource information needs. the nature of spatial 
information needed, filling mapping and other 
spatial resource information gaps and some ongoing 
and proposed programmes on resource information 
technologies, 

9, During the prescntation it was indicated 
that it is difficult to undertake any research work, 
initiate or carry out any development plan without 
disposing of effective means for rapid access to 
selective and up-to-date information in any field of 
activity, 

10, In Africa. it was expressed, negative 
changes in the domain of natural resources and land 
use are taking place rapidly under the heavy 
pressure of population growth. The challenge facing 
African decision-makers, planllers and managers is 
to reverse the process of degradation and to improve 
the resource base of their COuntries. Information on 
earth resources, land use,land capability, and other 
geographic trends related phenomena are essential. 

11. The info=tion needed for sound 
management and project execution is a set of 
numerous subsets of information neros related to 
each sector. In this regard two main problems have 
to be solved: firstly, the provision of means for 
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accessing to accurate information on nature, 
location, extension and availability of resources and 
other related phenomena. Secondly, the provision of 
means for integrated analysis of the different types 
of data that are made available, comprising both 
internal and external factors. 

12. Space technology has brought a new 
dimension to resource mapping. Satellite and other 
forms of space imagery are nowadays the best 
means to collect data on earth resources in a 
systematic way on global, regional and national 
basis. Combined with the old techniques and tbe 
new ones for image processing, already fully 
developed and easily available, the analysis of tbe 
data, properly modelled, can produce reliable 
information in short periods of time. 

13. Geographic information systems is an 
additIOnal tool tbat modem technology has made 
available to the user community for the analysis of 
spatial data of earth phenomena, originating from 
different sources. In these new systems the elements 
and features of the maps, duly coded are stored in 
computer graphic files, topologically structured and 
separated in hierarchical levels on magnetic media 
and quite recently on optical disks, 

14. In the fmal part of the paper, some ongoing 
programmes on resource information technologies 
in Africa were briefly introduced, major constraints 
affecting the development of these technologies in 
the region were highlighted and recommendations 
made, 

15. The third paper that was on "capacity 
building in using geographical information systems 
in natural resources management in Sub-Saharan 
Africa: an example from Botswana" brought some 
ideas on how capacity may be rapidly built in Sub
Saharan Africa in using spatial databases in 
geographic information systems (GIS) to support 
the management of natural resources, 

16. In an introductory part tbe paper discussed 
the pressure exerted on tbe available natural 



resources as a result of rapid population growth in 
Sub·Saharan Africa and the demand for improved 
basic needs. Rapid land degradation, deforestation, 
and water aquifer depletion in semi-arid areas have 
been particularly severe. As a result of this the need 
for a new concept of sustainable development had 
been suggested in view of the dwindling funds and 
the diminishing resources. 

17. Currently, it was reported that many 
countries in Africa are building their o-..n GIS 
databases in order to improve the cross sectoral 
exchange of data and information which are of 
common interest. Some of them show certain level 
of success. However, a common problem for all is 
the sustainability of their GIS programmes and 
projects in view of the financial constraints. 

18. Most of the capacity building activities is 
going on at the national level Though national 
coordination is absolutely essential for proper GIS 
development in the country, it is also equally 
important to establish linkages below the national 
level so that user needs required at district and local 
levels can be integrated. 

19. Botswana was provided as a case study In 

the development of capacities at national level. The 
major characteristic in the case of Botswana is that 
the main dnve came from an informal interest group 
"the GIS User's Group". It comprised members of 
the public and private sectors. local and. 
international NGOs, the academic community, and 
donor agencies. Through this group two important 
contributions were made: it helped to build up a 
pool of people in various fields that were very 
enthusiastic about the introduction of GIS; and 
encouraged the official committee responsible for 
the development of GIS in the country to think of a 
national framework for the development of GIS. 

20. In order to resolve the major contraints 
confronted some action oriented programmes were 
launched. These were training programmmes 
intended to alleviate the shortage of the badly 
needed skilled personnel and support applied 
research activities. 
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21. The experience made in Botswana shows 
that promotion ~f certain technologies needs the 
cooperation of the users community. Surely the 
backing of the govenunent authorities with regard to 

policy guidlines would be required to ensure a 
broader acceptance within a country. Though 
donor's support is critical in capacity building with 
regard to GIS, It should be born in mind that such an 
assistance is limited to a certain duration. 

Summary ofthe Discussions 

22. The major points that transpired during the 
discussions at the meeting conceming agenda item 
5 were the following: 

(a) Despite the development of many 
powerful tools such as remote sensing and 
geographic information systems (GIS) for the 
collection and analysis of data for natural resources 
development much has not improved since the 
Lagos Plan of Action was adopted. 

(b) It was noted that there has been 
mmimal appreciation for the new techniques stated 
above in (a) which contributed to the laek of proper 
management of information for natural resources 
and energy planning. 

(c) It was realized that changing 
strategies in Africa to attempt to plan for 
sustainable development have revealed the 
importance of improving the available data base 
used for planning for natural resources and energy. 

(d) The potential use of remOle sensing 
and GIS to provide and organize spatial, temporal 
conlextual data has been adequately demonstrated 
and recognized throughout the world; 

(e) Few African countries have 
seriously taken advantage of the capability of both 
remote sensmg and GIS ill planning and managing 
their resOurces for sustainable development 

(f) There was a general lack of a 



common and multi-purpose resources database at 
the national and regional levels. Even the limited 
spatial information on resources eannot be 
effectively integrated into the planning process for 
various reasons among which are: 

L the fact that there are no 
comprehensive documentations about the sources of 
information, which makes researches more costly 
and time consuming; 

1I. the fact that their cartographic 
projections are neither compatible nor are they 
known; 

III. the fact that access 10 them are 
sometimes prohibited or restricted in some way; 

iv. the fact that different classification 
schemes and nomenclature are used for the same 
resource component by different institutions; 

v 
funding, 

the fact that there is limited internal 

(g) It was further noted that skills in 
both remote sensing and GIS have not reached a 
"critical mass" which is essential for effective 
operational use for both of these techuologies in 
most African countries; 

(h) It was observed thaI there IS a lack 
of coordination and cooperatIOn among national 
Illstitutions, and among African countries on the 

. acquisition, management and exchange of resource 
information; 

(i) It was further reahzed that there IS 

hardly any indigenous entrepreneurship in the 
development and management of resource 
information in Africa. 

Recommendations 

23. Based on the analysis of the presentations 
and discussions of the meeting the participants nlade 
the following recommendations: 
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(a) African Governments should 
recognize the critical role which should be accorded 
to the acquisition and management of resource 
information particularly using the modem 
techuiques of remote sensing and GIS; 

(b) African Govenunents should 
develop resOurce information policies addressing 
issues concerning standardization compatibility of 
formats, data accessibility and exchange of 
information; 

(c) Afiican Governments should make 
adequate budgetary allocations for data acqusistion 
and the management of resource information; 

(d) African Governments are therefore 
urged to carry out institutional changes that would 
enhance timely provision of infornmation 10 district 
and local communities as well as to regional 
institutions; 

(e) African Govenunents should 
strenl,'1hen capacity building by introducing and 
expanding educational and training programmes in 
resource information techuologies and to provide 
long-tern) fiMncial support for applied research 
relevant to resource information; 

([) African Governments should 
encourage the private sector and NGO's and create 
good working relationships in the development and 
promotion of resource information; 

(g) African Government should 
participate m the formation of national and 
continent-WIde linkages among professionals that 
are engaged in resource mformation for natural 
resources managcment~ 

(h) Afncan Governments should 
provide funding to institutions involved in the 
development and management of resource 
informatlOn: 

(i) African Governnlcnts should 
encourage its institutions to 
possible self-reliance III 

promote as far as 
the development, 



management and utilization of resource infonnation. 

THE ISSUES (From Prof. Adeniyi) 

1. Resource Information Needs 

The group noted: 

i) that the detennination of resource 
information needs is a fundamental 
requirement for the rational incorporation 
of resource information in the decision
making process; 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

vii) 

that resource information at varying spatial 
and temporal resolutions is required for the 
planning, management and sustainable 
development of the critical sectors of the 
African economy such as water, energy, 
agriculture, forestry, infrastructure, 
industrial and urban sectors: 

that topographic and cadastral maps are 
common information needed for all 
resource sectors; 

that baseline information on vanous 
resource components (e.g., soil, water, 
vegetatIOn, geology, climate, etc) is 
required for the proper planning, 
development and management of resources; 

that there is an equally important. need for 
information on the current resource use, 
which,' when combined with baseline 
biophysical and socto-economtc 
information, provides a basis for 
detennining the suitabIlity or otherwise of 
the current use or that of any proposed 
development project; 

that dev,elopment is about change, hence, 
there is also " need for information 
regarding human inducing and natural 
changes; and 

that the determination of resource 
information need should involve the 
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publiclpnvate resource information 
producer and the user community. 

2. Status and Characteristics of Existing 
Resource Data 

In considering this ISSue, it was generally agreed that 
various types of resource and environment data 
already exist in Africa but that they are fragmentary 
and their compilation, organization and use are 
mhibtted by several factors such as: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

the lack of information on the existing data 
which is further compounded by the lack of 
comprehensive documentation on what is 
available at both national and regional 
levels; thus searching for what is available 
is time-consuming and expensive; 

incomplete coverage of many African 
countries with the common information 
need (e.g., topographic and Cadastral 
maps) at appropriate scales. As of 19887, 
the percentage of Africa covered by 
1:25,000, 150,000 and 1:l00,OOO 
topographic maps are 2.5, 34.5 and 19.5 
respectively, as against a corresponding 
world average of 17.3%, 56.4% and 58%; 

the fact that comprehensive inventories of 
many important natural resources and 
resource use have not been conducted t 
local, national and regional Jevels; 

the fact that use of the existing general 
(topographic) and thematic resource 
informatIOn is constrained by: 

a) the use of different projections, 

b) the use of different classification 
schemes and nomenclature even 
for the same resource component, 

c) the fact that data are often not 
registered to common coordinate 
systems, 



v) 

vi) 

d) variations in scale, accuracy, and 
data history, and 

e) the age of the data. Many of the 
existing topographic maps were 
produced over 25 years ago, hence, 
their poroayal of current land use, 
vegetation and physical 
infrastructures is out of date; 

the fact that socio-economic data are often 
not geo-referenced; hence, their integration 
with other spatial data is difficult; and 

the difficulty of gaining access to the 
available data. In several cases across 
Africa, O\\llership and copyright of data are 
often not clear or misleading and the 
mandates of natIonal and regional 
institutions dealing with various resource 
eomponents are often not clear with regard 
to date archiving, dissemination and data 
sharing, 

3. Development and Utilization of Remote 
Sensing (RS) and Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) for Resource Data Generation 
and Management 

In discussing this issue, the e"pert group noted that: 

i) RS is currently the most cost-effective 
method of generating consistent 
environmental and resource information at 
different spatial and temporal resolutions; 
GIS has become the most powerful 
methodology for the organization, 

Ii) 

iii) 

integration, analysis and generation of 
information for decision-making; 

since the advent of these technologies, their 
potentials have been adequately 
demonstrated in several resource areas 
including land and water resources 
inventory and evaluation;- geological and 
mineral exploratiQ/l; crop inventory, crop 
condition assessment and production 
forecast; forest and rangeland inventory 

iv) 
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and management; soil mapping; weather 
forecasting; natural and human-inducing 
disaster assessment and mlllgallon; 
assessment and management of coastal and 
manne environment planning and 
management of infrastructure facilities; 
urban and rural land use planning; 
environmental monitoring and impact 
assessment; cartography and mapping - all 
of which are important to sustainable 
development of African natural resources; 

the efforts to transfer RS and GIS to Africa 
..TO yet to lead to their being institutionally 
adopted, developed and used in most 
African countries because of several 
reasons which include: 

a) the fact that the value of RS and 
GIS in providing timely, spatial 
and integrated information for 
resource planning, development 
and management is not well 
understood by the decision
makers; 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

the lack of appropriate RS/GIS 
centres in most African countries; 

the lack of adequate personnel 
"ith requisite skills in RS and GIS 
in most African countries; 

the lack of local education .and 
training opportunities in the field 
of RS and GIS in most African 
countries. Where they exist, they 
suffer from the lack of 
infrastructure, staff and funding; 

lack of non-governmental 
professional organizations in 
RS/GlS in nearly all African 
countries. Thus, the available 
scientist,s and enginecrs not only 
operate in isolation, they have no 
collective will to influence their 
governments; 



f) 

g) 

h) 

i) 

the fact that access to satellite 
remote sensing data has remained 
very difficult for most African 
countries ( excluding South 
Africa), This 'problem is greatest 
for western, central and eastern 
parts of Africa which are not 
currently eovered by any ground 
receiving station, Compounding 
the situation is the high cost of the 
data, lack of foreign exchange and 
the fact that most of the operating 
earth observation satellites do not 
carry on-board recording facilities; 

the lack of cooperation and 
coordination among national 
institutions and among African 
countrics regarding the 
acquisition, management, and 
exchange of satellite and othcr 
spatial data; 

the poorly developed and 
organized scientific community in 
Africa with particular ref&ence to 
RS and GIS significilfttly 
Influenced the development of 
needed user community in Africa 
As a consequencc, only very 
limited indigenous entrepreneurs 
e"lstlll Africa; and 

the fact that the majority of RS 
and GIS projects in Africa are 
supply-dri\'en, application oriented 
and dependent On external 
assistance. Consequently, the 
execution of these projects 
continue to depend 1110stl) on 
foreign experts leading to the 
sudden death of most of the 
pr~iccts when the forcign e,xperts 
are withdrawn. 
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4. Requirements for Developing and Managing 
Resource Information 

In consideration of the above ISSueS, the 

requirements for tbe development and management 
of resource information as identified by the expert 
group are: 

i) the information technology infrastructure 
not only oomprises hardware, software, and 
data, it also involves local knowledge, 
people, institutions, laws, agreements and 
communication, Accordingly, the changes 
brought about by the introduction of 
information technology such as RS and GIS 
must be desired at all levels (e,g" decision
makers, professionals, scientific 
community, public and private sectors, 
NGOs, and the general user oommunity); 

ii) long-term commitments to, and 
investments in, the capacity building with a 
view to developing a critical mass of 
technicians, professionals and researchers 
who understand the technology and who are 
able to adapt, further develop and maintain 
tbe technology as weU as develop 
applications methodologies suitable to their 
local environment; 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

the creation of an enabling environment 
that allows easy access to RS data and 
infrastructure, specifically, the 
establishnlent of ground recelvmg 
station(s); 

the establishment of national information 
technology centre with strong RS/GIS 
component as well as the strengthening of 
the existmg national and regional 
organizations to develop RS and GIS 
capability; 

the formulation and implementation of 



policies that allow the establishment of horizontal 
diffusion of RS/GIS technology among the 
academia, governments, development agencies and 
private sectors and a vertical diffusion within each 
sector through communicallon and information 
network; 

engage in research and its dissemination, the 
promotion of a broader public perception of the 
benefits and use of the technology as well as work 
with othemational, regional and international 
organiz-ations; and 

vi) formation of one or more national and 
regional non-governmental organizations to 

vii) the establishment of communication and 
infornlation network among national, 
regional and international organizations, 

MARISY95 
AFRICAN FORUM ON REMOTE SEl\SIl\G FOR 

ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

Introduction 

In the sptritofagenda 21 Rnd in continuity ofMARISY 92, Royal Centre for Remore Sell sing is organising, jointlY with various 
mternational" regional and natIOnal organlzahons, the African forum 1v1ARJSY 95 on remote sensing for cltvironmen! and development. 

This foruln will be an mtcmatlOnal meetillg~ptaee for decision makers, lisers and spectalists ttl order to exchange experience of 
praeticallitilivttion of the Earth obsewatiol1 techniques in the service of sustainable devdopnlcnt. It will be focused on subjects of priority 
in Alnca: agricUlture and forestry, waler resourCes, fisheries and Ittoral field, urbanism and land development. Discussions will be centred 
on the ways of devdoping these techniques m the continent 

SU'ucture 

These themes will be debated in plenary sessions backed by poslers and demonstratiollS_ 

Each plenary will be reserved, during a half day, tor guests presentations invenloryir\g the state of spaee (emote senijing 
applications in thell1e~area preseilled. with partieular focus 0/1 Afm:a 

The poster sessions will be reserved for speCialised presentations They will be d!splavcddunng the entire period of the Lbrum. 

Possibility of demonstar1lOtlS on personal computers. 

Call for Posters 

Persons wishing to present a poster are requested lo mad a one~page abstract inchldmg both Ihc title and aUlhor's name and addrcss. before 
15 May 1995 10. 

MA.R1SY 95 SecretariaL 

Roy'al Centre tor Remote Scnsmg (CR TS) 

14 bis. Avenue de France - Agdal- Rabat Morocco 

Tel· (212-7) 77-06,111 77-63-05/06, Fa" (212-7) 77-63-00 
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BRIEF REPORT ON THE UNITED NA nONS REGIONAL CONFERENCE 

ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA 

(Heldm Dakar. Senegal, 25-29 October /993) 

L INTRODUCTION 

1. The United Nations Regional Conference 
on Space Technology for Sustainable Development 
in Africa, which had a theme of "Space systems as 
tools for meeting Africa's environmental natural 
resources, information and management needs", was 
held in Dakar, Senegal, from 25 to 29 1993. The 
Conference was organized under the auspices of the 
Space Applications Programme of the Office for 
Outer Space Affairs of the United Nations with the 
assistance of the Government of Senegal; it was co
sponsored and co-financed by ECA. Sudano
Sahelian Office of the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP), World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO), Government of France, 
European Space Agency (ESA), Earth Observation 
Satellite (EOSA T) Company. Mcdonald Dettwiller, 
Telespazio and United States Geological Survey. 

2. The Conference focused, in~, on (a) 
plans and programmes that could sustain effective 
national participation in the develop~ent and 
utilization of c[lvirorunental information systems, 
with due consideration given to Agenda 21 of 
United Nations Conference on Envirorunent and 
Development UNCED; (b) roles of space 
technology in the social and economic development 
of Africa; (c) investment in communications 
research, development and growth in Africa as well 
as in privatization and commercialization, with 
emphasis on pfoduction and delivery of services 
including those needed for rural communication, 
education, hea!th care and disaster mitigation; (d) 
mechanisms for the promotion of cooperation 
between the relevant African institutions and 
entities; and (e) -development Of indigenous 
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capability in space technology at the local level . 

3. Several plenary, technical and panel 
discussions were held during the Conference, in 
which both specialists and poliey makers exchanged 
ideas and opinions, and offered recommendations 
for future cooperation in those fields. The last two 
days of the Conference were devoted to intensive 
discussions at the working group level, and 
culminated in the formulation of observations and 
recommendations presented herein. 

4. Other elements of the Conference included: 
(a) a Panel discussion on space science and 
technology in Africa with emptiasis on the role of 
Africa and its people should play in the 
understanding, development and utilization of space 
technology for their own social and economic 
development; (b) a poster session that demonstrated 
the results of projects undertaken in Africa on 
remote sensing and geographical information 
systems as well as those on satellite meteorology; 
and (c) a youth forum that was attended by over 300 
students from Senegalese schools. The goal of the 
youth forum was to enhance the interest and 
understanding of the youth of Africa in space 
science and technology and its various applications, 
and in the atmosphere, 

5. Participating in the Conference were 
representatives of the Goverruflents of Canada, 
France, Space and the United States of America, 
United States Geological Survey, WMO, the World 
Bank and the United Nations Offi.ce for Outer Space 
Affairs, AFRO-VISION, Food and Agriculture 
Organi7-'1tioo of the United Nations (FAO), National 
Center for Space Studies of France (CNES), 



COMSA T, EO SA T, ESA, EUMETSA T, 
International Maritime Satellite Organization 
(INMARSA T), Mcdonald Dettwiller, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 
RCSSMRS), RECT AS, Among those participants 
were policy makers and senior technical advisors 
from 47 African governmental and non
governmental entities "ith programmes relevance to 
the theme of the conference A total of 133 
participants attended the Conference, 

II. RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Decision makers and the importance of 
environmental data acquisition, processing and 
utilization 

6. Because most national policies have 
environmental implications, each African 
Government should develop and implement 
programmes that will provide the general public as 
well as policy makers and decision makers with 
fundamental knowledge and lIDderstanding of the 
relationship between the atmosphere, human 
survival and the ecological systems that provide 
appropriate orientation on the value of 
environmental information (e,g, Earth resources and 
meteorological data) for economic development 
Such programmes should emphasize the urgent need 
to develop and maintain accurate and systematic 
environmental data collection, analysis and 
applications procedures, including up-keep of the 
facilities for such services, Each African 
Government, working in close cooperation with its 
Universities and its news media (print and 
electronie) can effectively develop and implement 
such programmes, On request. the United Nations, 
through its various channels, including the Office 
for Outer Space Affairs (Space Applications 
Programme), can offer assistance, 

7. Eastern, central and western Africa are the 
only !\tree major subregions of the world that are not 
covered by any ground station that is capable of 
receiving data from Earth obserVation satellites, 
such as LANDSAT, EARS-I and SPOT. In the 
absence of on-board rceordmg, systems on current 
and future generations of Earth observation 
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satellites, essential historical data, which will be 
needed for future economiC development 
programmes of the countries in these subregions, are 
being irretrievably lost Accordingly" through 
existing subregional groupings (e,g, Economic 
Organizations of West African States (ECOWAS)), 
African countries and related flIDding institutions 
(e,g, African Development Bank) should invest in 
the development of necessary infrastructure for the 
acquisition and processing of satellite data on the 
natural resources and environment of these 
subregions, A similar arrangement is in progress in 
the ongoing regionalization of the Ctopaxi 
(Ecuador) grolIDd-receiving station for the benefit of 
countries in the Latin American and Caribbean 
regions, As a group, African Governments should 
also seek the assistance of the World Bank for data 
acquisition support through the Global Environment 
Facility (GEF). 

B. Long-tenn commitments and investment 

(i) Capacity Building 

8. African Governments should make an 
adequate and long-term commitment to, and 
investment in, the development of skills and 
knowledge as well as needed infrastructure in Earth 
observation and related disci phnes at the local level, 
Such commitment and investment will enable 
Afiican colIDtries to share in the benefits inherent in 
Earth observation and environmental information 
programmes, through indigenous understanding and 
utilization of this technology to solve local problems 
and through the subsequent participation of African 
countries in regional and international programmes 
and projects (e,g, Global Climate Observing System 
(GCOS), Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS), 
and Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS)). 

9, African Governments should realize that 
there is urgent need for scientific and technological 
capacity building at the local level in order that 
Africa can contribute to the action programmes that 
all countries in the world, including those from 
Africa, clearly mapped out in Agenda 21 of 
UNCED, Agenda 21 called for a global effort to 
better lIDderstand the Earth in order to appreeiate the 



effects of human action on Earth system processes, 
monitor the chan!,,,,s that occur with time and search 
for more environmentally sustainable ways of using 
and managing the Earth's resources. 

(ii) Role of universities and technical institutions 

10, Different aspects of space science and 
technology, including its fundamentals, development 
and related applications should become an integral 
part of appropriate curricula at African Universities 
and technical institutions. These should be initiated 
and enhanced with a view to encouraging African 
scientists to actively participate in and contribute to 
the understanding, evolution, growth and application 
of this technology in national and regional social 
and economic. development programmes. On 
request, the United Nations. through its Spacc 
Applications Programme, can assist in developmg 
the necessary curricula in remote sensing, satellite' 
meteorology. satellite communications and 'basIc 
space science as may be appropnate III each case. 
This recommendation should be transmitted to all 
African universities and research centers through the 
Ass6ciation of African Universities. 

11. Children may constitute 25-30 percent of a 
country's population. but they may represent 100 
percent of a country's future. A substantial 
investment in pre-college education may severely 
strain short-term education budgets, but the 
consequences of not Imcsting may be to test the 
survivability of a country III an increasingly 
technological world. Thus. Afncan Go\ernmel1ls 
should review their pre-college education strategies, 
policies and budgets wah a vie" to infusing 
aerospace sCience and technology into the 
educational process at the elementa!)' and secondo!) 
school levels 

(iii) Support for United Nations initiatives 

12, In orderto promote the development of 
skills and knowledge in remote sensing. satellite 
meteorology. satellite communications and basic 
space sciences, all African countries should support 
the initiative and ongoing effort of the United 
Nations to establish Regional Centers for Space 
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Science and Technology Education in Africa. 

C. Inventory or data 

13, Planning and Execution of projects in most 
African countries depend on disparate source for 
essential information. Thus, There is a need for the 
establisbment of a national multidisciplinary natural 
resources coordinating center in each country. Such 
a data focal point should: 

(a) Inventory and catalogue all existing 
relevant environmental and natural resources data 
(biophysical and socioeconomic) in the country; 

(b) Inventory and catalogue research 
activities, and the researchers. with a view to 
promoting collaboration and reducing duplication; 

(e) Coordinate the status of data of 
different national agencies; 

(d) Acquire up-to-date information on 
all maps and environmental and other natural 
resources data being acquired in any part of the 
country, and ensure that information on where such 
data can bc found is made available by those 
responsible for generating them to the coordinating 
center and is published in publicly available and 
regularly updated electronic or hard-copy directory; 

(e) Provide regular professional advice 
to government on natlonal resource information that 
may bc essential to the implementation of national 
programmes; 

(f) Cooperate with subsequent and 
International bodies to define standards for data 
collection, archiving and exchange. 

D, Communication development and utilitation 
in Arrica 

14. African countries (Government as well as 
the private sector) should directly invest and engage 
in long-term science and technology researCh and 
development efforts with a view to development and 



producing basic communications equipment in 
Africa. In tlUs connection, African countries (one or 
two countries should take the initiative and play the 
leading role) cooperate with one another and with 
other countries outside the continent, particularly the 
emerging space-faring countries of Brazil, China, 
India, and the Republic of Korea. 

15. Space communications technology should 
be integrated into the appropriate curncula of 
African universities and technical institutions with 
a view to encouraging African scientists to 
participate in and contribute to communication 
development and gfOv.th in their own countries, as 
well as at the regional and international level. 

16. African Governments must adjust qUIckly 
to the new global and digital communications era by 
liberalizing the operational climate of 
telecommunications in their own countries and by 
focusing on regulatmg the communications sector. 

17. African Government should stri"e to 
privatize and commercialize satellite 
communications services In Africa in order to 
engender competition, reduce costs and achieve 
higher levels of efficiency Such processes should 
take full account of the needs peculiar to each 
country while at the same time ensuring that the 
mission of providing universal communications to 
the rural areas is fully met. 

18. In Africa, over 72 percent of the inhabitants 
live in rurnl areas with often rugged or inhospitable 
terram and limited facilities for transportation and 
commWlication. Accordingly. African Governments 
and industrialists should urgently engage in the 
development and manufacture of 
telecommUnications systems which can operate 
inexpensively and can function in rural and 
unelectrified areas, usmg minimum of energy. and 
which call be integrated with a maxlInum umber of 
terrestrial systems. Special emphasis should be 
placed on simplified maintenance and operation 
costs. 
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19_ Afhcan Governments should make special 
efforts to effectively utilize space communications 
technology, particularly in the delivery of health 
services and education, as well as in the reduction of 
disaster-response time. 

20. African Governments should actively 
participate and playa greater role in the standards 
development process of the International 
T eleeommWlication Union (1Tl!) and IN TELSAT in 
order to ensure that the particular neePs of Africa 
are taken into account. 

E. Interaction among regional and 
subregional institutions 

21. Governing councils or boards of 
appropriate regional and subregional Institutions 
should ensure that these institutions arc 
strengthened to coordinate activities on a regional 
level. 

22. With the support of African Governments, 
these regional and subregional institutions should 
participate fully in the standardization of data 
collcction. data-processmg methodologies, and data 
archiving and exchange between different countries 
within their regions and subregions in Africa. 

23. African Governments and the governing 
councils or boards of existing regional and 
subregional institutions should ensure that these 
institutions are linked with each other and with 
national centers III order that they can all be fully 
aware of aClivines tn the different parts of Africa 
and can support one another and avoid duplication 
of activities 

24. Gmcrning counclls or boards of existing 
regional institutions should also participate in 
defining common regional interests in order to 
strengthen cooperation at intercountry and 
interregional levels. 



F. Conlinentallinkages 

25. In order to contribute to the acceleration of 
unity and development in Africa, there is an urgent 
need to estab [ish an eHieient communication 
network/linkage among African professional and 
scientists at national and subregional levels. Such an 
infrastructure will facilitate the exchange of ideas, 
data and experiences on various space-related 
activities, including education, research, 
applications and services. The necessary linkages 
may be achieved through inexpensive tools such as 
electronic mail facilities. The private sector should 
act on this initiatIVes. 

26. There is a need to establish, through the 
Association of African Universillcs and national 
academies of sciences or science research councils, 
an African SCIentific journal dedicated to the 
publication of scientific works and Africa-wide 
merit awards to stimulate the interest of scientists in 
space science and technology. 

27. African Governments, through their 
national research or scientific councils or academy 
of sciences, should fmancially support the fonnation 
of national and Africa-wide professional SCIentific 
organizations. 

G. Import duties versus development and 
growth 

28. African Govemmcnts often Impose heavy 
import duties or excise taxes on imported data, 
hardware, software and associated accessories, 
particularly those destined for environmental, 
natural resources and communications development 
programmes. Such practices inhibit investment and 
stifle the development and growth of both the public 
and private sectors in these fields. African 
Governments should remove import duties 
particularly on those items designed for research, 
education and public services. Such a step would 
stimulate growth in public and private activities 
designed to promote science and technology 
developments in Africa. 

H. Follow-up 

29, The participants agreed that the Conference 
should be reconvened in 1995 in order to gauge the 
status of the implementation of its 
recommendations, the progress of which the United 
Nations, through its Offices fur Outer Space 
Affairs, agreed to monitor. Each participant agrecd 
to be the conscience of hislher country in the 
implementation of the recommendations contained 
herein. 

CONFERENCE INTERNATIONALE AFRICAGIS' 95 

La conference intemationale AFRICA GIS, 
est tme dynamique de rencontres et d'echanges entre 
Ies utilisateurs et les prOOucteurs des Systemes 
d'Infonnation Geographique (GIS). 

I.e premier semina ire international s'est tenu a Tunis 
(Tunisie) du 14 au 17 Juin 1993 sur Ie theme "les 
Systemes d'lnformation Integres sur 
J'Environnement en Afrique" A eene reunion il a ete 
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question d'aborder les problemes techniques et 
institutionnels que rencontrent les ,utilisateurs de 
systemes d'infonnation geographique. Les travaux 
d'AFRlCAGIS 93 ont permis de cons tater que 
l'Afrique dispose de competences remarques, encore 
trop peu nombreuse et souvent tre. isolees par les 
distances, les fronticres et les diHicultcs de 
communications. La deuxieme conference dont Ie 
thCme est "Ies systemcs d'infonnation geographique 



integres sur I'environnement pour un developpement 
durable en Afrique" se tIendra 11 Abidjan du 6 au 10 
Mars 1995. 

AFRICAGIS'95 a pour objectifs de : 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Analyser les acquis depuis 1993 et degager 
les bases de d,:vcioppement des activites 
SIG, SIIE, SIE pour Ie deveioppement en 
Afrique 

Promouvoir la concertation ct la 
cooperation Sud-Sud, Nord-Sud et Nord
Nord sur ce theme, AfRICAGIS'95 
contribuera en outre Ii: 

louer Ie r61e de forum d'cchanges et de 
plate-forme de travail et etablir un reseau 
de communication entre partenaires 
impliques dans les SIG/SIIE/SIE en 
Afrique. 

Ameliorer i'acces aux donnees 
georeferencees a caractcrc environnemental 
et socio.economiquc et illeur integration, 

Les sujets retenus pour les seances de 
travail par atelier sont les suivants: 

Reseau et communication: aspect techno
iogique et institutionnel, 

Application ilia gestion de l'envirOlmement 
it I'echelle locale et nationaie: de la 
demande sociale iI In gestion operationnelle, 

Formation et education, strategic et mise en 
oeuvre pour Ie renforcement des capacites 
nationales ct regionales. 

Developpement des systemes d'information 
integres sur I'environnement (identification 
des besoins, acquisition et collectc des 
donnees, materiel et logicie~ traitement, 
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• 

• 

• 

analyse, modclisation, produi! d'aide 11 In 
decision. 

Aspects legaux et inslilutionnels dc I. 
gestion des informations environnementnles 
: (proprietes des donnees, cadre d'echange 
national, regional ct· international) 

Banque de donnees et cartographie: 
harmonisation, standardisation, georefe
renee des donnees, 

Spatialisation et integrallon des donnees 
soclo-economtques, 

• ROle et experiences des comites nationaux 
de I'information geographiques, exper
,ences et perspectives (formation, 
coordination, cooperation). 

A AFRICAGIS'95, tI cst prevu la participation 
d'environ 200 (deux) pcrsonnes dont cent (100) 
africains, 

La selection des experts Africains sera faite sur I. 
base d'un inventaire des structures et des personnes 
intervenants dans Ie domaine de la t':I"detection et 
des systemcs d'informatlOn geographiquc en 
Afrique. Les personnes rcssources identifiees a 
travers cet inventaire seront prises en charge 
(transport, perdiem, rcstauration, hebergement) par 
les balllcurs de fonds. 

II est egalement prevue Ii AFRICAGIS'95 une 
exposition denommec AFRICAGIS'EXPO qui sera 
I'occasion pour les concepteurs de materiels 
informatiques et de logiciels, d'exposer leursce 
secteur. 

Trente cinq (35)stands de douze (12) metres earrees 
seront mise ainsi Ii In disposition des expos ants, des 
institutions africaines, ainsi que les univcrsites 
benefieieront d'un prix moyen de deux mille cinq 
cent (2500) dollars US par stand durant toule I. 
semame. 



T ELEOS EARTH OBSERVATION GROUND RECEIVING S:rATION 

INSTALLED AT THE RCSSMRS 

On September II, 1994 a portable ground 
receiving station (PGS) designed to receive earth 
observation data from the U.S. Landsat remote 
sensing satellite was installed on the grounds of the 
RCSSMRS. The small, air-transportable station, 
known as an expeditionary ground station (EGS) is 
owned and operated by TELEOS, a partnership 
between Telespazio of Rome. Italv and EOSA T of 
Lanham, Maryland USA. The EGS commenced 
reception of Landsat data on 22 September. 

The EGS IS serving as a preliminary data 
reception facilit\' until March. 1995 when a larger 
portable ground receiving station (PGS) will be 
installed at the RCSSMRS The PGS is designed to 
receive SPOT. ERS, IRS and Landsat data. Telcos 
installed the EGS e"actly one year after receiving 
authorization to proceed li'om the Governing 
CounCil of the R CSSM RS during the September. 
1993 annualmccting held ill Khartoum. Sudan. The 
EGS IS belllg used b\ Teleos to reline englllecflng 
and operationill procedures to faclhtate thc 
tranSition to the larger PGS III March. 1995. 
Additionally. "ndjust"s importantl\,. Ihe EGS \\ilS 
promptly installed in order 10 satisl, the inereaslllg 
regional dClll"nd for rcmote sellslllg datil. 

The reccptlOn arca. or fOOl-prim, scc Fig I 
of the station is 4()OO kllomcters in d.ill1lder From 
its location in Nmrobi the slmian rccci\'cs dill\! ns far 
East as the Seychelles Islands. most of Zaire to the 
Wcst. the m"jorm of the agnculturaJ lands of Sudan 
and all of Ethiopia in the North. and soutl", ard to 
meludc the northern Iwlf of Zimbab\\e. Thc 
footprlllt of the Telcos stallon o\'crlaps with the 
footprints orthe ground reeeinng stations 111 South 
Afnea and Saudi Arabi" Ho\\c\er the nwjorit\' of 
thc T cleos footpnnt covers countries thm have nevcr 
been rolltincl\ sen'ed b\ earth obscn'ation smcllitcs 
before. 
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Designed to be transported in a C-130 
Hercules type aircraft, the EGS is a highly compact, 
robust facility with a collapsible 3.5 meter antenna. 
The larger PGS with a 7 meter antenna can be 
transported in two C-I 30 aircraft or one 747 Jumbo 
which illustrates the folded and deployed PGS 7 
meter antcnna. Compatibility with C-130 aircraft 
allows for the EGS or PGS to be transported 
literally anywhere in the world using unprepared 
landing strips. 

Little preparation is required for installation 
ofthesc portable stalions. The site at the RCSSMRS 
was improved by adding three concrete slabsio 
support the operations shelter, antenna and power 
generator. A fence and gate were erected for 
enhanced security. Telephone lines and a link with 
U1e local pow cr supply were also added. The station 
is capable of operating on its own powcr using a 
self-col1lilined po\\er generator. 

figur_c_I _______________ -, 



The station was installed and set up to 
operate 12 hours after arriving at the RCSSMRS 
from Jomo Kenyata International Airport, Under 
optimum conditions only one technician is needed to 
operate the station, see figure 2 showing an interior 
view of the PGS operations shelter to be installed in 
March, 1995, The operations shelter contains 
recorders and communications equipment for station 
to satellite transmissions. The RCSSMRS and 
Teleos plan to offer training sessions for local 
technicians in the near future thus increasing local 
self-sufficiency and independence in station 
operations 

The EGS and PGS do not have data 
processing capability, so raw data recorded at the 
stations cannot be local converted into computer 
compatible products. At this time raw Landsat data 
from the EGS is shipped by courier servtce to 
EOSA T and processed in one week. Subsequently 
raw data will be converted at facilities operated by 
Telespazio in Italy and EOSA T in the U,S, When 
sufficient funds are made available for equipment 
procurement and extensive training for local staff in 
operations and maintenance then a processing 
facility will be installed. 

The portable station ill Nairobi is intended 
to serve as an interim solution for satisfymg regional 
data needs until such time as a permanent ground 
receiving station is built. While awaiting the 
decision to go forward with a permanent facility the 
portable station provides the RCSSMRS and the 
community it services with a full suite of the most 
eommonly used earth observation data, and 
experience in managing ground station operations. 
In sumnuiry, the PGS enhances the Center's ability 
to serve the region with remote sensing and GIS 
solutions using up-Io-date information, 

THE RCSSMRS AND TELEOS A UNIQUE 
RELATIONSHIP 

In June, 1994, Mr. Asfaw Fanta representing the 
RCSSMRS and Professor Carlo Buongiomo, Teleos 
Chairman of the Board, signed II technical 
cooperation agreement. This legal commitmenl 
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formalizes the aspirations of both organizations to 
utilize their combined assets and expertise for the 
common good of the Eastern and Southern regions 
of Africa, It also permits Teleos to place an 
advanced, air-transportable ground receiving station 
at RCSSMRS. The Center and the community 
which it serves, have for the first time, access to a 
steady and reliable supply of up-to-date remotely 
sensed data for resource management and mapping 
applications in the region. 

The RCSSMRS IS an inter-governmental 
organization with a mandate provided by the 
UNECA and OAU. The Center's mandate allows it 
to perform as a regional service organization that 
offers nations, development organizations, and non
governmental organizations in the Eastern and 
Southern regions of Africa a wide variety of remote 
sensmg analyses, GIS applications and map related 
products and activities, Training in remote sensing, 
utilization of GIS technology and map production 
are primary activities and responsibilities of the 
Center, 

Teleos is a private sector company created by Its 
parent companies, Telespazio, Space Division of 
Telecom-Italia, S.PA and EOSA T, jointly owned 
by Hughes and Martin Manetta Through this 
business relationship Telcos is thus affiliated with 
two of the largest aerospace companies in the world, 
Telcos is a data acqUiSition and value added services 
company, The Telcos ITllssion in Nairobi, Kenya is 
to make remotely sensed earth observation data 
solutions more casily accessible to Eastern and 
Southern Alfica. Its close technical interaction with 
the RCSSMRS stalfin prmidmg solutions to e1ients 
in the region is key to the cooperation bridge 
between Telcos and the Center. 

While the RCSSMRS has been traditionally focused 
011 transferring modern remote sensing and GIS 
technology, Telcos is a suppon organization that 
helps e,istlllg clients and e"pens to achieve their 
objectives using the latest data and the latest 
application techmqlles in cooperation with the 
RCSSMRS. 



In 1992 Teleos and RCSSMRS planners concluded 
that the Eastern and Southern African region was 
the first site where an air-mobile receiving station 
should be installed. Although capable of 
performing most of the same tasks as a permanent 
fixed receiving station, the cost of the Teleos 
portable station is significantly less and recurring 
annual expenses are also substantially lower. In 
order to determine if the regional market was large 
enough to support a portable station, in mid-1993 
the Center and Teleos cooperated in conducting an 
extensive market survey of the region to assess the 
demand for earth observation data and to determine 
the level of expertise of the user community. Results 
of the survey confirmed that both demand and 
expertise were high 

Since demand for data was high, and the RCSSMRS 
and Teleos were confident that the user community 
would experience conSiderable gro\\1h if a station 
were installed, the decision was made to install a 
station after obtaining authorization from the 
Governing Council of the Center The station 
operating at the RCSSMRS is funded entirely by 
Telcos. All equipment, down-linking fees, recurring 
expenses, communications costs and salaries are 
paid for by Telcos.the RCSSMRS provides, land, 
security and office space. Telcos is committed to 
training local experts to operate the station. 

The RCSSMRS provides an environment whereby 
data can be acquired and then utilized so that the 
station can sustain itself indefinitely. When and if a 
permanent receiving station is installed at the 
Center, the air-transportable station will be moved 
by T c1eos to another region of the world where a 
similar deficiency in earth observation data exists. 
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Both the RCSSMRS and Telcos share common 
goals which are: 

I. to facilitate acquisition of diverse fonns of 
satellite data for the region, 

2. increase the size of the remote sensing and 
GIS user community in the region, 

3. expand the scope and frequency of use of 
remote sensing and GIS applications in the 
region, and 

4. prOVIde infonnatlon necessary for sustain
able development, resource management and 
phYSIcal development. 

In order to achieve these goals the RCSSMRS and 
Teleo, will undertake joint marketing activities 
within the territory that is served by the center. 
Representatives from both organizations will meet 
with prospective clients to evaluate their 
requirements, and then, when appropriate, develop 
proposals describing how the RCSSMRS and 
Teleos "III work together to satls!)· client needs; 

Telcos and RCSSMRS applications specialists will 
work together in pro'iding value added solutions to 
the regional user community. Telcos is an 
European-American company whose effectiveness 
will be measured by its fulfillment of local needs 
and by the proper perception of the African 
requirements bv the TeleosiRCSSMRS team. The 
RCSSMRS leadership will help Teleos to maintain 
a clear appreciation of A/fiean needs, guiding 
Teleos toward successful implementation of remote 
sensing and GIS solutions, 



&PORT ON THE TECHNICAL AND DONOR cONSUL TA nONS 

OF THE AFRICOVER PROJECT 

Held at the ECA Headquarters in Addis Ababa 
from 4 10 11 July 1994 

A. BACKGROUND 

l. The United Nations Economic Commission 
for Africa (ECA) and the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) have 
been cooperating on mutual activitIes related to 
remote sensing and geographic information systems 
since the beginning of the eighties. Sincc then the 
two sister organizations have been undertaking 
activities for the benefit of the ECA member States. 
The latest of these activities was the organizing of 
Technical and Donor Consultative meetings on the 
AFRlCOVER PROJECT in which ECA has been 
involved from the onset. 

2. The overall objective of the AFRlCOVER 
PROJECT is to strengthen the capacities of African 
countries to manage their natural resources 
sustainability with particular emphasis on food 
security and environmental protection. 

J. The specific objectives are to: (a) establish 
a land cover digital databasc for, and by African 
countries. based on a harmonized methodology and 
advanced geographic mformation technologies and 
existing data; (b) produce a land cover map at scales 
1:250 000 and I I 000 000 from the dIgital 
database; (c) strengthen national and regional 
capacities In the applicatIOn of advanced geographic 
informallon technologies to land cover mapping. 
natural resource. assessment and environmental 
monitoring. 
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B. ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECfS OF THE 
MEETINGS 

4. The Technical and Donor Consultations on 
the "AFRICOVER PROJECT" were jointly 
organiz.ed by the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations (FAO) and the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) from the 
4 to II July 1994 at the ECA Headquarters in Addis 
Ababa, Ethiopia. 

5. The meetings were held with the aim of 
presenting and discussing the project with 
representatives of African countries, United Nations 
Agencies, and other organizations concerned both 
with the technical and institutional aspects related to 
the implementation of the Africover proposal, in 
particular: Cal output and methods proposed in the 
preliminary' draft proposal; and (b) cooperation 
bctwcen the parties and institutions concerned and 
coordination of the establishment of a continental 
programme 

6. The Technical Consultation was officially 
opened by Mr. Samba Jack, the then Officer·In· 
Charge of ECA, On behalf of thc Executive 
Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa: 
the following also made opcning statements: Mrs. 
M. Smith John, Deputy FAO Country 
Representative in Ethiopia. and Mr:Bied·Charrcton, 
Chief of the FA 0 Remote Sensing Centre in Rome. 
on behalf of the FAO Director General. 



7. During the opening session all speakers 
emphasized the relevance and importance of this 
project in contributing to resource management and 
the conservation of environment for sustainable 
development in the Afucan continent. Its timeliness, 

it was said, also falls within the global context of the 
monitoring of land resources as an integral part of 
the implementation of Agenda 21 of the United 
Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development. 

8. Fifty nine participants attended the 
technical consultation, representing eight African 
countries, ten African regional and subregional 
organizations, four United Nations Organizations 
and eighteen other mtemational and national 
organizations from abroad, 

9. The technical presentations comprised a 
detailed presentation of all technical . and 
institutional aspects related to the proposed 
implementation of the project, comments and 
contributions made by the other participants of the 
meeting, ECA presented a paper on "The status of 
mapping programmes in Africa, major 
constraints, potential strategies to fill spatial 
information gaps". 

10. All in all the participants of the meeting 
confirmed their support for the AFRICOVER 
project and presented their suggestions on tho 
possible involvement of their respecti,'c 
organizations, 

C. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 
TECHNICAL CONSuLTATIONS 

10. Based on the panel and group presentations 
and discussions. the following recommendations 
were made. 

(a) complete cndorsement of thc overall and 
specific objectives. the general approach and the 
output products of the AFRICOVER project 
proposal. 
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(b) • Neoesslty to reinforce the capacity building 
component ohhe project in particular by: 

(i) involving, in addition to rhe regional centres 
forescen by the project, all component national 
centres for the interpretation and preparation of the 
maps and for their follow-up; 

(ii) organizing specific training courses for 
AFRICOVER product users and seminars for 
decision-makers, 

(c) Neoessity to strengthen the harmonization, 
monitoring and control procedures of project 
implementation, in particular by stting up several 
working groups (provisionally five) composed of 
well recognized cxpcrts and aiming to provide 
precise guidelines [or: 

(i) the technical specifications of AFRICOVER 
products; 

(ii) the standardization of products, techniques and 
methodologies; 

(Iii) the land cover classification and legend and 
their links with land use applications; 

(iv) the validation of land cover information 
(quality, accuracy) provided by the project; 

(v) the conception and implementation of a 
common geographic reference system (possibly 
WGS 84 ellipsoid and UTM projection) at national, 
regional and continental levels. 

(d) Necessity to strengthen the preparatory 
phase of the project by preparing detailed surveys 
and databases on potential users of the 
AFRICOVER products and existing African 
capacities, as well as informallon that could support 
the operation of the project covering human 
resources~ec[uipment, traming facilities, available 
expertise in national and regional centres, existing 
maps, satellite imagery and aerial photographs 
available at national and regional levels. 



(e) Investigate the possibility of including sets 
of complementary data to the AFRlCOVER 
products, such as gcocoded satellite images and CD, 
ROM of the land cover and geographical databasc. 

D. OUTCOME OF THE DONORS 
CONSULTATIVE MEETING 

II. The Donor Consultative meeting was held 
on Monday, II July 1994. Most of the participants 
from the African countries and organizations were 
presen't at the technical consultations, as well as 
several international organizations and the main 
potential donor countries and agencies (see attached 
list in Annex ""j were invited to the donor 
consultation. 

12. The meeting was opened by Me. Layashi 
Yaker, the Executive Secretary of the ECA, ffwho 
strongly appealed to the donors to support the 
AFRlCOVER Project Mr. Bied·Charreton, Chief of 
the F AO Remote Sensing Centre, presented the 
project in its contcxt 

. 
13. A synthetic presentation of the objectives 
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and the mechanisms of implementing the project, 
and !he recotrunendations made by the Tech· 
nical Consultation was given respectively by 
Mr. Momadou Fofana Secretary. General of CNTIG 
of Cote Ivoire and by Mr. Luka Isavwa, Director of 
Remote Sensing Department in RCSSMRS: 
Nairobi, Kenya. 

14. The reactions and positions taken by the 
donor community was very encouraging. the 
Government of Italy, for example, announced its 
fmandal support for the EAST Afrie. region (US$ 
5.4 million) and indicated that it eould consider co
financing other African countries 

IS. The Government of France offered to 
provide contribution for the operationalization 
activity of !he project and to study the support 
of tts implementation at national level in selected 
countries. 

16. The European Union supported the project 
idea and indicated that discussions will be held in 
the Commission to study the possibilities of 
collaborating with the project 



PLANNED REMOTE; SENSING AND GIS ACTIVITIES BY UNITED NATIONS 

ORGANIZATIONS AND ASSOCIATED CENTERS IN AFRICA FOR 

1995,1996 AND FUTURE YEARS 

- -" , 

'R2ss~I{S . 

A. EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAMMES 
TRAINING COURSES, WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS 

ECA will orgallize in the thlfd quarter of 1995 a regional seminar' 011 suslainable development of I 
natural resources and energy, taking into aCCQunt cllvironmCtltal concerns wilh Agenda 21 ~ The 
seminar will eomprise special sessions on resource informahon needs and how sate1iite imagery 
coupled with GIS can fdl the most pressing information gaps ofAffican member States. It is envisaged 
to include simIlar seminars in the work programme for the biennium 1996~ 1997 

• The Regional Center for Training in Aerospa<.!c and Surveys (RECTAS) will continue to oirer long~ 
term training eour;;e of durations ranging between J 0 ll10nths and 18 months as appropriate for the 
three levels of technieian, teehnologist and post-graduate for both photogrammetry and remote sensing 
in English and Freneh fOf Afri\:an members of seA 

RECTAS (ECA) is planning for 1995 a GISil.ANDSAT Inlbrmation System (LIS) v.'Orkshop for 
surveyor::; and decision-makers in collaboration with the FederaJ Surveys of Nigeria, LEICA, 
Switzerland. and the Federal Sehool of Surveying OYO, Nigeria_ 

The tollowing lraining courses. workshops and seminars arc being planned by the Regional Center for 
Services III Stlrveying, Mapping and Remote Scnsmg (RCSSMRSlECA) for the years 1995 and 1996' 

(a) Regional seminar to be organized in cooperation with Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS), 
23-28 January 1995'. during the sCffimar, the results of the GLOBESAR research project will be 
Pfc:>eulcd~ 

(b) Workshop/Seminar on "The Applieations of Rcmote Sensing for Natural Resources Assessment, 
Monitoring and Mallagement" 13-17 Mareh 1995, in Kampala) Uganda; 

(c) Three week course on "Remote Sensing and GIS Applieations for 
Early Wammg Systems for Food Security," May 1995: 

(d) Course on "Earth Resources Satellite~l (ERS~i) Experimental Earth Observation Satellite (SPOT) 
Data for Vegetation, Forest and Environmental Assessment;' to be orgalli7.ed Hl cooperation with 
France and ESA during August 1995~ 

(e) Course on "Eflt::ctive Applieation afGIS for Natural Resources Planning" during October 1995; 

(0 Workshop on "Synthetic Aperture Radar Applieation for Eastern snd Southern Africa Region." to be 
organized ill eooperation with CCRS in December 1995; the workshop is within the GLOBESAR 
research activities: 
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(g) 4 to 6 short tenn iraining eomses to address "Applicatiom; of Remote Sensing and GIS for Effective 
Natural Resou~s Assessment and Management," to be organized in cooperation with UNJTAR and 
International1nstitutc for Aerospaee Survey and Earth Seiences (ITe) throughout lhe year 1996 within 
the framework of the agreement with the two organization::;; the courses are aimed at strengthening 
capaeities in Africa; and 

(h) Training courses planned in eooperation with FAO within the framework of the AFRICOVER 
proj<''eL 

(j) Short~term tmilltng courses in remote sensing and GIS planned to be developed with UNITAR 
and ass to cover 1995 and i 996 and beyond 

(ii) Short-term training courses on remote sensing and GIS for cnv!rollll1ental informalion analysis, 
dissemination and management, pJanned to be developed with nc. 

The United Nations Programme on Space Applications is planning the lollowing training 
courses, workshops and seminars in 1995 and 1996: 

The tilln United Nations/Sweden IDlemational Training Course on Remote Sensing 
Educalion tor Educators, to be hosled and C()~sponsored by the Government of Sweden, 
1995, 

The Second United Nations Regional Conterenee 011 Space Tecimology for Sustainable 
Development in the region ofECA, 1995; 

A United Nationsllmelnational Astronautical Federation {lAF) Symposium on Space 
Technology m Developing Countries during the FOI1y-sixth Cnngre,s of 1M, 1995, 

FAO plans 10 organize or co-organize Ihe following Icmotc sensing training i;oursCS, workshops and 
seminars in 1995 and after: 

Decision-makers workshop on agricultural and environmental monitoring, in cooperation 
with ECA, West Ali'ica, 1995: 

• FAO regional trainIng course on applications of remote sensing and GIS to aquaculture in 
Airica, for the duration of two weeks; dates and venue are to be detennined in 1995; 

FAO expert consultation on "Workshop for Decision-makers lor the Use of Remote Sensing 
and GIS Techniques," Rome, 1995; 
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Planneo Rtlt)ot(' Sl'llsing HIIO GJS Acth'itJ('s by Uuitt'o ~Htionil Organizations !tno 
ASoltociated C('llt(.'I"S in Afl'iu for 1995, 1996 and FuturC' 

FAO 
(Conrinuw) 

UNESCO 

IBRD 

FAO t<:chnic<ll workshops on l<llldeovt.'f mappwg, In the fruffiJ.:work of AFRICOVER 
project," dates and venue::; are to he detl2rmmed with EC A and Afncun regional remote 
sensing centers, 1995, 1996 and 1997. 

• FAO expert consultation on the use of remote sensing and agmmcleorolog)' for agricultural 
.statistics. Rome, 199501' 1996 

[n the next few years. UNESCO \NiH f>Upport the follo\'"ing postgraduate training course:; dealing with 
the applieations of remote sensIng to integrated natural rc::ourcl.'S Ie-search. numagcment and developmenl' 

.. Postgraduate eOUfse in mtegrated study and ratlonall.Jsc of natural resources at the urllVCrsilies of Paris. 
Montpclhcr and Toulouse, France: 

Internallfmal l)Oslgrauuutc" traming courses on remote :;ellsing applications, dIgital Image processing and 
acrm.pacc ~lIrvey;; h)r dPplicJ gcomorphology and enginecring geology will be conducted at lTC, 
Enschedc. Nethcrlands 

fBRl) f.:.OnJucl;.; 111 1995~ 1996 and lH!.Vlmd stan' Irainlng prugrams., works.hops and seminar~ 
\\"i!h a \'i.:;\\ io promo!e the ll..':chnoh)f.¥ inh:mally in the urea of remote ~I;!nsing and GiS 
h;chnolobry.'· ! 

I 

FELLOWSHIPS 

,.-~ 

ECA · [CA, 1:1 support of human reSoun:es den:lopmcn! in remote ~t.:"llsmg and GIS in A1i'icJ, will 
contllluc to !'iohclt tdl~I\\'slllPS from the agcnci6 within the UN sysh:m.s a:-> \vdl as 11"<nn other 
Jonors countri.::s and agencies. 

i 
~~ 

RECrAS 

· RECTAS \\llt continue to pnwlde student fdlowship:-:. to EtA mernher StUh.!," through the 
Dutch and Fren-ch Techlllcal A:,>sisiUnce 

· In promoting !Ir..: development of mdigcnou:5 capability, the Untted NatIOns Programme on 
UNOOSA SpUCL: ApplieullOlb, with the llssi;.;t~mcc of Br<lzil. China Ilnd ESA, will award long-tenn 

Jdlowships for tbl.! m-Jepth training of parllcipanl~ from developing countries in the arl.!as of 
n:search and applicatlons in rt:mot..::-sensing tedmology', r..:;s..:afch and tfuming in g~odesy> 
ph(.togranlln~try and n;mule :-!t::n!"'iing~ ~race antennas and propaguliun~ n:rnote .sensing , 
mfonnation S\ Sll.!n1S, anJ remotc sensmg m~lrumentalion 

I r 
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Plann('d Rt'mo(t' Sl'll~il1g snd GIS At"th'itit·s hy Unir('t) Nati(in~ Oq!antJ:ation~ and 
Assodatt'd Ct."nll'l;; in Ardra for 1995,1996 wnd Futul't' 

FAO 

ECA 

UNOOSA 

FAO 

F 1\0 wIIi contlllth.' providing lcl!nwshlps and oq!u1117ing study tours within lhl;'; rramlt\\'nrk of 
femote ",cnsing rechnoiogy Iran:.:ler Dr !lcld proJecb i,l 1095·199() 

EXPERTS SERVICES AND SlJRVEY MISSIOIliS, PILOT AND OPERATIO:>lAL 
PROJECTS PROVISION OF EXPERT SERVICES A:>ID SURVEY MISSIONS 

ECA wi!! cmphHslze the pI"OVI"I011 or Icdl11ol()giea~ .IIlJ aJminislralivc support to ils ~ponsored 

n:-glonal {faming anJ snviec remote sensing ccnler;.; b !hl_~ contcx!. H11I hUPport has been givcn to lhe 
e:,lah:::-ihlllcnt or' a por!ntJk grounJ rCCC!Villg "lallOli ell Ih.: RCSSMRS 111 Nairohi, Kenya, during the 
(ir"t quark'!' or 191)5.10 ,,;atcr (or the Ih:<:J" or !llgh r":,,oh,;I()!) cm1h otJ!:crvutlOHs satellite data of !hc 

t:as!Cf'n Afnca:) sub-fl'g,lOII \\blk a p..:rm;melll ~!iltion 1:- c:,tuhh~bcd, It is also C'xp.:eled that a l;ll)l1l1er 
pon:.hlc "Lat1no be ill;,lallcd III Ihc centra: Ai"lIo..:llll l'u!rro.;gion during 1')95. EC/\ wIll c0l11innc its. 
r:!fOfb lit PUI:>WUI\:'l' or lh; b<H1l10nlzalion ilnd nll!Pl1ail/Hlioll of Ihe rcgional cenler$. where the 
lP:"~fg:llg :JfOu<lgadougou Regionai R..:mote SCI1~illg CCI11r..: (CRIO) and RECT/\.5 lEe;\.) has hC'e11 
contemplated <IS a log!>:,,; amlneccssan' ;,Io..:p 

rill: PrognUlll11C on Space Appllt.:allon::.. 111 o..:oopClalior1 \\III! nDSMS ,lIld ESA, 1:-> condueling a survcy 
of !he needs tor :'l1tdlitc-acqum:d rcmoli.: ),lensing. data h~' oll-gom,? or plallned pwjee1s in the Africa and 
Lilll1l Arn..:rica J:lnd Caribhean n.'glons. A facHillding mil:l::·;ion ha:. nln':ilJy mer \',:ilh representatives of 

Intcrcsli::d ill~titutlOns ill 1h1.' ECLAC regJOIL amJ a :-imdar llliS"ll.)H IS hcing planned tor Africa tn 
Novc111hcr 1994, Thc Ilnuil1gi> of Illcsc IHls,Slons \\;ll he lltlli/cd 10 in!cgnHc a project that would Illa~e , 

satdhte-m.:qu1fI:d data ilViulablc and \\Quld I'n.HI<.~c training 011 Lhc usc oCthase data in both regions 

r AO "VJII cOlllinw: ib il!:sl"t3nce to the Gon:nunen[ or Afghanistan in prt'paring for thl' rehabilitation ot 
ihe agm:ullural scclor IhlOugh an Ifl\'Cll:OI~ of curren! land lllih;:aLIOl1 bascd on SHhrliitc fcowIe scnsing 
and GIS technologics Sueh assIstancc WIll also be provIded to Ihc blanHc Republic of Iran Similar 
proJecls have tx:en prepared tor the Libyan Arab J;1I1lJhiri~'a and Mozambiquc. 

• F;\D continues to contribute to the devclopment of pe~t dIseases eonlrol schemes_ Subsequcllllo earlier 
studies reialing ARTE.r...uS normalized dillcrcncc '>cgctllhon mde:>.: (NDVI) d:sta sets 10 tset~c Oy 
distributions and land ulilizatioH types in Togo :lnd Nigl:flH. an opcrahomJi iniO(IllHtion 

svskm \0 define policlC$ lor African Anilllal lrypanos0Iniasis (AATj control WUl> l>cl up. Rcmote 

sensmg technologies contribute filgnificantl) to the analysis of the tsetse problems_ Bolh NDVI and 
Cold Cloud Duration (aciltlatcd the discnrnillatioll of tsetse distnhtltioll:->, and NDVl dllla \v"Cre also 
useful to deplcl areas where diseased caltle af"; com:clliJalcd. rsc1sC and trypanosomiasis maps 
considcrcJ in conjunction with dala layers 011 lanJ u:.c shO\\t~d lhalll1!111 ,:!IIJ !ivcsIOc~ avoiJ dreas most 
hcavll) infested bj' tsetse flies. A dIscriminant <lnalysl' -.yste-m Was C'lllployed 10 dl:>cefl\ ;\:\T from the 
othcr factors inllueneing the distribution of man and livesloc~. FAO advises MCJ:,oer Countries and 

DOIlN organiz31iolls on the tsetse and trypanosomiasis control schemes whieb arc most supportive to 

Sli!:itam8ble agncultural and rural development Rcmote sensing l!:i used to dcllnc technical concepts for 
tsetse control 1I1 cOllnlric!:i where rcsolution satellite imagc~ arc a\,111abJe to dIscern land uti!izatioll 
types. 
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ECA 

RECTAS 

STUDY AND PILOT PROJECTS 

ECA \\ il! undertake in 1995·1996 the [(lam\ mg studies. \\ IlI.:n: fI,"mOle sensing "oJ GIS all; important 
components or Ih..: terms ot ret'ercIlCl:: 

(a) Problems reiated to sUsialnahk de,,-dopIllClll and llliilza!ioll or nalural rcsourc.;s (md cnergy. 
strategies for intcr-,:o\,lIHry t;oop~ration in wutC\! of Agenda::; 1', 

(h) Tcdmi.:al sl\Idy 011 land information ::;:-'SICIO \\1111 ;.,peeial aflcn1ioll 10 foresl planomg and 
Inanageme-nl \\'itl1in (he perSrH:ctlvc eoopcra!jon ffl conlc\J 01' Agcnda 21 ~ 

(.:) Up-dating orLC!\'~ ",lud: ol11he statu'> or n':SOUfe,-' mapping programme:; in /\II'I"';':L among other 
i:\!5p-:Ch. tlw -:fli:.lfb dnJ plans 10 1rH.:orporiilc :.u1t;!!i~..: Jata ::.ollrt.;C:; :md (;-IS as :HanJarJ prol:cdufo!s in 

nalional plOgral1l.lllCs WIll be highlighted: 

l':CA \\\\J ..;ooperulc \\ith FAO In planning, coorJinating and cxcl,'uting aell\-il1c~ 01'1/)(,; "AFRICOVER" 
Pf(~ICtt 

fu:crAS (ECA) will undcrlakc the lol[m'>'fl1g studi!;s rn 1995'1996: 

(a J Remoh: !:icn:'lJ\g mpu!s tell The stud:- of pO~HllaHon" dcvdopn)elll ,'tIld t'mironmcnlai lIupm)t of the 
ADB's "WesL Afri-:a Long Teon Prospect", Study"; and 

(b) A:::iSlst81ll:e l!l the procc,,:.ing aud mlerprelation of LANDSAT mOblk-:::iatellite ~ervicc:::i (MSS) in 
lInl,acl :jil!d~ or vegetation and loreslr:-- '''1th data provided b) European Sput.:e Agcl'cy {ESi\) lor the 
j'orc!)1 Research lnslitUle oiNlg\!ria 

The RCSS:MRS (ECA) has slgncd an agreement with TELEOS ..:ompal1y for Ihe e;>lahli:;hll1enf of' a 
Portable Ground Receiving Station at iLseif hy the 1ir:::it quarter or 19'15 The Portable Station will 
enable the RCSSMRS Ie fe<;"eive for [he regJOli real-time satelhte dat;;J including those of LANDSAT, 
SPOT. ERS-I and other U\NDSA T~scf1es and Radar i\atc!litcs_ Plan!:i are lmd{':f"\v8Y to develop vanous 
vl:l:lue added products ill cooperation wilh Earth Ob15ervallon Satellite Co (EOSAT; U.s.) and 
Telespazio (llaly) 

RCSSMRS will eontinue the Radarsat researeh project ~4arled in September of t 995 The project is to 
prepare the uscr community 10 be ready in utilize rtldar data lor the l.Uf\ey 011 nalural and 
environmenl~il re&outces made available from the Radar~at to be launched b\' Canada in 1995. 

The CentIe WII! participate in the AFRJCOVER projccL wJw.:h starb ill thl; hcginl1ing of 1995 The 
RCSSMRS will implement the training activities as ","elIas liouse the East Africa r.::gionaJ component 

RCSSMRS plans to strengthen rcception and crcatJ(Hl of d,-llllbases tor ctlvironmentalillonitoring 
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RCSSMRS 
(continued) 

l1NEP 

RCSStvtKS, lH coopcratton \vtth FAO and Fnlllcc, plans to restar1 and revamp the ReHlote Sensing 
Componcnt for Early Warlung SYS{CmH for ['ood SecUlily 111 the Region to make it operational during 
the year!) 1995 and 1996. During the laSI quarter of 19')5 and the year 1996 and beyond, the 
RCSSMHS, in l.:Oopcratlon with thc EC \vil! continue the operation ofthc early warning systems for 
1000 security III the Eastern and SOllthefll Africa region. The Centre will also be IIlvolved ill the 
production of the rcmole :'lensing products required for the project. 

EIlVlfOllmel1tal monitoring at Ihe global, regional. national and locallcvcls..rcquire~ ncw and inllovative 
appro3(.;hes for Ihc anaJysj~ of multi~50urce, mll!ti~scale and multi·tcmvoraJ svatial datasets, There is a 
constant pressing need Cor establishing a base of scientifically PIOVCIi an<llysi:; techniques to supPOr1 
environmental sensing using femole]y sensed dala. Uf\.T:.P thlough GRID-Sioux FaJls will (.;onlmue il~" 

~oopcraholl with s(.;icntists of the Earth ResOUfCC:" observation Systems- (EROS) Oata Centre III Ihe 
development ot' algorilhm:s and techniques lor change detcc!iof) u~lng rcmotely sensed ditta III support 
of operatJonal progrnm needs, A working bibliography 011 .:;hangc dct.:;t:tioll u~lng fClliotdy scn:.cd data 
IS bemg compiled, 

UNEP. If) cooperation with FAO, through its ORID-Gcnc\il j~1\:illt~· WI!! ..:on!lIllIC it~ \i.'ork aimed 
merging existing forcst-nOlHorc!)t l km advaneed VeT) high fc~olulion ntdl0fllclcr (1\ VHRR) datasets 
Into a global coverage 

UNEP 'Will continue Its collaboration with the iJnited Natiom. Cicologicitl Survey (USUS). National 
Aeronautics and Space Admuustration (NASA: US,), US Environmcnt,,! Protection Agcncy (US 
EPA), United States Forest Service (US:FS), JRC-ISPRA and International (fc(}~j1hcre-Bto~phcrc 

Programme (1(jBP~ COS.PAR) through GRID Siou;., Fa!!s in the developmcnt of a Global Land Cover 
Characteristics Database using AYHRR I kill d:\.ta frolH Ihe United SUites NJtional Occ~nic and 
Atmospbcnc Administration (NOAA) polar-orhHlHg sl11dlitc~ fhl:; WII! also Indmlc ancillary 
Intonna!lor) such at; elevation, cC<rregioHs. clillHlle anti :,oils datil The La:-k also includc ancillary 
ill formation sueh a;j elevation, eeo-reglons. climate and HOlls dahl. Th.: task involves A VI JRI{ timc 
series data assembly, ancillary data collection, imagery analysis and mlcrpre(aLiolL validation and 
evaluation, and generation of output products. Tbe plan IS to cOI11~;letc a glohal land cover 
charactenshcs database by 1997, The first global product derived IlsiHg /\ VHRR 1 km data as a resuh 
of this collaboratioll was displayed during the l7th (lo\'erll1ng Coune11 01' UNEP, May W-2.1, 1993 

UNEP has carned out a reVle\,\.' of applications ur NOA-A VHR1{ J kill data lor environmental 
lllonitofll1g through its GRlD~Sioux Falls centrc. UNEP through this centre is also contributing towards 
the developmelll of algorithms and techniques I'm the J.utomatic idcntiticlftioll and extraction of various 
phonologICally iJ1dieative parameters from time series I km A VHRR Normalized Difference 
Vegetation Index (NDVI) composite::!. 

INEP through it:; Dc:sertitication Control Progmmmc. in association \\I!h thi; Institute Geographique 
National Ptanee Infernational (IGN-F1), undertook a live-year PH~ICr.:l (1987~92) ill West Africa for 
developmg a methodology to assess eeologieal changes and, cvcnlu~!lly, dry land degradation in the 
South Saharan Arid, Semi"Arid and Sub·Humid Zone:;. This induded al'lalysls and companson of 
aerial photographs and SPOT (France) and NOAA satellite imagery over transect covering areas of 
Mauritania, Mali, BurkinaFaso and Niger 

Through the above programme, UNEP will continue to implement the following projects during 1994-
1995 uSlI1g remotely sensed data: 
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(8) National land degradation assessmet:'t'and mapping in Kenya (in collaboration with the 
Governments of Kenya and the Netberlands)~ and 

(b) Qualitative anq quantimtive assessment and mapping of Desertification in two countries in the 
ESCAP region (in collaboration with national governments and ESCAP) 

UNEP through its GRJD.-Sioux Falls faeiHty~ in cooperation with USGS, will produce s eoherent high 
resolution 30 srt>SeCond global. digital elevation data set. The work on Africa and North America is 
eomplete. and it is expected that a local elevation database will be ready by the end of 1995, 

FAO and ESA wiU continue their eooperation in developing appropriate techniques for the applications 
of satellite synthetic aperture radar (8AR) imagery to agriculture and forestry in developing countries. 
Similar cooperation has started with Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS). 

FAO is continuing cooperation with the Govemment of France in developing operational 
methodologies for applications of high-resolution remote sensing data in international development 
projects through Implementation of pilot studies. Their results are published in new FAO Remote 
Sensing Centre (FAORSC) series of technical publications and brochures [or decision makers. In 
addition, the Govemment of France is preparing a new phase of its support to FAO in the field of 
standardization and harmonization o[ methodologies of the use of remote sensing and GIS techniques, 

FAD's FRA 90 project is based upon the use of representative samples, collected on different dates, of 
high-resolution optical and miero"''ave remote sensing image data for the assessment and monitoring of 
tropical forest cover and land use. Change matrices will be derived which describe in more detail than 
heretofore possible the changes ovcr time in the variables observed at the global. regional and sub
regional levels, which should lead to a better understanding of the processes of deforestation and forest 
degradation" 

In particular, with the Govemment of the Netherlands, FAO is preparing a new cooperative 
programme, "Pilot remote sensing processing and archiving srstcm for forest assessment and 
monitoring", called RESPAS. The project will produce geometriealiy corrected remote sensing data, 
optimized for forest applications. to national and sub-national Forest Departments and to the National 
Tropical Forests Action Programme (TFAP) units to establish and/or strengthen the capacity of 
deVeloping countries to assess and monitor their forest resources. It could be further deVeloped to be 
integrated with GIS and other data bases, such as Forest Resources Information System (FORlS) and 
with simulation and modelling capabilities to assist in planning and the definition of forestry policies. 
FRA, the Tropical Forest Action Plan coordination Unit and the Field Programme ofFAO wou'd be the 
main users. This project has already started with a uSCr needs assessment If1 order to reach user 
requirements at a national level for managing forest areas and a preliminary outline for the RESPAS 
system concep!. Pilot countries that should be involvcd are Colombia, Guinea, Kenya and the' 
Philippines. 

FAO wilt also continue its study on the use of time series of ARTEMIS vegetation assessments to 
improve estimates of the length of the growing period' and its: variations, particularly in the Sahel 
region. 

FAO contributes to the preparation offom Sahara and Sahel Observatory projects; 

(a) assessment and monitoring of land degradation and desertification in North African countries, with 
the "Centre regional de t61Cdetection des etats. de t'Afrique du Nord (CRTEAN)" 

(b) harmonization of the uses ofNOAA~A VHRR and Meteosat data for environmental monitoring 

(oj preparation of the "Africa GIS 1995" Conference in Abidjan, March 1995, with UNlT~ and 
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(d) setting up of a "Iong term ecological monitoring observatories network", ROSELT> in Africa~ in the 
framework of G10S activities 

• FAO, with funding support from the Government of the Netherlands, continues to provide operatJonaJ 
remote sensing inputs into the GIEWS (FAO) and the Desert Locust Prevention Programme through 
the upgraded ARTEMIS, Research work: will continue on the integration of remote-sensing-bssed llnd 
meteorological rainfall estimates and on improvement of data on the length of growing periods. 

• FAO, in cooperation with ECA, is continuing preparatory activities for a nationaVregional project called 
AFRICOVER. which aims at strengthening the capacities of African eountries for sustainable 
management of thc natural resources, of security and environment proteclion and for practical 
applications of advanced geographic information technologies while establishing a land cover digital 
database and producing a land cover map at different scales. the project which involves other interested 
UN bodies, such as the World Bank in framework of the National Environment Action Plans, is to be 
implemented in Africa region!!1 and national remote sensing centers and mapping agencies, FAO has 
set up a rcp for a preparatory phase, and the first step was made in a technical consultation and a first 
donor meetmg in Addis Ababa, held with and at ECA headquarters, in July 1994, A new project 
document, taking into account the findings of the above meeting, will be scnt to Amean countries and 
potential donors. The East-African component of AFRICOVER wltl start at the end of 1994 for three 
years 

it is expected that other donors could support the various eomponents of this continental project. France 
and the World Bank: have already decLded to analyze their potential contribution by the end of 1994, 

FAO, through its Remote Sensing and Agrometeorology Centre (AGRT), eontinues its efforts to 
optimize the use of remote sensing and agrometeoroiogical technologies in itself and to effectively 
transfer and integrate their use into its Member States activities for the speeific purposes of: enhancing 
the timeliness, oost and effectiveness of data collootion~ inventory, monitoring and management of 
resources at various level~, and early warning and environmental monitoring. 

In 1995 w 1996 and beyond, FAO ~nvisages use of the Globa! Positioning System (GPS) tn surveys and 
integration of remote sensing data into GIS-based land resoum:;:s information systems in order to 
broaden the range of applications. Further, FAO considers using remote sensing to assess and monitor 
progress of soil and water conservation works carried out in the field within the framework of WFP~ 
assessed national programmes. An Interdepartmental Working Group was established on land use and 
land cover planning, working with UNEP and UNESCO. 

UNESCO and IrC will complete the implementation of the ongoing eooperative programme, 
"Geoinformat!on for environmentally sound management of natural retlources", in 1995. which 
involves activities concerning the applieation of GIS and remote sensing and training in the fields of 
ecology. hydrology and geology" 

UNESCO will establish a remote sensing centre at the Libyan Secretariat for Scientific Research> 
within the framework: of 8. research project aimed at studying the natural resouree potential in the south 
of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya FAO will cooperate in establishing the centre relating to agricultural 
applications. 

UNESCO, in cooperation with the International Union of Geological Sciences (lUGS) and the Royal 
Museum of Central Africa (Belgium), will oontinue to implement the third phase of the Geo'ogical 
Applications of Remote Sensing {GARS) project in Africa, which aims to develop a remote sensing 
user network: involVing Burundi, Rwanda. Uganda, the United RepUblic of Tanzania and Zambia. 
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• 

UNESCO and lUGS will continue to implement the second phase of the GARS-Latin America project 
which focuses on the study of mitigation of natural haurds in the Andean region through the use of 
microwave spaee-homc sensor data, and will launch, in 1994~i995, the new GARS~Asia projcet~ 
whieh concerns the monitoring of pre-active volcanoes with the use of remote sensing technology. 

IBRD pursues its remote sensing and GlS aetivities by incorporating remole sensing and GIS 
lechnology as sma!! sub~components of larger World-Bank-funded projects and by conducting an jn~ 
house program of researeh into the strengths and limitations of the technology 

IBRD. under its African EnvironmcntallY Sustainable Development Divisiol'l (AFTES), an important 
initiative of which focuses on the need for improving the access of African nations to and the quality of 
data on the nature and extent of thcir natural resources, will continue to assess selected regional and 
national survey, mapping and inventory capabilities in Africa with a view to providing direct operational 
suppori. 

DISSEMINATION AND EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION ON THE STATUS OF 
TECHNOLOGY OR OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS THROUGH MEETINGS OR 

PUBLICATIONS 

ECA wilt organize in [996 the Ninth United Natiol1s Regional Cartographic Conferenee tor Africa, 
TuniSia has ofiered to host the event, and Moroeco offered to be the alternative host country. 

EeA will continue fo publish its eartographic and remote sensing bulletin, of which three issues have 
been published 

ECA also envisages to inelude for i996~I997 one expert group meeting as follow-up of its first ad·hoc 
expert group meeting held ill i 994 on pOlicies and strategies of the development of natural resources 
aud energy in Africa. This expert meeting will reexamine the stJitus of the African remote sensing 
programme with special attention to the constraints and obstaeles that counlries in thc region may 
continue to confront i~ sharing the benents of remote sensing and GIS. 

ECA will cooperate with and will host the General AssembJy and first regional conference of the 
African Association ofRcmote Sensing for the Environment (AARSE) seheduled for 5-11 November 
i 995, at the headquarters of the Commission in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 

The RCSSMRS win, within its user services activities, issue ill 1995~1996 broehures and newsletters 
10 provide information on the availability of the S3tellite data in the region for use in various projects. 

The Office for Outer Spaee Atl'airs will prepare the study on "Use of remote sensing technologies for 
environmental applications, partieularly 10 support of the recommcndations of the United Nations 
Conference on Environment and Development 
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FAO, in cooperation with ECA. UNITAR, UNEP, and other UN organizations. and with the 
col1aOOration of relevant t«hnieal institutions from Africa and abroad~ will organize in November 
1995 or Fcbruary J996, a "Pan-African Confercn\:e on information and communication technologies 
for high-level decision~makers in agriculture and the environment. 

UNEP GRID, through ils Sioux Falls Centre, has developed a manual on "Environmental GIS & Image 
Processing (lP): With Special Reference to Developing Countries".It is expected~ that such a publication 
will provide understanding of basic principles of GIS & IP, increase familiarity with the available tools 
and impart practical tips for the project design using GIS & IP. The manusl will be produced in 
cooperation with Clark University, U.s.A., and the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID). 

UNEP, through its EAP, will publish in 1994 and beyond reports on examples of GIS and remote 
sensing techniques apphed to projects supported by GRID for solving environmental problems. These 
rcports, previously issued in the GRIP Infoonation Series and Case Study Series will in the future be 
published in the Environment Assessment Teehnical Reoorts series. From September 1994, the 
information regarding data management, which was previously published in GRID News will be 
contained in the newsletter of the EAP l' Earth Views. 

UNEP's GRID programme provides ready aecess to several thousand environmental datasets ofwhieh 
approximately 40 per cent arc derived from satellite sensors. GRID's Metadatabase system, to be 
implemented in I994~1995, will provide pointers ID other sources such as NASA's Master Directory. 

UNESCO, within the framework of the MAP programme, wiU synthesize and publish its reeent GIS 
ease studies for biosphere reserve management tn deVeloping eountries. A task foree for biosphere 
reserve data management will soon established_ This task force will elaborate strategies, tactics and 
technical protocols for improving biosphere reserve data management, including the use of GIS and 
remote sensing, and will plan future aetivities 

D. ESTABLISHMENT OF CENTERS FOR SPACE SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION 

In response to the General Assembly resolution 45/72 of } 1 December 1990, in which the General 
assembly endorsed the establishment of regional centcrs for space science and technology education in 
developing countries, the United Nations Programme on Space Applications continues to make 
progress in establishing such centers whieh are expected 10 enhance the acadcmic and professional 
capabiiities SJld teehnical infrastructure in space science and technology ill eaeh rcgion. 

ECA will contiue to support the Office for Outer Space Affairs of the Unitcd Nations as a necessary 
step: for the creation of endogenous technical capacity and as a complement to the training normally 
otTcred by regional eenters 

FAD supports and plans to cooperate with the proposed rcgional centers for space science and 
tcchnology education within its mandated areas. The centcrs will Significantly contribute to 
strengthening educational opportunities In the peaceful uscs of outer space in devcloping countrics. 
FAD will be particularly interested in the programmes of exiSTing centers related to applications of 
rcmotc 'sensing and GIS to inventories of renewable natural resourccs, natural disasters control and 
early waming systems, avoiding duplication in the framework of Agenda 2l and its differeni chapte~ 
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